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1PHASE 1 DISCOVERY


INTRODUCTION 


In February 2019, the City of Shawnee, Kansas (the “City”), began a 
year-long concurrent process for Imagine Shawnee; the development 
of a City Strategic Vision Plan and the Parks and Recreation 
Department (the “Department”) Master Plan.


The Parks and Recreation Master Plan will 
serve as a framework for the Department’s 
future vision and direction. The process 
unfolded, in large part, from community, staff, 
and governance involvement. Along with staff, 
the Parks and Recreation Advisory Board and 
Parks and Recreation Master Plan Steering 
Committee were instrumental in providing 
input and shaping recommendations.


Community engagement included a series of 
focus groups, key leader meetings, community 
open house, and the completion of a 
statistically valid Community Needs Assessment 
Survey. In addition, staff members at all levels 
of the organization provided their insights and 
perspectives throughout the entire process.  


The Parks and Recreation Master Plan 
establishes multiple goals and the opportunity 
to chart the Department’s future. This plan 
focuses on physical assets and services of the 
Department.


The goals for the process include the following:


Assessing the current parks and 
recreation system


Establishing clear direction for the 
future positioning of parks, trails, 
open space, recreation, and events 


Identifying the needs of the 
community and basing decisions on 
resident input


Creating a plan that is realistic and 
workable


Providing documentation necessary 
for the Department’s subsequent 
effort in achieving accreditation 
through the Commission for 
Accreditation of Parks and Recreation 
Agencies (CAPRA)


Developing recommendations, along 
with capital estimates and realistic 
timeframes for completion
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The Parks and Recreation 
Master Plan process 
occurred simultaneously 
to the City’s Strategic Plan 
process. 
Therefore, the Parks and Recreation Master 
Plan is connected to the City’s newly created 
Strategic Plan. SGR, working with City Council, 
identified 5 Priority Pillars that will help shape 
the City’s future.  


The 5 Priority Pillars include:
1. Attract diverse housing to meet the needs 


of a growing city
2. Create a safe, sustainable, inclusive, and 


interactive community
3. Design an environment where businesses 


thrive
4. Lead in maximizing and integrating natural 


resources
5. Provide exceptional city services and 


infrastructure


Under each of these 5 Pillars, the Council 
identified several milestones that give more 
definition to these priorities.  These milestones 
are markers that indicate that the City is 
moving in the right direction and at the right 
speed in order to see the vision come to pass.  
Some milestones or objectives may crossover 
into other areas, too. As the list indicates, many 
of the milestones relate to parks and recreation 
services. 


Pillars and Milestones
Attract Diverse Housing to Meet the Needs of 
a Growing City


• Develop a mix of housing options to 
serve a broad range of households 
and income levels


• Be innovative in mixed use 
developments


• Revitalize needed areas with infill 
housing developments


• Integrate multi-family housing with 
existing development


CONNECTION TO THE IMAGINE SHAWNEE 
STRATEGIC VISION
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Create a Safe, Sustainable, Inclusive, and 
Interactive Community


• Continue to be a leader in public 
safety best practices


• Promote health, connectedness, 
and sense of belonging in every 
neighborhood


• Develop creative partnerships to 
expand public transit opportunities


• Make downtown a premier, 
interactive, and unique destination


• Integrate sustainability and 
conservation in planning to create a 
resilient city and improve quality of 
life


• Generate opportunities for 
recreation, public art, history, and 
cultural experiences


Design an Environment Where Businesses Thrive


• Identify areas that would be attractive to 
commercial development


• Attract and retain business clusters that 
will create a sustainable business culture


• Recruit businesses that will make 
downtown a premier destination


• Create a corporate business park to 
attract additional Fortune 100 companies


• Encourage parks and recreational 
opportunities in commercial 
development


Leade in Maximizing and Integrating Natural 
Resources


• Capitalize on Shawnee’s unique 
topography and geography by integrating 
it into developments and site designs


• Promote innovation and efficiency in 
design standards as updates are made to 
the Comprehensive Plan


• Incorporate natural resource access into 
development


• Utilize the Kansas River in future 
recreational opportunities


• Create an Environment Where 
Businesses Thrive


Provide Exceptional City Services and 
Infrastructure


• Support residents in maintaining 
property through safe building 
codes that promote new 
construction and renovation


• Promote beautification by 
establishing innovative code 
enforcement strategies


• Provide state of the art stormwater 
systems through regional 
partnerships that protect residents’ 
properties


• Create a continuity of regional 
connections through sidewalks, 
paths, and trails


• Grow and cultivate a workforce 
of servant leaders who are fully 
equipped and prepared to carry 
out the vision of Shawnee


• Maintain and expand a quality 
road system, utilizing concepts 
that promote efficiency and 
sustainability


• Establish an infrastructure 
development plan
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PARKS AND RECREATION MASTER PLAN PROCESS


The process included five phases as follows:


PHASE 1 
DISCOVERY


PHASE 2
ENGAGEMENT


PHASE 3
ANALYSIS


PHASE 4
VISIONING


PHASE 5
DRAFT AND 
FINAL PLAN 


Phase 1 Discovery: 
This preliminary step 
of the planning process 
included meeting with 
Parks and Recreation staff, 
the Parks and Recreation 
Advisory Board, and the 
Parks and Recreation 
Master Plan Steering 
Committee to gather input 
about issues, actions, 
and assets related to 
the parks and recreation 
system. This Phase also 
included a review of the 
City’s demographics, as 
changes in the population 
significantly affect future 
plans for the parks and 
recreation system. 


Phase 2 Engagement: 
The engagement process 
provided the framework 
for identifying community 
needs. This included 
meetings with key leaders, 
community focus groups, 
community open house, 
several meetings with City 
and Parks and Recreation 
staff, Mayor and Council, 
Parks and Recreation 
Advisory Board, and 
Parks and Recreation 
Master Plan Steering 
Committee. Along with 
the in-person engagement 
meetings, a statistically 
valid Community Needs 
Assessment Survey was 
distributed to randomly 
selected City households. 


Phase 3 Analysis: 
The focus of this task 
included an inventory 
of existing parks and 
recreation services. 
The analysis was based 
on information and 
inventories provided by 
the Parks and Recreation 
Department staff, with 
recommendations 
developed in collaboration 
with the consulting team. 
Elements contained 
within this section 
include park amenity 
and asset inventory and 
classification, level of 
service analysis, and 
recreation program 
assessment.  


Phase 4 Visioning: 
The previous phases 
formed the framework 
for the visioning 
process, which included 
the identification of 
key findings from the 
Phases 1 – 3 and the 
development of strategic 
recommendations. The 
Parks and Recreation 
Advisory Board, Steering 
Committee, and staff 
members held Visioning 
workshops.


Phase 5 Draft and Final 
Plan: 
The Parks and Recreation 
Master Plan includes 
a narrative of all the 
previous phases and 
is presented in the 
form of a draft report. 
Subsequently, after 
presentations and 
adopting any final 
comments, a final Parks 
and Recreation Master 
Plan is developed.  
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DEPARTMENT HISTORY


1990 -
The Parks and Recreation Department was 
created as an independent city department, 
and the City hired its first Parks and 
Recreation Director.


1993 - The City acquired new parkland adjacent to 
Monticello Trails Middle School and named 
it Donald B. Gamblin Park.


2000 - The citizens of Shawnee approved a (1/4¢) 
sales tax to provide additional funding for 
parkland acquisition as well as for storm 
water drainage projects (this tax is split 
evenly between the two areas). 


2001 - Charles J. Stump Park was dedicated.


2002 -
Garrett Park was completed with Parks 
and Pipes funds.  The City amended The 
Open Space Dedication Ordinance to more 
accurately reflect the cost of acquisition and 
development of open space. 


2004 - The City takes assumed ownership and 
operation of Pleasant View Cemetery. The 
(1/4¢) sales tax for parkland acquisition 
and storm water drainage was renewed. 
Expansion began on Shawnee Town 1929 
to include authentic collections, exhibits, 
programs and events allowing visitors to 
experience a typical day in a 1920s Shawnee 
farm community. 


Monticello Springs Park was built with Parks 
and Pipes funds.


2006 - The City celebrated its 150 birthday.


2005 -


1991 - The Shawnee Civic Centre was open and 
dedicated.


1997 - The Arbor Day Foundation first named 
Shawnee as a Tree City USA.


The West Pool extensive renovation was 
completed and re-dedicated as the Thomas 
A. Soetaert Aquatic Center.


2003 -


DEPARTMENT HISTORY
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2007 - Splash Cove at the Jim Allen Aquatic Center 
was dedicated and the City assumed 
ownership and operation of Shawnee 
Cemetery.


2008 - The City was named as one of two 
communities in the State of Kansas and 1 
of 89 in the United States as an American 
League of Bicyclists Bicycle Friendly 
Community. The City was included in 
Money Magazine’s Top 100 Places to Live. 
Water Tower Park was built with Parks and 
Pipes funds.


2011 - The Farmstead was added to Shawnee 
Town 1929.


2013 - Erfurt Park development began, and 
construction was completed on the Clear 
Creek Trail Phase III project.  


2015 - Erfurt Park was completed and dedicated 
to Shawnee’s Sister City, Erfurt, Germany.


2016 - Old Shawnee Days celebrated its 50th 
anniversary. Shawnee Town 1929 
implemented their second Strategic Plan.


2017 - Installed lighting along West Flanders trail. 
Worked with the Johnson County Parks 
and Recreation District and developed the 
Mid-America Softball Complex Master Plan.


2018 - The Department developed a Community 
Center Master Plan.


2019 - The Department successfully applied for 
CAPRA Accreditation. The City kicked off 
Imagine Shawnee, a joint effort for city-
wide Strategic Visioning and Planning and a 
Parks and Recreation Master Plan.
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DEPARTMENT BACKGROUND


The Department oversees more than 900 acres 
of City parks, Shawnee Town 1929 Museum, 
the Civic Centre, and the City's two state of 
the art aquatic facilities: Splash Cove Aquatic 
Center and Thomas A. Soetaert Aquatic Center. 
There are over 700 programs and special 
events offered annually for youth, adults, and 
seniors.


ACRES


900


There are 21 full-time and approximately 140 
part-time/seasonal employees. During the 
2018 – 2019 fiscal year, the Department’s 
operating expenses were $5.4 million.    


The Department consists of six budget 
divisions:


 •  Administration
 •  Parks Maintenance
 •  Aquatics
 •  Civic Centre
 •  Recreational Programming
 •  Shawnee Town


PROGRAMS/
EVENTS


700
OPERATING 
EXPENSES


$5.4M


The Parks and Recreation Director oversees the 
daily operations of the Department. 


Parks Maintenance oversees ballfield and park 
maintenance for the Department’s 900 acres of 
park property.


The Aquatics Division oversees the daily 
operation and maintenance of the City’s 
two aquatic facilities. It is responsible for all 
aquatic programs, daily open swim, facility 
rentals, birthday parties, and concessions. In 
addition, the Aquatics Division is responsible 
for the concession operation at the Stump Park 
Athletic Fields Complex.  


The Civic Centre Division oversees all 
maintenance and rentals of the facility. Facility 
Supervisors cross over to assist with recreation 
programs.
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The Recreational Programming Division offers 
programs, classes, and events for residents of 
all ages and oversees numerous special events.


The Shawnee Town Division oversees 
an outdoor museum site, educational 
programming, a rental facility, and coordinates 
the Farmers’ Market. 


The City budget also includes special revenue 
funds that support the department:


• Special Parks and Recreation Fund
• Parks and Recreation Land Use Fund
• Convention and Tourism Fund
• Parks and Pipes
• Cemetery Fund
• Equipment and Facility Reserve Fund
• Debt Fund
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MISSION, VISION


An important element in 
the development of a Parks 
and Recreation Master 
Plan includes a review and 
development of mission, 
vision, values, and guiding 
principles. 


This was achieved in successive workshops with 
Parks and Recreation Advisory Board, Parks and 
Recreation Master Plan Steering Committee 
Board members, and staff. 


Mission statements define the business or 
purpose of the organization. 


Vision statements are more aspirational:  


In the review of the mission and development 
of a vision, the consensus of the groups 
included the following: 


Mission Statement: 


Creating opportunities for the 
community to explore, engage, and 
connect.


Vision Statement: 


Shawnee Parks and Recreation 
is a leader in creating a healthy 
community by promoting 
innovative and inclusive 
opportunities that fulfill each 
person’s mind, body, and spirit.


Guiding Principles: 


Guiding Principles provide a 
sense of focus to the ways the 
Department provides services to 
the community.  They describe 
the Department’s most critical 
approaches to the way it operates.


The essence of master planning asks these 
three basic questions:


 •  Where are we now?
 •  Where do we want to go?
 •  How will we get there?


“What do we hope to 
become?”
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES 


The definition of Guiding Principles 
includes:


 
Create Community: Furthering “One 
Shawnee” is the goal for this principle 
through equitable services, inclusiveness, 
and strengthening community relationships 
and partnerships.  A variety of efforts 
will be made to connect and engage the 
Department to City’s residents, being a 
leader in bringing the community together.


Commit to Service: The Department will 
endeavor to focus on providing excellent 
customer service to its customers. The 
Department will have an external customer 
focus and continuously identify and 
respond to community needs.


CREATE 
COMMUNITY


COMMIT
TO 


SERVICE


FOCUS ON 
ACCESSIBILITY 


AND 
EQUITY


PROVIDE A 
QUALITY 
OF LIFE 


ENSURE 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
SUSTAINABILITY 


AND 
OPEN SPACE


Focus on Accessibility and Equity: All residents 
should have access to programs, facilities, 
places, and spaces regardless of where they 
live, their income, ethnicity, age, special needs, 
or gender. Additionally, the Department will 
continuously work toward providing equitable 
locations of programs, parks, facilities, trails, 
and open space throughout the City, ensuring 
geographical balance. This principle also 
includes the commitment to a balanced 
system, or one in which resources are allocated 
appropriately among all facets of the parks and 
recreation system. 


Provide a Quality of Life: The Parks and 
Recreation Department plays a major 
role in positively impacting the health 
and wellness of the community. The 
Department will take a holistic approach to 
strengthening overall community health in 
mind, body, and spirit/soul.  These efforts 
contribute to the quality of life in Shawnee


Ensure Environmental Sustainability and 
Open Space Preservation: This principle 
focuses on meeting the needs of present 
users without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their needs. 
It includes the Department’s efforts in 
interacting with the environment to 
avoid depletion or degradation of natural 
resources. This also includes ensuring that 
open space opportunities are preserved for 
future generations.
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Values: These define the 
important tenets of the way 
employees work together. 
Values will be reinforced 
in hiring and promotional 
processes, staff orientation, 
ongoing operations, 
recognition systems, and 
the performance appraisal 
process. 


Accountability: We rely on each other to get 
our jobs done. As a result, it is imperative that 
we all keep our end of the bargain in following 
through on all of our commitments.  


Meaningful Work: What we do is important. 
We make a difference in the lives of those in 
our community from the services we offer. In 
order to support our meaningful work, we will 
endeavor to always strive for creating a good 
work environment for all of our employees.


Service-Oriented: Our roles are to provide 
services for the community. Decisions will 
be made based on the contribution to the 
greater good of the community. In determining 
future efforts and initiatives, we will base 
our decisions on the greater good of the 
community.


Stewardship: We want to carefully and 
thoughtfully protect the resources we have 
and oversee, including natural, historical, and 
financial assets. 


The values and their intended meaning are as 
follows:


Communication: We will work toward 
strengthening our communication practices in 
all directions of the Department, both across 
divisions as well as though all levels of the 
organization. We will do our best to share 
information with all employees who need it in 
a collaborative and cooperative way.


Creativity: We will continuously look at new 
and different ways of offering our services, 
being agile in the way we offer programs 
and events, and look to industry trends to 
determine future positioning of services.  


COMMUNICATION CREATIVITY


MEANINGFUL 
WORK 


SERVICE- 
ORIENTED


STEWARDSHIP ACCOUNTABILITY


VALUES
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The Parks and Recreation Advisory Board 
and Parks and Recreation Master Plan 
Steering Committee worked in a supporting 
role in the development of the Parks and 
Recreation Master Plan. This group consists 
of key individuals who have the interest and 
investment of time toward the parks and 
recreation system. The groups assisted the 
consulting team by reviewing and providing 
feedback on outreach efforts including 
attendance and support for the open house, 
existing conditions analysis, visioning, and a 
review of the draft plan prior to adoption.


Parks & Recreation 
Advisory Board and 
Parks and Recreation 
Steering Committee
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PLAN ORGANIZATION


The process included five 
phases, as described in the 
preceding section.  


The specific elements include the following:


Introduction: This section defines the purpose 
of the Parks and Recreation Master Plan, 
Department background and information, 
and an overview of the process. It also 
includes demographic analysis of the City, an 
inventory of the parks and recreation system, 
benchmarking levels taken from national 
standards and regional comparable cities, and 
the overall goals and objectives of the Plan. 


Department History and Background: This 
section includes information about the 
Department, its structure, overview of core 
services, and a chronology of the Department’s 
development since its inception in 1990. 


Executive Summary: The Summary provides 
a synopsis of the Parks and Recreation Master 
Plan and reviews the highlights of each 
technical element of the Plan. 


Engagement Summary: This section 
includes the classification and analysis of 
the City’s parks and open space along with 
recommendations for improvement and 
adjustment. This section also includes an 
overview of the Community Needs Assessment 
Survey results.  


Park Inventory and Analysis: The Park 
Inventory information includes a detailed 
description of each park, assigns a rating 
based on the park’s condition, and provides 
recommendations for improvement.


Level of Service and Park Classificiation: 
The Inventory includes a complete listing 
of parkland, amenities, assets, trails, and 
facilities. Using the National Recreation and 
Park Association’s Park Metrics database, level 
of service comparisons were made with 76 
nationwide agencies with populations between 
50,000 and 100,000. The Level of Service (LOS) 
compares the City’s parkland acreage, miles of 
trails, number of assets, amenities, facilities, 
and programs. The results indicate areas in 
which the City either has less or more than the 
median number of benchmark agencies.  


Recreation Program Assessment: This 
section includes analysis of the City’s 
recreational facilities and programming as 
well as recommendations for improvement 
and adjustment based on the public 
engagement and survey results, community 
demographics, staff completion of a program 
assessment spreadsheet, and review of 
program registration numbers, website and 
program guide.  This narrative also includes 
demographic information and projections for 
current demographics as well as projections for 
the year 2023.


Recommendations and Action Plan: 
Recommendations include a listing of key 
areas of strategies to position the Department 
for the future. The categorization of 
recommendations include three major theme 
areas: Explore, Engage, and Connect, based on 
the Department’s mission including these three 
key words.  The park recommendations, on the 
other hand, relate specifically to parks and are 
listed as individual park recommendations. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


Explore Engage Connect


The Executive Summary 
includes a brief, high 
level overview of the 
key technical reports 
developed as part of the 
Master Plan process.  


This Summary provides readers with an 
opportunity for a quick overview of the major 
Plan components. 


Community 
Engagement 
Engagement meetings included key leader 
meetings, Parks and Recreation Advisory Board 
and Parks and Recreation Master Plan Steering 
Committee members, focus groups, community 
open house, and a series of meetings with staff.  
The meetings results largely shaped the results 
of the Master Plan recommendations.  


Key strengths, improvement considerations, 
and major issues follow: 


Departmental Strengths
• Program and service variety
• Quality of maintenance of parks and 


facilities
• Staff’s ability to get a lot done given 


the number of staff
• Staff responsiveness
• The Department is a good partner
• Organizational knowledge from long 


tenured staff
• Trails are highly valued
• Aquatics operation was called out as 


being really good
• Events are very important to the 


community
• Shawnee Town is an important asset
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Improvement Considerations
• Ensure safety for trail use 
• Develop more socialization 


programs for seniors
• More partnerships with schools and 


libraries
• Adding amenities to the Civic Center
• Following up on the Community 


Center project
• Indoor pool facility is needed 
• Marketing/branding/image


Major Issues
• Bridging East and West Shawnee
• Maintaining the infrastructure
• Developing department succession 


planning
• Continuing connectivity efforts
• Continuance of Parks and Pipes
• Expand physical accessibility for an 


aging population
• With continued growth ensure 


adequate staffing numbers and 
workload


• Identify next steps for possible 
indoor space/community center


• Future direction of the Civic Center 


Statistically Valid 
Survey
ETC Institute, the survey research firm, 
prepared a statistically valid survey that 
sampled the community for information 
about their needs related to parks, amenities, 
facilities, and programs. 416 residents 
completed the survey, exceeding the goal 
of 400 returned survey. The overall results 
for the sample of completed surveys have a 
precision of at least +/- 4.8 at the 95% level of 
confidence. The survey included questions that 
asked about household needs, how well those 
needs are being met, and any desired priorities 
for future services. 


ETC Institute uses a tool called the Priority 
Investment Rating (PIR) that identifies low, 
medium, and high priorities for facilities, 
amenities, and programs. This tool was 
developed to provide an objective means 
for evaluating the priority that should be 
placed on future investments in parks and 
recreation services. The PIR equally weighs the 
importance that residents place on facilities 
and how many residents have unmet needs for 
that type of facility. 


Based on the PIR, the following seven facilities 
rated as high priorities for future investment: 


• Walking and biking trails 
• Indoor swimming pools/leisure pool 
• Farmer’s market 
• Indoor fitness and exercise facilities 
• Indoor walking and running track 
• Nature trails 
• Dog park


The following four programs rated as the 
highest priorities for future investment: 


• Adult fitness and wellness programs 
• City-wide special events 
• Adult enrichment/educational 


programs 
• Nature programs 
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Demographics
An analysis of population projections and other 
demographic metrics assist with determining 
future positioning of parks and recreation 
services. Some of the key facts for Shawnee 
include:


The median age of the 62,209 City residents 
recorded in the 2010 U.S. Census was 36.3 
years. The total population of the City is 
projected to experience moderate growth 
between 2010 and 2023, with an increase of 
13.5%. 


Shifts in population across all age categories of 
youth are projected to increase by 3.7%. The 
largest anticipated increase is in youth ages 15 
– 19 years, from 3,901 in 2010 to 4,290 in 2023, 
or a 10.0% increase. Youth ages 0 – 4 years 
will likely increase by 2.8%, or 129 residents. 
In total, the number of youth is expected to 
increase by 684. This data suggests that youth 
programming services could experience a slight 
increase in demand in the near future.


The predicted shift in the City’s adult 
population as a whole is higher than the youth 
population—a 17.7% projected increase. 
Nearly every adult age category is predicted 
to increase; the one category predicted to 
decrease is adults 45 – 54 years (-10.2%). 
The number of adults ages 65 – 74 years is 
expected to nearly double (increase 87.3%), 
from 3,518 to 6,590 residents. Adults ages 75 
years and older are also expected to increase 
by 65.0%. Combined, adults over 55 years old 
are predicted to increase by 6,148 residents by 
2023. 


The vast majority of the City’s residents, 86.3%, 
reported having a race of White Alone in the 
2010 U.S. Census. The remaining population 
self-reported as Black Alone (5.3%), Asian 
Alone (3.0%), Two or More Races (2.6%), Some 
Other Race Alone (2.3%), and less than 1% of 
the remaining races. 


It is projected that the City’s race composition 
will shift by a -3.5 percentage point reduction in 
White Alone by 2023; subsequent increases are 
anticipated across the other race designations, 
with the highest being Black Alone, anticipated 
to increase 1.3 percentage points. Asian 
Alone and Two or More Races are anticipated 
to increase slightly as well, by 1.1 and 0.9 
percentage points respectively. The ethnicity of 
Hispanic origin (a designation independent of 
race designation) is expected to experience a 
34.4% increase by 2023.


The median household income in the City 
was $81,343 in 2018, higher than the U.S. 
national median income of $63,179 in 2018. 
A 10.4% increase is projected in the City by 
the year 2023, to $89,824. Figure 7 shows the 
breakdown by income level.


Demographic data is provided by ESRI and 
based on 2010 US Bureau of the Census.
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The inventory and analysis of parks and 
amenities includes a total count of assets that 
includes:


• Listing of parks
• Park classification
• Park size in acreage
• Level of maintenance mode
• Listing of amenities:


 - Sports fields and courts
 - Restrooms
 - Play structures
 - Shelters
 - Miscellaneous amenities 
including trails, museums, native 
landscapes, and others


In addition, each park received a numerical 
score based on the cumulative rating of 
amenities, safety, park usage, connections, 
overall condition, and resiliency.  Highest rated 
parks and amenities include:


• Shawnee Town 1929
• Blackfish Recreational Trail
• Swarner Park
• Sister Cities Park
• John F. Lynch Park
• Monticello Springs Park
• Quivira Glenn Park


Park Inventory and Analysis
Additionally, each park was individually 
assessed and included definitions of 
maintenance modes, photographs of each 
park, an explanation of how each park was 
assessed, and a series of recommendations.
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Level of Service
An important element of the Parks and 
Recreation Master Plan includes a Level of 
Service (LOS) Analysis. This analysis determines 
how well the City of Shawnee Parks and 
Recreation Department meets the needs 
of the community in a variety of amenities, 
according to the National Recreation and Park 
Association’s (NRPA) Park Metrics database of 
agency information from around the country. 


The amenities in this analysis include four 
categories: 


• Budget
• Parks/Trails
• Indoor Facilities
• Outdoor Facilities and Amenities


The LOS guidelines assist an agency in 
determining the appropriate level of parkland, 
facilities, and amenities. The definition of 
“appropriate” parkland and facilities varies 
from community to community. Much depends 
on the local use and demand for specific 
services. For example, more playgrounds may 
be needed than what the guidelines suggest if 
the community has many young families with 
children.  


LOS guidelines measure the minimum amount 
of assets which should be provided to meet 
the community’s needs and expectations. LOS 
guidelines are typically expressed as a ratio of 
a facility’s capacity to the number of users.  For 
example, a standard for how many park acres 
are needed per 1,000 population is an example 
of a level of service guideline. 


The results show the Department has more 
than sufficient outdoor aquatics facilities and a 
slight surplus of park acres. On the other hand 
a deficit of indoor recreation space exists, as 
well as outdoor facilities and amenities such as 
playgrounds, basketball, and tennis courts.
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Recreation Program 
Assessment
The Department offers a mature program menu 
with a variety of recreational opportunities 
for City residents. The recreation assessment 
identified opportunities for program expansion, 
to meet community needs and desires in a 
comprehensive way. Also identified were 
opportunities to strengthen existing programs, 
with the goal to increase participation, net 
revenue, or both. The following summary 
highlights the assessment’s key points. The full 
recreation assessment provides detailed insight 
into each core program and the individual 
analyses therein. 


Current Program Menu
A fairly equal program distribution across the 
five age categories indicates programming is 
being provided to residents of all age segments. 
When all youth age segments are combined 
however, a majority (62%) of programs are 
intended for youth participants. The summer 
season provides the most programmatic 
opportunity (247 programs), followed by the 
spring season (206 programs). Enrichment 
programming had the highest total quantity 
(194), which accounted for about one fourth of 
the total program menu, followed by aquatics 
(148) and fitness (135). The City’s program 
menu has 67% of programs in the mature life 
cycle stage, which indicates an opportunity 
to introduce and grow new programs. This is 
especially true in arts and fitness. 


Program Performance
Total enrollment into registration-based 
programs was 7,900 in 2018. Aquatics, sports, 
and special events experienced the most 
enrollments in 2018; trips & tours, arts & crafts, 
and dance experienced the least enrollments. 
Participation was highest in aquatics programs 
(40% of all participation), followed by fitness 
(26%) and sports (15%). Aquatics, sports, and 
fitness achieved the highest 2018 net revenue 
amounts. All program areas recovered at least 
100% their direct costs (i.e. excluding salaries) 
in 2018. When reviewed in relation to each 
other, aquatics had the highest net revenue 
and enrollment; dance and arts & crafts had 
the lowest net revenue and enrollment. 


Shawnee Town 1929 experienced steadily 
increasing attendance figures across the 
four years examined, topping approximately 
119,423 total visitors and participants in 
2019. Programmatically, Shawnee Town 1929 
programs are in the growth life cycle stage. 
Due to the continued support of the Friends of 
Shawnee Town and the City, the site’s physical 
structures have grown concurrently with the 
programs and events. 


Overall, the strongest performing program 
areas include aquatics, Shawnee Town 1929, 
sports, special events, and trips and tours. 
The fitness, arts & crafts, and dance program 
areas need revitalization or decommissioning. 
Based on the data compiled in this assessment, 
fitness programs show the strongest potential 
for revitalized growth. 


Special Events
City staff support and host more than 58 
special events every year. With an average of 
over one per week, and some spanning more 
than one day, the Department staff are heavily 
relied upon to facilitate and support the fun. 
Events are important to residents, as evidenced 
by the second-highest priority investment 
rating in the recent community needs survey. 
The addition of any further special event 
support would require the allocation of more 
personnel and resources.


Marketing
A significant amount of collaboration occurs 
between the City and Department’s marketing 
staff. The marketing team expressed a desire 
for the development of a comprehensive 
marketing plan and additional marketing 
collateral, data use, and business planning. 
However, due to the Department’s marketing 
staff member’s split responsibilities between 
recreation and marketing, any further shift 
of resources would reduce the recreation 
department’s recreation program efforts. 
Due to societal demand for robust marketing 
efforts – including a high level of social media 
engagement and individualized messaging 
– any expansion of marketing and/or 
programming services would require additional 
staffing.
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Recommendations
This chapter includes two sections, 
one dedicated toward parks and trail 
recommendations, and the other toward 
organizational and recreation services 
recommendations. The organizational and 
recreation services recommendations are 
divided among three major themes, based 
on the Department’s mission statement of 
explore, engage, and connect.   


In addition, the park recommendations are 
categorized according to three time priorities 
of short term, mid term, and long term.  Short 
term themes include years 1-3, mid term 
include years 4-7, and long term include years 
8 years or more.  The capital projects provide 
an estimated range of expenditures required to 
complete the project.  


Several of the key park recommendations 
include:


• Research and plan for additional 
indoor programming space at the 
Civic Centre


• Creation of an arboretum walk at 
Clear Creek Recreation Trail


• Expansion and improvement at 
Erfurt Park


• Relocate first responders memorial 
from the Safety Center


• Replace play structures at Garrett 
Park


• Develop new restroom facilities at 
Herman Laird Park


• Addition of Sister City Plaza at 
Listowel Park


• Create a master plan and vision for 
Riverfront Park and Sand and Gravel 
Park


• Addition of a skate park plaza at 
Swarner Park 


• Revise Memorial Gardens at West 
Flanders Park


• Destination Sports Corridor themed 
“Valley of Champions” along the 
Jonson Drive corridor.











Engagement


PHASE 
2
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ENGAGEMENT SUMMARY


The following section outlines the 
community engagement approaches and 
a summary of feedback received during 
the multiple engagement opportunities. 


Community engagement 
opportunities occurred 
throughout the Parks 
and Recreation Master 
Plan process, beginning 
with a series of focus 
groups and key leader 
meetings, held in June 
2019. 


The meetings consisted of ten key leader 
meetings, eight public focus groups, the 
Parks and Recreation Advisory Board, and the 
Parks and Recreation Master Plan Steering 
Committee meetings. These meetings included 
input from approximately 65 residents and 20 
staff members. 


In addition, four employee focus groups 
provided staff members with an opportunity to 
participate in the process. A community-wide 
open house meeting followed the focus groups 
and key leader meetings. Held in September 
2019, 31 residents participated in the event. 
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Overview
The BerryDunn team met with stakeholder 
representatives and community members 
on June 25 and June 26, 2019 from the City 
of Shawnee to gather information that will 
help inform and guide elements of the Parks 
and Recreation Department Master Plan. 
Information from the public was collected 
during scheduled focus groups and key leader 
meetings over the two-day period. 


This summary incorporates input received 
from elected officials, community leaders, 
stakeholders, community organizations, 
the public, and more, via focus groups, key 
stakeholder interviews, and public forums. 
Staff focus groups included city employees 
from the City Manager’s Office, Community 
Development, and Parks and Recreation 
Management, supervisory, and frontline staff.  
Subsequent to all of the engagement meetings, 
an additional open house forum was facilitated 
in September of 2019.  


Public focus groups and forums included parks 
and recreation program and facility users of all 
ages, representatives from faith-based groups, 
special Olympics, schools, and libraries, as 
well as the Planning Commission, the Parks 
and Recreation Advisory Board, Master Plan 
Steering Committee, Johnson County, Lenexa, 
and Merriam Parks & Recreation Executive 
staff.  The high level summary of the meetings 
follows. 


Stakeholder Meeting 
Results
Programs and Facilities Frequented
The amenities most mentioned by user groups 
of all ages are the parks and walking trails. 
Although stakeholders of all ages utilize the 
water parks, aquatic, and fitness programs, 
the Civic Center is most frequented for trips, 
events, and pickleball.  Events mentioned 
most often were “PARKED”, musical events, 
Cinderella Ball, and Old Shawnee Days. Younger 
users cited participation in softball and JCPRD 
summer camp programs.


Department Strengths
Of the many Department strengths that were 
identified during the stakeholder meetings, 
leadership, longevity, and diverse knowledge 
of staff were most frequently mentioned. 
Stakeholders also expressed how well the 
parks, pools, and trails were maintained. 
Other strengths mentioned included events, 
program diversity, accessibility to trails, 
aquatic programs and swim lessons, senior 
programming, and customer satisfaction.
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Future Programs and Services
Stakeholder discussions regarding future 
programming and services revealed interest in 
an array of programs including:


• Outdoor recreation programs for 
children and adults


• Kayak and canoeing
• Camps for K-7th including Tennis 


and Pickleball
• Increase of event offerings on the 


west side
• Family and Concert Events for the 


entire family including dogs
• Open mic nights
• Arts Festival with vendors
• Table tennis, potluck dinners, and 


writing club for seniors
• Arts programs, both visual and 


performing 
• Sand volleyball for youth and adults 
• Young adult programs
• Inclusion programs
• Triathlon training for youth and 


adults
• Recreational soccer leagues
• Cricket
• Additional Special Olympic programs
• Additional bike events like Tour de 


Shawnee


Suggestions for future services include a 
scholarship program, transportation to bring 
children to events, and a third bus for senior 
trips. Lower income areas and underserved 
populations were mentioned for lack of 
facilities and events and limited access to 
facilities.  It was stated all kids should have 
opportunities. 


Opportunities for Facility Improvement
There is a desire for more indoor space for 
programs and activities, specifically space that 
is separate from a rental space. Stakeholders 
suggested defining the Civic Center’s core 
purpose and mission for better utilization. The 
Civic Centre complex has a substantial amount 
of space to grow the facility. With the continual 
needs assessments that show amenities like 
an indoor walking track, indoor aquatics, and 
indoor fitness, it is a recommendation of this 
Master Plan to explore adding on to the Civic 
Centre facility. Additional space at this facility 
could also include increased flexible program 
areas for classes, a fitness center, summer 
camps, and a senior center. 


This expansion could also include additional 
outdoor facilities, including areas for walking 
trails. One of the focus groups, Special 
Olympics, cited the need for a space large 
enough to hold their annual gala. This 
expansion could also explore additional 
partnerships with the Johnson County Library, 
already located on site.
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Opportunities for Park Improvements
There was an interest from the public to 
reinvest in older parks. There was also a desire 
to develop all inclusive parks. Stakeholders 
mentioned safety when walking on trails, 
and suggestions included additional cameras. 
Pedestrian connectivity and accessibility to 
new parks such a Eufurt was mentioned due 
to lack of sidewalks. There was also interest 
in the addition of outdoor pickleball courts, 
basketball courts, sand volleyball courts at KC, a 
public track, and a bicycle course for kids in the 
parks. 


Department Improvements
Overall, the Parks and Recreation Department 
has opportunities to make improvements to 
better serve constituents including:


• Enhanced use of Technology
• Expanded use of RecTrac  
• Increased communications
• Expanded community partnerships
• Public-Private Partnerships
• Added staff recruitment efforts
• Understanding changing city 


demographics


Major Issues Facing the City and the Parks and 
Recreation Department 
Shawnee is unique, particularly when it 
comes to interdepartmental relations. One 
department doesn’t gain from the loss of 
another. All departments work together to 
make this community great. Many times during 
the Master Planning process, the term “sense 
of belonging” was mentioned - by focus groups, 
during the open house, and by staff. This 
camaraderie and sense of family is the reason 
why the major issues facing the City aren’t one 
department’s alone, but shared communally. 


One concept we continually heard from 
stakeholders was the concept about the 
2019 Community Center proposal. While this 
initiative didn’t pass, there is a desire to re-
evaluate the concept of a community center. 
This could be done by the expansion of existing 
facilities, including the Civic Centre. 
Additionally, the City has an opportunity 
to serve a large footprint and a wide range 
of demographics. The sentiment of the 
community is to balance the upkeep and 
maintenance of existing assets versus new 
asset development. One challenge the City 
needs to address is the east/west divide. 
Integration of this Master Plan with the 
Imagine Shawnee, the City’s Strategic Vision 
and Plan, is imperative when it comes to 
the future of priorities for the City and the 
Department. 


Finally, staffing levels in general were 
mentioned. A need for succession planning was 
mentioned regarding staffing and for volunteer 
programs. Long serving department heads 
could be retiring within the next five years. 
There is an employee shortage in front line and 
technical positions. It was suggested competing 
wages with the private sector and the level of 
work could be factors for the hiring shortage.
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Strengthening of Partnerships
Partnerships with other organizations and 
business are critical to the success of all 
local government bodies. The stakeholders 
mentioned public-private partnerships for a 
splash pad, indoor aquatic center, community 
center, sponsorship opportunities, and Cyclo 
Cross facilities.  There is current crossover 
with Merriam, Lenexa, and Johnson County 
Parks and Recreation departments with 
heightened facility, program, and event 
partnership opportunities. Increased inclusion 
programming opportunities with Special 
Olympics was mentioned. Development of a 
comprehensive sponsorship plan could ensure 
increased revenues and support for programs 
and events from local organizations and 
corporations. Building partnerships with local 
churches, libraries, schools, colleges, St. Luke’s 
hospital system, and children’s hospital were 
suggested. Also mentioned were naming rights 
and banners placed at facilities. There was a 
suggestion to connect with the Downtown 
Partnership through a presentation with the 
Planning Commission.


Valley of Champions
The Valley of Champions is a concept that 
establishes a nationwide destination for sports 
tournaments and recreational gatherings. 
Located along the Johnson Drive corridor from 
Barker Road to the east and Woodland Drive 
to the west, and the Emporia Subdivision rail 
line from Shawnee Mission Parkway to the 
south and the Kansas River to the north, the 
site can be a substantial tourism draw for the 
community. 


By upgrading existing City, County, and private 
facilities, recruiting additional commercial 
development, and adding public and private 
amenities, this state of the art complex 
could include sports, retail, recreation, and 
hospitality opportunities, in addition to the 
assets already developed, such as an ice rink, 
ball fields, and sand volleyball.


Some specific examples of possible amenities 
include additional tournament fields, 
food truck area, camping and tiny house 
tournament village, recreational vehicle 
parking, restaurants, picnic pavilions, 
and accommodations for all of the sports 
tournament participants.


Communication
Overall, stakeholders feel the Department 
does a great job with marketing and has 
a recognizable brand. Senior stakeholders 
noted their main forms of communication 
are the online system, word of mouth, the 
quarterly program guide, and the Star, while 
other stakeholders looked to Facebook and 
Instagram.  There are also many opportunities 
for the Department to improve communication 
with the public. Several suggestions included 
a standalone program guide, a user-friendly 
online registration page within a centralized 
website to distribute information, an app, 
a separate Facebook page, and other 
autonomous social media platforms. 


There was a suggestion to create bilingual flyers 
for the local Hispanic community to help better 
inform them of recreational opportunities. 
Staff mentioned better distribution and 
display of the program guides at the aquatic 
facilities. They recommended adding signage 
with maps in the parks. Staff also stated an 
immediate need for a short-term marketing 
plan and a need for a high-level, long range 
plan.  Stakeholders mentioned how much 
communication has improved in the past 5-10 
years.
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Departmental Strengths
• Program and service variety
• Quality of maintenance of parks and 


facilities
• Staff’s ability to get a lot done given 


the number of staff
• Staff responsiveness
• The Department is a good partner
• Organizational knowledge from long 


tenured staff
• Trails are highly valued
• Aquatics operation was called out as 


being really good
• Events are very important to the 


community
• Shawnee Town is an important asset
• Shawnee is unique, particularly 


when it comes to interdepartmental 
relations. 


Improvement Considerations
• Ensure safety for trail use 
• Develop more socialization 


programs for seniors
• More partnerships with schools and 


libraries
• Adding amenities to the Civic Center
• Reevaluating indoor Community 


Center opportunities. 
• Indoor pool facility is needed 
• Marketing/branding/image


Major Themes from Engagement Meetings


Major Issues
• Involvement in the Valley of 


Champions
• Bridging East and West Shawnee
• Maintaining the infrastructure
• Developing department succession 


planning
• Continuing connectivity efforts
• Continuance of Parks and Pipes
• Expand physical accessibility for an 


aging population
• With continued growth, ensure 


adequate staffing numbers and 
workload capacity. There is an 
employee shortage in front line and 
technical positions. It was suggested 
competing wages with the private 
sector and the level of work could 
be factors for hiring challenges.


• Develop a succession plan for 
leadership positions and volunteer 
programs. Long serving department 
heads could be retiring within the 
next five years.


• Identify next steps for possible 
indoor space/community center


• Develop a future direction for the 
Civic Center 
 


Civic Center 
One concept we continually heard from 
stakeholders was the concept about the 
2019 Community Center proposal. While this 
initiative didn’t pass, there is a desire to re-
evaluate the concept of a community center. 
This could be done by the expansion of existing 
facilities, including the Civic Centre. 


The following information summarizes the key themes from the engagement meetings, outlining 
major strengths, improvement areas, and major issues. 
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The City’s strategic planning process included a 
series of public engagement opportunities.  It is 
important to note that some comments help to 
inform the Parks and Recreation Master Plan. 


These comments included: 
• People are drawn to Shawnee by the 


parks and green space
• People are concerned about the 


East/West divide of the City
• One of the key strengths mentioned 


is the City’s green space
• Areas of weakness include a lack 


of a Commercial/Industrial Tax 
Base, perceived lack of clarity 
on the identity of the city, and 
the importance in planning for 
expanding and maintaining 
Infrastructure


• Downtown residents would like to 
see more walkability opportunities


• A real estate group mentioned the 
need for regional attractions


• Seniors mentioned affordability as 
an important issue


• Youth participants would like to see 
more activities


Conclusion
A great deal of information was 
gathered from the various stakeholder 
meetings. Stakeholders commented 
on how much they love living in this 
community, its sense of belonging, and 
how well their parks are maintained.  
This data will be utilized to further 
develop the Parks and Recreation 
Master Plan. 


Relationship to the Imagine 
Shawnee Strategic Planning 
Process 
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STATISTICALLY VALID SURVEY RESULTS


ETC Institute administered a 
Parks and Recreation Needs 
Assessment Survey for 
The Parks and Recreation 
Department in the fall of 
2019. 
This survey helped to establish priorities for the 
future development of parks and recreation 
facilities, programs, and services within the 
community. In addition, the survey reinforces a 
resident-driven approach to making decisions 
that will enrich the future of the community 
and positively affect the lives of the City’s 
residents.  The complete survey document is 
included in a separate document. 


Methodology
ETC Institute mailed a survey packet to a 
random sample of households in the City. 
Each survey packet contained a cover letter, a 
copy of the survey, and a postage-paid return 
envelope. Residents who received the survey 
were given the option of returning the survey 
by mail or completing it online at ShawneeRec.
org. Ten days after mailing the surveys, ETC 
Institute sent emails to the households that 
received the survey to encourage participation. 
The emails contained a link to the online 
version of the survey to make it easy for 
residents to complete the survey. To prevent 
people who were not residents of the City from 
participating, everyone who completed the 
survey online was required to enter their home 
address prior to submitting the survey. 


ETC Institute then matched the addresses 
that were entered online with the addresses 
that were originally selected for the random 
sample. If the address from a survey completed 
online did not match one of the addresses 
selected for the sample, the online survey was 
not counted.


The goal was to obtain completed surveys from 
at least 400 residents. 416 residents completed 
the survey, exceeding the goal. The overall 
results for the sample of 416 households have 
a precision of at least +/- 4.8 at the 95% level of 
confidence.
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Results


Respondent Demographics
The gender of respondents was nearly evenly 
matched between female (51%) and male 
(49%). The ages of respondents are also evenly 
matched across the age groups of 18 to 34 
(19%), 35 to 44 (19%), 45 to 54 (21%), 55 to 
64 (21%), and 65 and older (21%). Nearly half 
(46%) of the respondents have someone under 
the age 20 in the household. The great majority 
of respondents (74%) have lived in the City for 
over 10 years.  


OF RESPONDESNTS 
HAVE LIVED IN THE 
CITY FOR OVER 10 


YEARS


74%


OF HOUSEHOLDS BELIEVE 
THE PARKS, TRAILS, AND 


REC FACILITIES MAKE THE 
CITY A MORE DESIRABLE


PLACE TO LIVE


86%


 Current Use & Satisfaction
The top two most used parks are Shawnee 
Town 1929 (43%) and Stump Park (41%). 
Households indicated that these parks are 
visited most often as well. 


The top three most-used facilities are walking, 
hiking, and biking trails (68%); Shawnee 
Civic Center (47%); and nature trails (42%). 
Households indicated that walking, hiking, and 
biking trails are the facility used most often. 


96% of respondents rated the overall physical 
condition of the parks and recreation sites their 
household visited as “excellent” or “good”.


A total of 86% of households believe that the 
parks, trails, and recreation facilities make the 
City a more desirable place to live. 


The three most utilized information sources are 
direct mailings (54%), the CityLine newsletter 
(47%), and the parks & recreation brochure 
(33%). 
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Perceived Needs
Respondents were asked to identify if their 
household has a need for 33 different facility 
types and how well their needs for each are 
currently being met. 


The four facility types with the highest number 
of unmet needs are:
1. Indoor fitness and exercise facilities (7,391 


households)
2. Indoor swimming pools/leisure pool (7,357 


households)
3. Farmer’s Market (7,060 households)
4. Indoor walking and running track (6,662 


households)


The survey also gauged the importance that 
households placed on each facility. The most 
important facilities to residents in the City are 
walking and biking trails at 48%.


OF HOUSEHOLDS FEEL 
THE WALKING AND 
BIKING TRIALS ARE 


THE MOST IMPORTANT 
FACILITIES


48%
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Priority Investment Rating (PIR)
This tool was developed to provide 
organizations with an objective means for 
evaluating the priority that should be placed 
on future investments in parks, recreation, and 
forestry. The PIR equally weighs the importance 
that residents place on facilities and how many 
residents have unmet needs for that type of 
facility. 


Based on the PIR, the following seven facilities 
were rated high as priorities for future 
investment. 


• Walking and biking trails (PIR=161)
• Indoor swimming pools/leisure pool 


(PIR=143)
• Farmer’s market (PIR=137)
• Indoor fitness and exercise facilities 


(PIR=125)
• Indoor walking and running track 


(PIR=113)
• Nature trails (PIR=109)
• Dog park (PIR=109)


100.0
99.5


95.5
90.1


68.6
66.2
65.0


61.1
51.0


49.0
40.9


39.0
38.4


35.5
34.0


32.2
32.0
30.7
29.5


26.1
26.0
25.5


23.8
22.5


19.3
19.0
17.9
17.0
16.5


9.1
8.7


4.1
8.7


Indoor fitness & exercise facilities
Indoor swimming pools/leisure pool


Farmers' market
Indoor walking & running track


Dog park
Nature trails


Wildlife & natural habitats
Walking & biking trails


Riverfront park
Nature center


Indoor pickleball courts
Outdoor amphitheater


Fishing areas
Small neighborhood parks


Indoor basketball/volleyball courts
Off road bike trails
Historical/cultural


Outdoor swimming pools/water parks
Shelters/picnicking areas


Bike sharing
Outdoor pickleball courts


Rental space (for meetings, parties, etc.)
Paddleboard/paddleboats


Playgrounds
Outdoor fitness equipment


Boating areas
Outdoor basketball courts


Outdoor tennis courts
Multi‐sports fields


Soccer fields
Baseball & softball fields


Skateboarding park
Other
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Unmet Needs Rating for Recreation Facilities
the rating for the item with the most unmet need=100


 the rating of all other items reflects the relative amount of unmet need for each item compared to the item with the most unmet need


Source:  ETC Institute (2019)
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The chart below shows the Priority Investment Rating for each of the 33 facilities that were 
assessed on the survey. 


Program Needs and Priorities 
Activity Needs. Respondents were also asked to identify if their household had a need for 27 
programs and rate how well their needs for each program were currently being met. Based on 
this analysis, ETC Institute was able to estimate the number of households in the community that 
had “unmet” needs for each program.  The four activities with the highest percentage of 
households that have an unmet need were: 


1. Adult fitness and wellness programs-7,600 households
2. Adult enrichment/educational programs-5,197 households
3. City-wide special events-4,920 households
4. Nature programs-4,463 households


Page v
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Program Participation, Needs, and Priorities
30% of respondents indicated that someone in 
their household participated in recreation and/
or cultural programs offered by the City during 
the past year, and 89% of those indicated that 
programs were either “excellent” or “good.” 


Respondents were asked to identify if their 
household has a need for 27 programs and 
rate how well their needs for each program are 
currently being met. The four activities with the 
highest percentage of unmet need are:


• Adult fitness and wellness programs 
(7,600 households)


• Adult enrichment/educational 
programs (5,197 households)


• City-wide special events (4,920 
households)


• Nature programs (4,463 households)


Overall, the two programs that are most 
important to households are adult fitness and 
wellness programs and city-wide special events 
both with 29% of households. 


The PIR was used to analyze programs as well. 
The top four programs slated as a high priority 
for investment are:


• Adult fitness and wellness programs 
(PIR=200)


• City-wide special events (PIR=164)
• Adult enrichment/educational 


programs (PIR=132)
• Nature programs (PIR=101)


The activity that residents use most often is 
city-wide special events at 27%. In addition, 
72% of households would consider attending a 
community-wide special event held at Shawnee 
Town 1929.


FREQUENCY OF ACTIVTY 
THAT RESIDENTS USE 


MOST OFTEN - 
CITY-WIDE SPECIAL 


EVENTS


27%


Support for Potential Improvements
70% of households are “very supportive” or 
“somewhat supportive” of repairing older 
recreation facilities. 66% indicate that they 
would be “very supportive” or “somewhat 
supportive” of upgrading existing neighborhood 
& community parks. Respondents are least 
supportive of developing new youth and adult 
athletic fields. 


The projects that residents are most willing to 
fund with their tax dollars are: 


• Developing new walking/biking trails 
to connect existing trails (35%)


• Fixing up/repairing older recreation 
facilities (33%)


• Upgrading existing neighborhood 
and community parks (27%)


• Purchasing land to preserve open 
space and green space (24%)


• Improving facilities for a Farmer’s 
Market (22%)











Analysis


PHASE 
3
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DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE


Demographic trends can 
inform the vision for future 
program growth and 
development; 


therefore, to gain insight into the 
characteristics of the City’s constituents, 
several key socioeconomic indicators were 
reviewed in relation to recreation service 
provision. Demographic data used for the 
analysis were obtained from Environmental 
Systems Research Institute, Inc. (ESRI), a 
research and development organization that 
specializes in population projections and 
market trends. All data were acquired in April 
2019, and reflect actual numbers as reported 
in the 2010 U.S. Bureau of the Census and 
demographic projections for 2018 (current) and 
2023 as estimated by ESRI. 


Age
The median age of the 62,209 City residents recorded in the 2010 U.S. Census was 36.3 years. The 
table below depicts the population of the City based on age group. The U.S. Census 2010 column 
contains actual data collected through the U.S. Census process. The 2018 and 2023 columns 
contain current and estimated projections.


Table 1: Population by Age
Age Group U.S. Census 2010 2018 2023


# % # % # %


0 - 4 years 4,669 7.5% 4,545 6.8% 4,798 6.8%


6 - 9 years 5,063 8.1% 5,021 7.5% 5,107 7.2%


10 - 14 years 4,874 7.8% 4,992 7.4% 4,996 7.1%


15 - 19 years 3,901 6.3% 4,245 6.3% 4,290 6,1%


20 - 24 years 3,030 4.9% 3,744 5.6% 3,721 5.3%


25 - 34 years 8,312 13.4% 8,473 12.6% 9,482 13.4%


35 - 44 years 9,571 15.4% 9,770 14.5% 10,276 14.5%


45 - 54 years 9,539 15.3% 8,915 13.3% 8,565 12.1%


55 - 64 years 7,003 11.3% 8,364 12.4% 8,304 11.8%


65 - 74 years 3,518 5.7% 5,577 8.3% 6,590 9.3%


75 - 84 years 1,912 3.1% 2,513 3.7% 3,360 4.8%


85+ years 817 1.3% 1,037 1.5% 1,144 1.6%


Total 62,209 67,196 70,633
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The total population of the City is projected to experience moderate growth between 2010 
and 2023, with an increase of 13.5%. The following charts break down the population shift 
between youth and adults according to the same age groupings in Table 1.


Figure 1: Youth Population Shift 


Shifts in population across all age categories 
of City youth are projected to increase by 
3.7%. The largest anticipated increase is in 
youth ages 15 – 19 years, from 3,901 in 2010 
to 4,290 in 2023, or a 10.0% increase. Youth 
ages 0 – 4 years will likely increase by 2.8%, or 
129 residents. In total, the number of youth is 
expected to increase by 684. This data suggests 
that youth programming services could 
experience a slight increase in demand in the 
near future.


The predicted shift in the City’s adult 
population as a whole is higher than the youth 
population—a 17.7% projected increase. 
Nearly every adult age category is predicted 
to increase; the one category predicted to 
decrease is adults 45 – 54 years (-10.2%). 
The number of adults ages 65 – 74 years is 
expected to nearly double (increase 87.3%), 
from 3,518 to 6,590 residents. Adults ages 75 
years and older are also expected to increase 
by 65.0%. Combined, adults over 55 years old 
are predicted to increase by 6,148 residents by 
2023. 


Future programming plans should focus on 
the influx of people over the age of 55, who 
nationwide have shown an increased demand 
for services that focus on their health and 
wellness, as well as a desire to give back to the 
community through volunteer efforts. Though 
the City should continue to focus on continuous 
improvement and development of all program 
areas for all ages, adults over 55 years should 
be a primary target group.


For ease of analysis and a more practical 
application, the data in Figures 1 and 2 
were combined into more generalized 
age categories: Youth, Young Adult, Adult, 
Active Adult, and Senior. Figure 3 depicts 
the percentage of the City’s population by 
age category in 2010, and Figure 4 depicts 
the predicted breakdown of percentage by 
category in 2023.


Figure 2: Adult Population Shift 
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Figure 3: City Population, 2010 U.S. Census


Figure 4: City Population, 2023 Prediction


Figure 5: Population Shift by Age Category


The shift observed in these pie charts is also represented on 
the following page in Figure 5:


The charts earlier in this report depicted the quantity of 
population increases by age groups, whereas Figure 5 
represents the shift in age categories as a percentage of the 
whole population. Active adults are predicted to increase by 
4.1 percentage points, and seniors are predicted to increase 
by 2 percentage points; the corresponding decrease of total 
population percentage is spread between adults (-4.1 points) and 
youth (-2.5 points). 


Adults over the age of 55 are projected to account for more 
than one quarter, 27.5%, of the City’s population. Youth are 
anticipated to account for a smaller percentage of the population, 
from 29.7% to 27.5%. These shifts in percentage of the whole 
population show an anticipated aging trend, with more potential 
for subsequent older adult programmatic demand than family 
program demand.


Shawnee, KS Population 2010 U.S. Census


Shawnee, KS Population 2023 Prediction


Population Shift by Age Category as a  
percentage of the whole
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Race
The vast majority of the City’s residents, 86.3%, 
reported having a race of White Alone in the 
2010 U.S. Census. The remaining population 
self-reported as Black Alone (5.3%), Asian 
Alone (3.0%), Two or More Races (2.6%), Some 
Other Race Alone (2.3%), and less than 1% of 
the remaining races. 


It is projected that the City’s race composition 
will shift by a -3.5 percentage point reduction in 
White Alone by 2023; subsequent increases are 
anticipated across the other race designations, 
with the highest being Black Alone, anticipated 
to increase 1.3 percentage points. Asian 
Alone and Two or More Races are anticipated 
to increase slightly as well, by 1.1 and 0.9 
percentage points respectively. The ethnicity of 
Hispanic origin (a designation independent of 
race designation) is expected to experience a 
34.4% increase by 2023.


Table 2: Race and Ethnicity


Race and Ethnicity U.S. Census 2010 2018 2023


# % # % # %


White Alone 52,712 86.3% 56,862 84.6% 58,452 82.8%


Black Alone 3,294 5.3% 3,953 5.9% 4,649 6.6%


American Indian Alone 243 0.4% 278 0.4% 304 0.4%


Asian Alone 1,895 3.0% 2,397 3.6% 2,864 4.1%


Pacific Islander Alone 51 0.1% 52 0.1% 55 0.1%


Some Other Race Alone 1,417 2.3% 1,619 3.0% 1,846 2.6%


Two or More Races 1,597 2.6% 2,036 3.0% 2,466 3.5%


Hispanic Origin (Any Race) 4,652 7.5% 5,398 8.0% 6,252 8.9%
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A deeper investigation into population 
numbers instead of percentages, however, 
provides a more complete understanding into 
the predicted racial changes. The number of 
City residents who identify as White Alone is 
predicted to increase by approximately 4,740. 
Although this accounts for a large majority 
of the population and represents the largest 
increase, it is important to note that the City 
is anticipated to house 3,687 more people 
who identify with a race other than White 
Alone. Those who identify as being of Hispanic 
Origin are also anticipated to increase by 1,600 
residents. 


The significance in these figures is that the 
recreational needs of a greater variety and 
larger quantity of cultural user groups will 
accompany the predicted shift in population. 
For example, traditionally the Hispanic culture 
is highly familial in its recreation endeavors. 
Subsequently, this group will likely seek multi-
generational programming. 


Ensuring intentional outreach and inclusion 
of these cultural groups in future program 
development, planning, and implementation 
will be an important factor in keeping services 
relevant.


Figure 6: 2018 Population by Race
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Household Income
The median household income in the 
City was $81,343 in 2018, higher than 
the U.S. national median income of 
$63,179 in 2018. A 10.4% increase 
is projected in the City by the year 
2023, to $89,824. Figure 7 shows the 
breakdown by income level.


More than one quarter (28.6%) of City 
households have an annual household 
income less than $49,000. As a public 
recreation provider, the City should 
continue to provide services at price 
points that meet the needs of all 
income levels.


Figure 7: 2018 Household Income
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PARK INVENTORY, ANALYSIS, AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS


The City of Shawnee boasts 
a wide variety of parks, 
sports facilities, special use 
facilities, trails, and open 
space. 
An inventory and evaluation of Shawnee’s 
existing parks provide a foundation for 
examining how well the city is providing for 
its citizens. The inventory and evaluations 
were conducted for parks with the intent of 
assessing how each park meets the needs of 
the community it is intended to serve.  


Parks were rated according to accessibility 
for pedestrians, bicyclists, vehicles, and ADA 
users, condition of amenities, number of 
visitors and activity level, safety, and resiliency 
or the ability to recover from environmental 
and social events. Gages were developed 
to depict the expected level of need each 
park offers for amenities such as gathering 
notes, sports facilities, play structures, and 
connections. This analysis helps to inform a 
list of recommendations based on the results 
of the analysis, trends, and programing input 
gathered from public meetings.


The Shawnee Parks and Recreation 
Department currently manages 25 developed 
parks, seven undeveloped parks, two aquatic 
centers, 17.72 miles of trails, and 45 miles 
of median ROW that add to the quality of 
life in Shawnee. The Parks and Recreation 
Department also manages three City facilities, 
two cemeteries, and a historic museum 
property.  


The medians and cemeteries have not been 
included in the level of service calculations 
included in this section, but are included in the 
level of maintenance.  Private neighborhood 
pools and play areas have not been included in 
this study. The City is comprised of two school 
districts: DeSota USD232 and Shawnee Mission 
USD512.  Shawnee Mission has recently limited 
access to its play areas while DeSoto has not 
enacted any limitation to access at this time.  
For purposes of this report, the level of service 
was considered according to the current level 
of access.  


Other public park, open space, and trails 
belonging to County and adjacent cities in close 
proximity to Shawnee directly contribute to the 
offerings available to the community.  These 
amenities are listed in the inventory and are 
incorporated into the level of service analysis.
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U1
43rd and Powell


LIST OF PARKS
P1 Caenen Park - 0.45 acres
P2 Charles J Stump Park - 60.41 acres
P3 Douglas Highlands Park - 0.58 acres
P4 Erfurt Park - 20.10 acres
P5 Gamblin Park - 15.79 acres
P6 Garrett Park - 33.87 acres
P7 Gum Springs Park - 18.80 acres
P8 Herman Laird Park - 5.90 acres
P9 Indian Cemetery - 0.52 acres
P10 Jaycee Park - 1.22 acres
P11 John F Lynch Park - 3.16 acres
P12 Johnson and Renner - 27.65 acres
P13 KCPL Park - 10.35 acres
P14 Listowel Park - 8.54 acres
P15 Monticello Springs Park- 9.82 acres
P16	 Pflumm-Bichelmeyer	Park - 6.02 acres
P17 Pioneer Crossing Park - 1.97 acres
P18 Quivira Glenn Park - 9.73 acres
P19 Sister Cities Park - 0.44 acres
P20 Swarner Park - 32.43 acres
P21 Thomas A Soetaert Park - 1.07 acres
P22 VanLerberg Memorial - 2.27 acres
P23 Veterans Tribute Park - 2.73 acres
P24 Water District Park - 1.56 acres
P25 Water Tower Park - 0.50 acres
P26 West Flanders Park - 9.41 acres


LIST OF TRAILS
T1	 Blackfish	Recreational	Trail - 80.18 acres
T2 Clear Creek Recreational Trail - 72.64 acres


LIST OF FACILITIES
F1 Civic Centre - 7.82 acres
F2 Shawnee Town 1929 - 7.92 acres
F3 Soetaert Aquatic Center - 4.44 acres
F4 Splash Cove - 1.25 acres


LIST OF UNDEVELOPED PARKLAND
U1 43rd and Powell - 134.42 acres 
U2 47th and Prairie - 0.28 acres 
U3 55th and Johnson - 32.70 acres
U4 61st and Woodland - 28.13 acres 
U5 Frisbie and Wilder - 432.15 acres
U6 Nieman Now Middle - 4.45 acres
U7 Nieman Now South- 0.65 acres
U8	 Wilder	Bluff	Park - 41.88 acres


U8
Wilder Bluff Park


T1 
Blackfish Recreational Trail


P20
Swarner 


Park


T2
Clear Creek


Recreational Trail


P4
Erfurt
Park


U4
61st and 


Woodland


P6
Garrett Park


P2
Charles J Stump Park


P A R K  D I S T R I B U T I O N  B Y  S I Z EP A R K  D I S T R I B U T I O N  B Y  S I Z E


U7 - Nieman Now South


P13 - KCPL Park


U5 - Frisbie 
and Wilder


F3 - Soetaert Aquatic Center


F2 - Shawnee Town 1929


P3 - Douglas Highlands Park


P5 - Gamblin Park


P26 - West Flanders Park


P9 - Indian Cemetery


P16 - Pflumm - Bichelmeyer Park


P1 - Caenen Park


P24 - Water District Park


U2 - 47th and Prairie


U6 - Nieman Now Middle


P25 - Water Tower Park


P7
Gum 


Springs 
Park


P12
Johnson and 


Renner


P22 - VanLerBerg Memorial


P23 - Veterans Tribute Park


P18 - Quivira Glenn Park


P15 - Monticello Springs Park


P11 - John F Lynch Park


F4 - Splash Cove


P8 - Herman Laird Park


P10 - Jaycee Park


P21 - Thomas A Soetaert Park


P19 - Sister Cities ParkP17 - Pioneer Crossing Park


F1 - Civic Centre


P14 - Listowel Park


U3
55th and Johnson


Shawnee Park, Trail, and  
Recreation Facility Inventory  


by Size
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1. 61st and Woodland (future park)
Regional Park


2. Belmont Park (future park)
Community Park


3. Blackfish Recreational Trail
Community Park


4. Caenen Park
Neighborhood Park


5. Charles J Stump Park
Regional Park


6. Civic Centre
Community Park


7. Clear Creek Recreational Trail
Community Park


8. Douglas Highlands Park
Neighborhood Park


9. Erfurt Park
Community Park


10. First Responders Park
Community Park


11. Garrett Park
Community Park


12. Gum Springs Park
Community Park


13. Herman Laird Park
Regional Park


14. Jaycee Park
Neighborhood Park


15. John F Lynch Park
Community Park


16. KCPL Park
Neighborhood Park


17. Listowel Park
Community Park


18. Monticello Springs Park
Community Park


19. Pflumm-Bichelmeyer Park
Community Park


20. Pioneer Crossing Park
Community Park


21. Quivira Glenn Park
Community Park


22. Riverfront Park (future park)
Regional Park 


23. Sand and Gravel Park (future park)
Regional Park


24. Sister Cities Park
Neighborhood Park


List of Parks
25. Soetaert Aquatic Center


Community Park
26. Swarner Park


Regional Park
27. Thomas A Soetaert Park


Neighborhood Park
28. VanLerberg Memorial


Neighborhood Park
29. Veterans Tribute Park


Community Park
30. Water District Park


Neighborhood Park
31. Water Tower Park


Neighborhood Park
32. West Flanders Park


Community Park
33. Wilder Park (future park)


Neighborhood Park
34. Mid-America Sports Complex


Johnson County Parks and Rec
35. Shawnee Mission Park


Johnson County Parks and Rec
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Park Level of Maintenance Mode 1 - State of the Art


The Hallmark areas of the park system. These areas are easily seen, frequently viewed by the public, highly developed, and receive 
extensive use. Mode I locations also have intricate landscaping requiring frequent maintenance.


TURF CARE - Grass height maintained at height relative to species. Mowed once per week. Aeration once per year. Reseeding 
and resodding in spring. 


FERTILIZER - Apply fertilizer annually based on species. Application rates should provide nutrient percentages based on local 
recommendations for species and plant type. 


IRRIGATION - Automated system is recommended where feasible, hand watering to establish new plantings and maintain 
turf and planting during dry weather conditions. 


TRASH - Removal of trash once per day, seven days per week in high use areas. Trash bins should not be allowed to reach 
75% capacity. Additional bins should be added during peak seasons if bins are overflowing. Utilize recycling bins.


VANDALISM - Any and all vandalism should be removed and repaired immediately. Coatings should be utilized to ease the 
removal of paint and other markings. 


PRUNING - Scheduled pruning of landscape should occur based on the species, design, and timed with growing / blooming 
cycles to maintain a clean landscape free. Timing of work should not conflict with heavy use of park.


INSECTS - All steps should be taken to eliminate any standing or pooling water. Natural control should be first course of 
action, chemical treatment should be the last resort and must ensure protection of waterways and wildlife.


WEEDS - Control of weeds and invasives should occur when they represent no more than 1% of the total surface area of turf 
or planted area. Pre-emergent should be utilized in trouble prone areas.


REPAIRS - All elements should be repaired immediately after problems are identified, disruption to the public is at a 
minimum, and safety is fully ensured.


INSPECTIONS - Visual inspections daily when staff is scheduled. Highest use areas require visual inspection in the morning 
and evening to identify any issues, more inspections during high volume events and celebrations.


SEASONAL - Plantings identified for annuals or perennials should have a minimum of two blooming cycles and be weeded 
and dead-headed once per week. Watering, fertilizing, and disease control should occur when necessary.
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Park Level of Maintenance Mode 2 - High Level


Locations with athletic facilities and/or scheduled programming. These areas are distinguished by frequent maintenance practices to 
enhance turf quality due to excessive wear and tear. Mode II receives a high level of maintenance associated with well-developed park 
areas with reasonably high visitation.


TURF CARE - Grass height maintained at height relative to species. Mowed once per week, twice per week during peak 
growing season. Aeration twice per year. Reseeding and resodding in spring, in heavy use areas when necessary.
FERTILIZER - Apply fertilizer annually based on need. Application rates should provide nutrient percentages based on local 
recommendations for species and plant type.
IRRIGATION - Automated system is recommended where feasible, hand watering to establish new plantings and maintain 
turf and planting during dry weather conditions. 
TRASH - Removal of trash once per day, five days per week in high use areas. Trash bins should not be allowed to reach 90% 
capacity. Additional bins should be added during peak seasons if bins are overflowing. Utilize recycling bins.
VANDALISM - Any and all vandalism should be removed and repaired during the daily litter removal, offensive markings 
should be covered immediately. Coatings should be utilized to ease the removal of paint and other markings. 
PRUNING - Scheduled pruning of landscape should occur based on the species, design, and timed with growing / blooming 
cycles to maintain a clean landscape free. Timing of work should not conflict with heavy use of park.
INSECTS - All steps should be taken to eliminate any standing or pooling water. Natural control should be first course of 
action, chemical treatment should be the last resort and must ensure protection of waterways and wildlife.
WEEDS - Control of weeds and invasives should occur when they represent no more than 5% of the total surface area of turf 
or planted area. Pre-emergent may be utilized in trouble prone areas.
REPAIRS - All elements should be repaired when problems identified pose a safety, function, or appearance concern.
Disruption to the public should be kept to a minimum and safety during repair should be fully ensured.
INSPECTIONS - Visual inspections daily when staff is scheduled. Highest use areas require visual inspection in the morning 
and evening to identify any issues, more inspections during high volume events and celebrations.
SEASONAL - Plantings identified for annuals or perennials should have a minimum of two blooming cycles and be weeded 
and dead-headed once per week. Watering, fertilizing, and disease control should occur when necessary.
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Park Level of Maintenance Mode 3 - Moderate Level


Mode III locations have athletic fields and/or scheduled programming that requires frequent maintenance practices to enhance turf 
quality due to excessive wear as well as frequent maintenance of   landscaping. The remaining portion of the park receives moderate 
levels of maintenance and is managed for neighborhood recreational use.


TURF CARE - Bi-monthly mowing to heights based on species. Aeration every other year. Reseeding focused on high use 
areas and other bare spots.
FERTILIZER - Applied after aeration and when turf growth seems slow or stunted during normal growing conditions.
IRRIGATION - Hand watering and focused watering during heat of the summer. Automated irrigation is preferable if the 
system is sensor based to eliminate unnecessary watering.
TRASH - Removal of trash 2 times per week. Trash bins should not be allowed to reach 90% capacity. Additional removal may 
be required in high use areas.
VANDALISM - Any and all vandalism should be removed during trash removal or on demand due to complaints. Offensive 
markings should be removed or covered immediately.
PRUNING - Should be conducted when beneficial to the health of the tree or shrub species, ideally every 3 years. Dangers to 
public safety should be addressed immediately, and dead trees removed monthly.
INSECTS - All steps should be taken to reduce any standing or pooling water. Any insect damage that threatens the life of the 
plant material should be addressed immediately. Chemical control should be kept to a minimum.
WEEDS - Control of weeds and invasives should occur when they represent 50% of any general area, or 15% of the total turf 
area. Invasive shrubs should be removed yearly.
REPAIRS - All elements should be repaired when problems identified pose a safety and function concern. Scheduling of other 
repairs should be completed when park staff is available.
INSPECTIONS - Weekly inspections required
SEASONAL - No perennials or annuals, flowering trees and shrubs only.
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Park Level of Maintenance Mode 4 - Moderately Low


Mode IV locations require lower levels of maintenance. These locations are normally designed and managed for neighborhood 
recreational use.


TURF CARE - Bi-monthly mowing to heights based on species. Aeration every other year. Reseeding focused on high use areas 
and other bare spots.
FERTILIZER - No fertilization is required in these areas
IRRIGATION - No irrigation is required in these areas.      
TRASH - Removal of trash once per week, or on demand due to complaints
VANDALISM - Any and all vandalism should be removed during trash removal or on demand due to complaints. Offensive 
markings should be removed or covered immediately.
PRUNING - Pruning of trees and shrubs should occur after storm damage, or when they pose a potential safety concern to the 
public.
INSECTS - No insect control is required in these areas
WEEDS - Mechanical weed and invasive control is recommended, chemical control in limited areas only in extreme conditions. 
Care should be taken to not allow chemicals entering water ways.
REPAIRS - All elements should be repaired when problems identified pose a safety and function concern. Scheduling of other 
repairs should be completed when park staff is available.
INSPECTIONS - Bi-weekly inspections required
SEASONAL - No seasonal plantings
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Park Level of Maintenance Mode 5 - Minimum Level


Mode V locations are park areas which have been designated as preservation areas for either specific characteristics or maintenance 
cycles, intended to favor native plant species. These locations have moderately low levels of maintenance required and are usually 
associated with natural areas.


TURF CARE - Minimal mowing scheduled based on species, growing season, and the usage of specific areas within the park. 
Mowing should meet the standards and requirements of city open spaces.
FERTILIZER - No fertilization is required in these areas.
IRRIGATION - No irrigation is required in these areas.  
TRASH - Removal of trash once per week, or on demand due to complaints
VANDALISM - Any and all vandalism should be removed and repaired immediately. Coatings should be utilized to ease the 
removal of paint and other markings. 
PRUNING - Pruning of trees and shrubs should occur after storm damage, or when they pose a potential safety concern to 
the public.
INSECTS - All steps should be taken to eliminate any standing or pooling water. Natural control should be first course of ac-
tion, chemical treatment should be the last resort and must ensure protection of waterways and wildlife.
WEEDS - Mechanical weed and invasive control is recommended, chemical control in limited areas only in extreme condi-
tions. Care should be taken to not allow chemicals entering water ways.
REPAIRS - All elements should be repaired when problems identified pose a safety and function concern. Scheduling of other 
repairs should be completed when park staff is available.
INSPECTIONS - Visual inspections every two weeks during peak season and once per month during periods of low use. 
SEASONAL - No seasonal plantings
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Park Level of Maintenance Mode 6 - Not Developed
Mode VI locations receive the least amount of maintenance. Newly acquired park property may fall within this classification for an 
interim period.


TURF CARE - Mowing twice per year.
FERTILIZER - No fertilization is required in these areas.
IRRIGATION - No irrigation is required in these areas.                                                                                                                  
TRASH - No trash bins are located in park. Trash removal on demand due to complaints
VANDALISM - Any and all vandalism should be removed and repaired within a month of identifying, offensive markings 
should be removed or covered immediately. 
PRUNING - Pruning of trees and shrubs should occur after storm damage, or when they pose a potential safety concern to 
the public.
INSECTS - No insect control is required in these areas
WEEDS - Mechanical weed and invasive control is recommended, chemical control in limited areas only in extreme 
conditions. Care should be taken to not allow chemicals entering water ways.
REPAIRS - All elements should be repaired when problems identified pose a safety concern. Scheduling of other repairs 
should be completed when park staff is available.
INSPECTIONS - Visual inspections monthly, or when complaint is filed.
SEASONAL - No seasonal plantings
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SIZE AND TYPE OF PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE


Level of Maintenance Mode is based on park amenities, type of park use, 
level of activity, and typical operation of park type.


Indication of park size in acres and type of park.


Overall park safetyCondition of existing 
amenities


Pedestrian, bike, and 
vehicle concerns for both 


ADA and able bodied users. 


Number of visitors 
and activity level


Ability of park to recover from 
environmental or social events.


Overall evaluation of existing 
facilities and features.


Aerial photograph of park with property boundary illustrated.


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


P A R K  N A M E
I N T E R S E C T I O N


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


1-10


1-10


1-101-10


1-10


1-10


SAMPLE PARK REPORT
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PR
IO


RI
TY


 1


EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


  


  


  


    


    


TITLE OF RECOMMENDATION


TITLE OF RECOMMENDATION


TITLE OF RECOMMENDATION


$$$$


$$$$


$$$$


PR
IO


RI
TY


 2
PR


IO
RI


TY
 3


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Sunt. Dolo ellendaes denitae num, nus mod untem 
hitiund aestoribus doluptur simus ari volut autatet


Sunt. Dolo ellendaes denitae num, nus mod untem 
hitiund aestoribus doluptur simus ari volut autatet


Sunt. Dolo ellendaes denitae num, nus mod untem 
hitiund aestoribus doluptur simus ari volut autatet


Recommendations are grouped by priority
PRIORITY 1  1 to 3 years
PRIORITY 2 4 to 6 years
PRIORITY 3 7+ years


Dollar sign ($) indicators are related to the level 
of expense.
$   Up to $99,999
$$  $100,000 to $499,000
$$$ $500,000 to $999,999
$$$$ $1,000,000 +


Soccer Fields


Public Restrooms  Playstructures


Shelters


Walking Trails


Ball Diamonds


Picnic Tables


Inventory of all existing park amenities.


Swings


CableGardens
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A 0.45 ACRE NEIGHBORHOOD PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 4


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


C A E N E N  P A R K
J O H N S O N  D R I V E  A N D  C A E N E N  S T R E E T


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


7


Existing playstructure is 
appropriately sized for park. 


Additional shade and rain protection 
over picnic table is needed.


Park has open views and clear 
pathways. Proximity to road is a 
potential safety issue.


Existing condition of park is 
well maintained.


No issues from pedestrian traffic. 
Stormwater inlet on the north 
could be improved with treatment.


Lack of sidewalks on the east 
and north of park force the 
use of roadway for pedestrian 
connections.


Park is primarily utilized by 
residents in the area due to the 


lack of dedicated parking.


6 9


4


7


8
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PR
IO
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TY


 1


EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Green Stormwater 
Infrastructure


RECOMMENDATION B. Replace Playstructure


RECOMMENDATION C.  Pedestrian Connections


PR
IO


RI
TY


 2
PR


IO
RI


TY
 3


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


A future replacement of the playstructure should be 
planned.


Incorporate a rain garden and stormwater filtering 
plantings to treat storm water before entering the storm 
sewer system.


A sidewalk should be added along Caenen and 
connections to the neighborhood constructed to allow 
pedestrians a path instead of utilizing the street.


$$$$


$$$$


$$$$


Swings Picnic Tables
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CAENEN PARK- Along Caenen Street looking West


CAENEN PARK- Along Johnson Drive looking Northeast
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CAENEN PARK- Along Caenen Street looking Southwest


CAENEN PARK- Along Johnson Drive looking Northwest
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A 60.41 ACRE REGIONAL PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 2


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


C H A R L E S  J  S T U M P  P A R K
W O O D L A N D  D R I V E  A N D  W E S T  4 7 T H  S T R E E T


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


8


5 6


7


6


10 Pedestrian connections to 
trail and fields is needed from 
Woodland Drive.


Open view corridors allow for 
views across park. Walks are 
in good shape with limited trip 
hazards. Limited drop-off area.


Bathrooms and concessions 
are in good shape, additional 


bathrooms are needed. 
Playstructure is too small.


Well maintained lawn and 
perimeter landscape. Interior 


landscape beds suffer from 
pedestrian traffic.


Heavily used park for soccer, 
baseball, and softball. Low 


usage on non-event days.


Stormwater drains easily from 
park and walks. 
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PR
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EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Partial replacement of 
all fences and backstops


PR
IO


RI
TY


 2


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Improve existing fences and backstops to increase safety 
and reduce maintenance.$$$$


RECOMMENDATION B.  MARC Regional 
Wayfinding System


Incorporate recommendations from the Regional 
Wayfinding Master Plan.$$$$


RECOMMENDATION C.  Develop Master Plan 
for Park Renovations


The smaller, underutilized ballfield should be removed 
and replaced with additional parking and a pedestrian 
gathering and drop-off node. This would allow for better 
park pedestrian and vehicular circulation and create a 
safer, more functional sports tournament environment.


RECOMMENDATION D.  Replace Playstructure


A larger, destination playstructure should be installed in 
this park to allow for a gathering, play moment during 
weekend games and tournaments. This structure should 
be designed to allow for year round play and provide a 
variety of play types, ages, and accessibility options.


RECOMMENDATION E.  Replace Shelters
Replace existing shelters to include all necessary and cur-
rent amenities for facilitation of tournaments and events. 
New shelters should help create new or reinforce identity 
of Shawnee and the park.


RECOMMENDATION F.  Additional Restrooms, 
Concessions, Maintenance, and Storage


Add a structure to house restrooms, concessions, and 
storage on the south end of the pedestrian promenade. 
Utility and electrical connections and upgrades to adja-
cent fields.


$$$$


$$$$


$$$$


Soccer Fields (7)


Public Restrooms  Playstructures


Shelters (2)


Walking Trails


Ball Diamonds (6)


Picnic Tables (6)


$$$$
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CHARLES STUMP PARK -  Exist ing Pedestrian Corridor


CHARLES STUMP PARK -  Exist ing Playstructure
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CHARLES STUMP PARK -  Exist ing Concession Area


CHARLES STUMP PARK -  Exist ing Structure Character
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A 0.58 ACRE NEIGHBORHOOD PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 4


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


D O U G L A S  H I G H L A N D S  P A R K
S W I T Z E R  L A N E  A N D  W E S T  6 3 R D  T E R R A C E


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


7 4


8


5


6


5


No connection to picnic table.


Good sight lines. Heavy 
vegetation along back edge of 
park should be cleared to allow 
views.


Amenities are limited, but are 
appropriate for this park size.


Playstructures are dated and 
lack quality of play features.


Primarily utilized by adjacent 
neighborhood.


Steep slope adjacent to walk and 
along fence prove to erosion.
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EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Improve Visual Safety


RECOMMENDATION B.  Add Concrete Connec-
tion to Picnic Table


PR
IO


RI
TY


 2


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Provide accessible connection from the sidewalk to the 
picnic table.


Add lighting and selectively remove vegetation along 
edges of park.


RECOMMENDATION C.  Replace Playstructure


Replace both playstructures with modern structure 
that provide a greater variety of play opportunities and 
visual interest.


$$$$


$$$$


$$$$


Swings Picnic Tables (1)


Playstructures
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DOUGLAS HIGHLANDS PARK -  Exist ing Picnic Table


DOUGLAS HIGHLANDS PARK -  Exist ing Park Character
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DOUGLAS HIGHLANDS PARK -  Exist ing Playstructure


DOUGLAS HIGHLANDS PARK -  Exist ing Playstructure
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A 20.10 ACRE COMMUNITY PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 2


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


E R F U R T  P A R K
W E S T  7 1 S T  S T R E E T  A N D  C L A R E


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


9


7 8


6


7


7 Pedestrian connections to 
surrounding ares is limited.


Good sight lines and clear 
delineation of space.


Additional play elements and 
iconic feature is needed.


Relatively new park with well 
maintained facilities.


Good usage, but drive to only 
nature limits everday use.


Stormwater drainage issues.
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EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Expand Nature Play 
Area into Undeveloped Park Area


RECOMMENDATION B.  Add Public Art


PR
IO


RI
TY


 2


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Add art or iconic element to the park.


Improve quality and engagement level of nature play 
area.$$$$


$$$$


Sports Fields (2) Public Restrooms


Swings


Shelters (2)


Cable


Picnic Tables (2)


Walking Trails Gardens


Aquatic/Water 
Features


Native 
Landscapes


Museums/Memorials
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ERFURT PARK -  Exist ing Native Play


ERFURT PARK -  Exist ing Park Character
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ERFURT PARK -  Exist ing Shelter


ERFURT PARK -  Exist ing Playstructure
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A 27.65 ACRE COMMUNITY PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 4


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


J O H N S O N  A N D  R E N N E R
J O H N S O N  D R I V E  A N D  R E N N E R  R O A D


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


5


6 9


4


6


3 No connection to trails or 
surrounding neighborhoods. 


Infrastructure is in good shape 
and proximity to fire and police 
aid in safety.


Limited amenities and 
destination.


Erosion around pond 
perimeter, plant material is not 


established.


Minor usage. Site and use do 
not lend itself to public use. No 


sign indicating park.


Erosion along pond edge due to 
lack of established vegetation.
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EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Add Trees and  
Landscape Plantings


PR
IO


RI
TY


 3


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Add trees around pond walk to enhance the natural 
aesthetic and create moments of shade along path.$$$$


RECOMMENDATION B.  Improve Native Areas
Establish vegetation and erosion control measures 
along the pond perimeter. Plantings should be 
native and appropriate for location. Three year 
establishment period should be expected.


$$$$


RECOMMENDATION C.  Relocate First  
Responders Memorial from Safety Center


Incorporate a memorial for Shawnee first responders 
in green space utilizing existing statue.


RECOMMENDATION D.  Add Shelter


Add shelter to accommodate gatherings.


$$$$


$$$$


Walking Trails Ampitheatre
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JOHNSON AND RENNER -  Typical  Character


JOHNSON AND RENNER -  Typical  Character
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JOHNSON AND RENNER -  Typical  Character


JOHNSON AND RENNER -  Typical  Character
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A 13.10 ACRE REGIONAL PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 4


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


G A M B L I N  P A R K
6 1 S T  S T R E E T  A N D  M O N T I C E L L O


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


6


8 6


6


7


8 Good pedestrian and trail 
connections, but lack of 
dedicated vehicular parking.


Minimal public eyes on the park. 
Park is removed from street and 
lacks lighting to give indication of 
eyes on the park.


A good wooded park setting 
within a trail network.


Some signs of aging on 
playstructure, trail in good 


condition.


Good usage by surrounding 
neighborhoods.


Creek has potential for flooding 
and stormwater debris.
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EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Replace 
Playstructures


PR
IO


RI
TY


 2


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Replace playstructures with modern structures that 
provide a greater variety of play opportunities and 
visual interest.


$$$$


Swings Walking Trails


Playstructures
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GAMBLIN PARK


GAMBLIN PARK
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GAMBLIN PARK


GAMBLIN PARK
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A 33.87 ACRE COMMUNITY PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 3


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


G A R R E T T  P A R K
W E S T  4 7 T H  S T R E E T  A N D  A M I N D A  S T R E E T


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


7


6 6


9


6


8 Good connections through 
park and to surrounding 
neighborhoods.


Good sight lines at north edge 
of park. Limited sight lines from 
Monticello into park.


Appropriate number of 
different activites. Lack 


of variety of play in 
playstructures.


Some signs of aging 
infrastrucure, but overall in 


good shape.


Good use by surrounding 
neighborhoods and 


appropraite level of parking.


Potential drainage issues in east 
leg of park.
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Sports Fields (3) 


PR
IO


RI
TY


 1


EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Add Trees and 
Landscape Plantings


RECOMMENDATION B.  Replace Playstructures


PR
IO


RI
TY


 2


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Replace both playstructures with modern structures 
that provide a greater variety of play opportunities and 
visual interest.


Add trees throughout park. Landscape plantings at key 
pedestrian and vehicular arrivals.


RECOMMENDATION C.  Replace Backstop


Replace existing backstop.


$$$$


$$$$


$$$$


Walking Trails 
Native 


Landscapes


Public Restrooms


Shelters (1)


Ball Diamonds (1)


Baseketball Courts (1)


Swings


Playstructures
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GARRETT PARK -  Exist ing Playstructure


GARRETT PARK -  Exist ing Shelter
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GARRETT PARK -  Exist ing Bal l f ield


GARRETT PARK -  Exist ing Site Structure
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A 18.80 ACRE COMMUNITY PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 2


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


G U M  S P R I N G S  P A R K
W E S T  6 7 T H  S T R E E T  A N D  F L I N T  S T R E E T


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


8


5 6


5


5


9 Some picnic tables do not have 
accessible path.


Center of park is not visible. 
Asphalt trail has trip hazards.


Restroom and playstructrue 
dated.


Overall condition is good. 
Fences and backstops need 


replaced. 


Heavy park usage with good 
connections to neighborhoods.


Native zones have invasive 
species. Erosion at storm drainage 
structures.
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PR
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EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Partial Replacement 
of Asphalt Trail with Concrete


RECOMMENDATION D.  Add Trees and  
Landscape Plantings


PR
IO


RI
TY


 2


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Add trees at key locations for shade.


Replace existing asphalt trail with 10 foot concrete trail 
to accommodate pedestrians, bikes, and service vehicles.


RECOMMENDATION B.  New Restrooms
Construct new restrooms to meet the needs and 
standards of users.


RECOMMENDATION C.  Replace Playstructure


$$$$ Replace both playstructures with modern structures that 
provide a greater variety of play opportunities and visual 
interest.


RECOMMENDATION E.  Replace Fences and  
Backstops


Replace existing backstop and fence


RECOMMENDATION F.  Improve Native Areas
Improve the quality of existing native areas.


$$$$


$$$$


$$$$


$$$$


$$$$


Walking Trails


Public Restrooms


Shelters (2)


Ball Diamonds (4)


Swings


Soccer Fields (1)
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GUM SPRINGS PARK -  Picnic Tables


GUM SPRINGS PARK -  Bal l  F ields
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GUM SPRINGS PARK -  Bridge


GUM SPRINGS PARK -  Shelters
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A 5.90 ACRE COMMUNITY PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 1


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


H E R M A N  L A I R D  P A R K
J O H N S O N  D R I V E  A N D  C O D Y  S T R E E T


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


5


7 5


6


4


9 Pathways needed to connect 
sidewalk, parking, and play 
elements to Shawnee Town.


Basketball court has raised issues 
from surrounding neighbors.


Playstructure needs to be more 
iconic for this park. 


Above average. Tennis courts 
need repair.


Heavily used park.


Stormwater directed to east edge 
of property without filtration.
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PR
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EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Update Tennis /  
Pickleball Courts


RECOMMENDATION D.  Replace Playstructures


$$$$
PR


IO
RI


TY
 2


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Replace both playstructures with modern structures 
that provide a greater variety of play opportunities and 
visual interest.


Construct post tension concrete tennis court over 
existing court.


RECOMMENDATION B.  New Restroom  
Facilities


$$$$ Construct new restrooms to meet the needs and 
standards of users.


RECOMMENDATION C.  Add Trees And  
Landscape


Add trees throughout park. Landscape plantings at key 
pedestrian and vehicular arrivals.


$$$$


$$$$


Public Restrooms Shelters (1)


Swings


Baseketball Courts (1) Tennis Courts (2)


Pickleball Courts (2)


Gardens Museums/Memorials


Playstructures
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HERMAN LAIRD PARK -  Looking East from Cody Street


HERMAN LAIRD PARK -  Farmstead
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HERMAN LAIRD PARK -  Looking West Across Storm Water Drainage


HERMAN LAIRD PARK -  Looking South from West 57th Street
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A 0.52 ACRE REGIONAL PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 2


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


I N D I A N  C E M E T E R Y
5 9 T H  S T R E E T  a n d  N I E M A N  R O A D


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


8


8 9


4


7


8 No good pedestrian connections 
to park, or parking. A small 
information sign exists, but no 
park signage indicating that 
the park could and should be 
occupied.


No good sight lines into park or 
lighting for visibility. The park 
relies on surrounding homes for 
visibility. 


Limited amenitiesat this park. 
A survey and assessment 


needs to be completed to fully 
understand the ability to add 


amenities at this location.


Park grounds in maintained 
well, and the remaining 


headstones are preserved. 


Limited park usage by 
surrounding neighborhood.


Potential damage to headstones by 
vandals is a possibility. No major 
flooding or stormwater issues. 
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PR
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EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Kansas State 
Historical Society Survey


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Prepare a survey in coordination with the Kansas State 
Historical Society.$$$$
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INDIAN CEMETERY


INDIAN CEMETERY
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INDIAN CEMETERY


INDIAN CEMETERY
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A 1.22 ACRE NEIGHBORHOOD PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 4


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


J A Y C E E  P A R K
Q U I V I R A  R O A D  A N D  W E S T  6 8 T H  S T R E E T


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


7


8 9


6


7


6 No sidewalk connections from 
street to park amenities.


Good sight lines into park.Appropriate amenities for this 
park size and location.


Aging playstructure and swings.


Limited usage by surrounding 
neighborhoods.


Limited damage potenital from 
storms and use.
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EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Green Stormwater 
Infrastructure


RECOMMENDATION B.  Add ADA Connection 
to Picnic Table


RECOMMENDATION C.  Replace Playstructure


PR
IO


RI
TY


 2
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LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Construct an accessible connection from the existing 
sidewalk to the picnic table.


Install a rain garden at the inlet to detain stormwater 
and prevent unfiltered stormwater from entering storm 
sewer system.


Replace playstructure with an amenity that provides a 
greater variety of play opportunities.


$$$$


$$$$


$$$$


Swings Picnic Tables (1)


Playstructures
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JAYCEE PARK -  Exist ing Park Character


JAYCEE PARK -  Exist ing Playstructure
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JAYCEE PARK -  Exist ing Picnic Table


JAYCEE PARK -  Exist ing Playstructure
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A 3.16 ACRE COMMUNITY PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 1


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


J O H N  F  L Y N C H  P A R K
J O H N S O N  D R I V E  A N D  K I N G  S T R E E T


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


7


8 8


9


5


9 No major accessibility issues.


No safety concerns.Limited amenities due to 
nature of park and proximity to 


Aquatics.


Pavement in good condition. 
Parking islands need attention.


Heavily utilized during summer 
months.


Improve landscape plantings in 
islands to reduce heat island effect.
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EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Update Landscape 
Plantings


PR
IO
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LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Plant landscape islands with trees and drought tolerant 
shrubs and grasses.$$$$


Gardens Aquatic/Water 
Features
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JOHN F LYNCH PARK 


JOHN F LYNCH PARK 
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JOHN F LYNCH PARK 


JOHN F LYNCH PARK 
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A 10.35 ACRE NEIGHBORHOOD PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 4


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


K C P L  P A R K
W E S T  5 1 S T  S T R E E T  A N D  R O S E H I L L


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


7


5 7


6


6


4 Park is accessed by surrounding 
neighborhoods and sidewalk at 
north edge of park.


A few blind concerns and 
undergrowth that is encroaching 
the south edge of the trail.


Trails are the only provided 
amenity.


Good condition of concrete 
trails.


Utilized as a trail park by 
surrounding neighborhoods. 


No parking.


Remove invasives in wooded area. 
Large areas of mown lawn.
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EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Wooded Area 
Maintenance


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Remove invasive and undergrowth for a distance of 20 
feet from edge of trail.$$$$


Walking Trails
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KCPL PARK


KCPL PARK
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KCPL PARK


KCPL PARK
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A 8.54 ACRE COMMUNITY PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 2


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


L I S T O W E L  P A R K
Q U I V I R A  R O A D  A N D  W E S T  7 1 S T  S T R E E T


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


5


6 6


6


5


5 Difficult for ADA visitors to access 
futsal and tennis courts.


Exposed fasteners at futsal court.Ballfield is undersized.


Futsal courts need renovation. 
Tennis courts need renovation.


Average utilization from 
surrounding neighborhoods.


Difficult to maintain futsal due to 
water and debris being trapped.
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EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Update Tennis / 
Pickleball Courts


RECOMMENDATION D.  Replace Backstop


RECOMMENDATION E.  Green Stormwater 
Infrastructure


PR
IO


RI
TY


 2
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LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Construct new backstop to meet City standard detail.


Renovate tennis courts with post tension slab over 
existing surface. Stripe for both tennis and pickleball.


Improve quality and diversity of plant species at rain 
garden. Remove invasive species.


RECOMMENDATION B.  Construct a Sister City  
Plaza


Construct a plaza similar to work completed in other 
Sister City parks in Shawnee.


$$$$


$$$$


RECOMMENDATION C.  Update Futsal / Roller 
Hockey Courts


Construct post tension concrete surface over existing 
court. Replace dasher boards with an integrated system 
with hidden fasteners and improved access.


$$$$


$$$$


$$$$


RECOMMENDATION F.  Replace Playstructure


Replace playstructure with an amenity that provides a 
greater variety of play opportunities.


$$$$


Walking Trails


Public Restrooms Shelters (2)


Tennis Courts (2)


Pickleball Courts (2)


Museums/Memorials


Roller Hockey (2)


Playstructures


Ball Diamonds (1)


Native 
Landscapes
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LISTOWEL PARK -  Exist ing Tennis Courts


LISTOWEL PARK -  Exist ing Park Character
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LISTOWEL PARK -  Exist ing Parking


LISTOWEL PARK -  Exist ing Park Character
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A 9.82 ACRE COMMUNITY PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 4


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


M O N T I C E L L O  S P R I N G S  P A R K
M O N T I C E L L O  R O A D  A N D  7 9 T H  S T R E E T


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


8


8 6


9


8


7 Good accessibility to parking and 
park amenities.


Limited view corridors into park 
and across park.


Appropriate amenities for park 
of this character and size.


Overall good condition.


Limited use, primarily as 
walking trail.


Invasive plant species in native 
areas and pond.







113PHASE 3 ANALYSIS


PR
IO


RI
TY


 1


EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Improve Native Areas


RECOMMENDATION B.  Remove Plant  
Material To Create View Corridors


RECOMMENDATION C.  Replace Playstructure


$$$$


$$$$


PR
IO


RI
TY


 2
PR


IO
RI


TY
 3


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Selectively remove plant material to allow for views into 
park from parking. This will increase the visibility and 
use of park and provide for a safer visitor experience.


Remove and control invasive species in native areas and 
pond.


Replace playstructure with an amenity that provides a 
greater variety of play opportunities.


$$$$


Walking Trails


Temporary 
Restrooms


Shelters (2)


Fishing


Native 
Landscapes


Playstructures







114 City of Shawnee Parks and Recreation Master Plan 


MONTICELLO SPRINGS PARK -  Exist ing Playstructure


MONTICELLO SPRINGS PARK -  Exist ing Trai l  Character
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MONTICELLO SPRINGS PARK -  Exist ing Shelter


MONTICELLO SPRINGS PARK -  Exist ing Bridge
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A 6.02 ACRE COMMUNITY PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 4


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


P F L U M M - B I C H E L M E Y E R  P A R K
P F L U M M  R O A D  A N D  5 9 T H  S T R E E T


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


7


9 7


6


7


7 Difficult travel from parking to 
shelter for ADA visitors. Crossing 
at high use vehicular points.


Playstructure and shelter are not 
easily viewed from the parking or 
roadway.


Good mix of passive and active 
uses.


Overall good condition.


Limited park usage for 
location.


Invasives in wooded areas.







117PHASE 3 ANALYSIS


EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  New Inclusive 
Playstructure


PR
IO


RI
TY


 2


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Add an inclusive playstructure.


RECOMMENDATION B.  Add Accessible Walk 
or ADA Parking


Provide accessible walk or ADA parking to remove 
conflict with vehicles.


$$$$


$$$$
Walking TrailsShelters (2)


PlaystructuresVolleyball (2)
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PFLUMM-BICHELMEYER PARK -  Exist ing Character


PFLUMM-BICHELMEYER PARK -  Sand Vol leybal l
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PFLUMM-BICHELMEYER PARK -  Grass Lawn


PFLUMM-BICHELMEYER PARK -  Pedestrian Arrival
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A 1.97 ACRE COMMUNITY PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 1


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


P I O N E E R  C R O S S I N G  P A R K
S H A W N E E  M I S S I O N  P A R K W A Y  A N D  F R O N T A G E  R O A D


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


9


7 9


6


7


7 Lack of walkway or trail 
connections to surrounding 
areas.


No safety concerns.Appropriate amenities for 
park that is primarily a visual 


gateway.


Above average condition.


Low park usage, primarily a 
visual park.


Erosion in multiple locations from 
stormwater exiting hillside.







121PHASE 3 ANALYSIS


PR
IO


RI
TY


 1


EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Update Plant 
Materials


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Plant material could use updating. Utilize plantings to 
control erosion issues.$$$$


GardensPicnic Tables (1)
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PIONEER CROSSING PARK


PIONEER CROSSING PARK
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PIONEER CROSSING PARK


PIONEER CROSSING PARK
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A 9.73 ACRE COMMUNITY PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 3


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


Q U I V I R A  G L E N  P A R K
W E S T  5 1 S T  S T R E E T  A N D  S U M M I T


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


8


9 6


8


9


7 Less than ideal parking 
organization with regards to ADA 
parking and arrival.


Pedestrians and ADA users must 
cross primary vehicular arrival to 
access park.


Good mix of amenities for park.


Above average condition.


Good park usage from 
adjacent neighborhoods.


Good mix of native landscape and 
mown lawn.







125PHASE 3 ANALYSIS


EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Improve Native Areas


RECOMMENDATION C.  Replace Playstructure


PR
IO


RI
TY


 2
PR


IO
RI


TY
 3


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Remove invasives and consider pollinator garden.


Replace playstructure with an amenity that provides 
more variety of play opportunities.


RECOMMENDATION B.  Add Trees and  
Landscape Plantings


Add trees to provide shade at playstructure.$$$$


$$$$


$$$$
Sports Fields (1) 


Walking Trails
Native 


Landscapes


Public Restrooms


Shelters (1)Swings


Playstructures
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QUIVIRA GLENN PARK


QUIVIRA GLENN PARK
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QUIVIRA GLENN PARK


QUIVIRA GLENN PARK







128 City of Shawnee Parks and Recreation Master Plan 


A 0.44 ACRE NEIGHBORHOOD PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 4


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


S I S T E R  C I T I E S  P A R K
K I N G  S T R E E T  A N D  W E S T  5 8 T H  S T R E E T


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


9


8 9


9


8


7


Possible concern with backing 
into travel lane ot the north.


Above average condition of 
amenities. Multiple trash can 


styles is distracting visually.


Site easily maintained after 
environmental or social event. 
Landscape beds require additional 
maintenance in growing season.


Multiple connections from 
the surrounding pedestrian 
walkways. Lack of ADA 
connection to court surface.


Heavy use by rolle bolle players 
and spectators, not utilized for 


any other purpose.


Existing rolle bolle court is well 
maintained. Lack of restroom 


requires use of portable toilet. 
No shade on play surface.







129PHASE 3 ANALYSIS


PR
IO


RI
TY


 1


EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Add Shade Structure 
to Courts


RECOMMENDATION B.  Improve and Add 
Plant Material


PR
IO


RI
TY


 2


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Addition of trees throughout park. Landscape 
plantings at key pedestrian and vehicular arrivals.


Add structures to provide shade at court level.


$$$$


$$$$


Rolle Bolle (1)


Temporary 
Restrooms


Shelters (1)
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SISTER CITIES PARK -  Exist ing Rol le Bol le Court


SISTER CITIES PARK -  Exist ing Monument Sign
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SISTER CITIES PARK -  Exist ing Shelter


SISTER CITIES PARK -  Exist ing Rol le Bol le Court
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A 32.43 ACRE REGIONAL PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 2


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


S W A R N E R  P A R K
W E S T  6 3 R D  S T R E E T  A N D  L A C K M A N  R O A D


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


7


9 6


9


8


8 Good accessibility to all features.


Limited sight lines from vehicles 
requires entering the park on 
foot to patrol.


Good mix of amenities 
meets the diverse needs of 


community.


Overall good condition.


Above average park usage. 
Skate park is well utilized. 


Enhance native areas and improve 
edge conditions to prevent erosion.







133PHASE 3 ANALYSIS


EXISTING PARK INVENTORY LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


PR
IO


RI
TY


 1
PR


IO
RI


TY
 2


RECOMMENDATION C.  Replace Fence and 
Backstop


Fence and backstop should be replaced to meet new 
parks and recreation standards.


RECOMMENDATION E.  Improve Native Areas


$$$$ Invasives should be controlled and native plant 
material expanded to enhance the native areas.


RECOMMENDATION F.  Skate Park Plaza


$$$$ Add skate park plaza to allow viewing, seating, and 
shade for skate park users.


      RECOMMENDATION B.  Green Stormwater 
Infrastructure


$$$$
Stormwater damage from erosion should be repaired 
and appropriate drainage measures put in place to 
prevent future erosion.


  


Construct new restrooms to meet the needs and 
standards of users.


RECOMMENDATION A.  New Restrooms


RECOMMENDATION D.  Replace Playstructure


$$$$ Replace playstructure with an amenity that provides 
more variety of play opportunities.


Walking Trails


Public Restrooms


Shelters (3)


Fishing


Native LandscapesSkate Park


Ball Diamonds (1)


Swings


Soccer Fields (4)


Picnic Tables (1)


$$$$


$$$$
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SWARNER PARK -  Exist ing Shelter


SWARNER PARK -  Exist ing Backstop
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SWARNER PARK -  Exist ing Restroom


SWARNER PARK -  Exist ing Pond
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A 1.07 ACRE NEIGHBORHOOD PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 4


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


T H O M A S  A  S O E T A E R T  P A R K
P F L U M M  R O A D  A N D  W E S T  6 1 S T  S T R E E T


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


6


6 5


7


7


7 No sidewalks along north edge 
of park.


Dead end parking is problematic.No significant amenities.


Average condition of existing 
site. 


Limited due to location and 
amenities.


No significant issues. A lot of 
mowing required for limited use.
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EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Add Playstructure


PR
IO


RI
TY


 2


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


In coordination with the replacement of a playstructure 
at another park, install the existing play structure within 
this park.


$$$$


Native 
Landscapes
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THOMAS SOETAERT PARK -  Exist ing Park Character


THOMAS SOETAERT PARK -  Exist ing Monument Sign
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THOMAS SOETAERT PARK -  Exist ing Park Character


THOMAS SOETAERT PARK -  Exist ing Picnic Table
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A 2.27 ACRE NEIGHBORHOOD PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 4


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


V A N L E R B E R G  M E M O R I A L  P A R K
N I E M A N  R O A D  A N D  W E S T  4 7 T H  S T R E E T


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


6


6 5


7


8


6 Limited feature to access, limited 
walks.


No markings or crosswalk 
connecting park across Nieman.


Signage. No pedestrian 
connections on north edge.


Trees could use pruning.


Limited to no usage due 
to location of park and no 


parking.


A lot of mowing for limited use.
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PR
IO


RI
TY


 1


EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Add Trees and Plant 
Material


RECOMMENDATION B.  Create Vision and 
Master Plan for Park


PR
IO


RI
TY


 3


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Add trees throughout park. Enlarge landscape 
plantings around entry monument to increase visibility 
and highlight entrance into Shawnee. Explore native 
plants to reduce mowing.


Add concrete walking trail in park east of Nieman 
Road.


$$$$


$$$$


Native 
Landscapes
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VANLERBERG MEMORIAL PARK


VANLERBERG MEMORIAL PARK
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VANLERBERG MEMORIAL PARK


VANLERBERG MEMORIAL PARK







144 City of Shawnee Parks and Recreation Master Plan 


A 2.73 ACRE COMMUNITY PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 1


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


V E T E R A N S  T R I B U T E  P A R K
J O H N S O N  D R I V E  A N D  P F L U M M  R O A D


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


8


8 9


7


7


7 Inadequate parking adjacent to 
memorial.


Good overall. A few blind corners 
south of memorial.


Appropriate amenties for park.


Overall good. Deterioration of 
walls adjacent to stairs.


Good visibility, but limited 
usage of park.


Erosion and wash out along 
walls and grade transitions. New 
planting is helping resolve.







145PHASE 3 ANALYSIS


EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Add Trees and Plant 
Material


PR
IO


RI
TY


 2


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Add trees throughout park. Enlarge landscape plantings 
around entry monument to increase visibility and 
highlight entrance into Shawnee. Explore native plants 
to reduce mowing.


$$$$


GardensPicnic Tables (1)


Museums/Memorials
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VETERANS TRIBUTE PARK -  Exist ing Park Character


VETERANS TRIBUTE PARK -  Exist ing Monument
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VETERANS TRIBUTE PARK -  Exist ing Monument


VETERANS TRIBUTE PARK -  Exist ing Park Character
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A 1.56 ACRE NEIGHBORHOOD PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 4


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


W A T E R  D I S T R I C T  P A R K
W E S T  4 9 T H  T E R R A C E  A N D  C O D Y  S T R E E T


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


4


4 5


7


5


6 No parking or walks in park.


No parking or walks in park.Practice ball field and open 
space are only features.


Below average ball field in 
comparison to other city 


facilities.


Limited to field use.


A lot of mowing. Field requires 
continual maintenance.
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PR
IO


RI
TY


 1


EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Improve Ballfield


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Improve condition and playability of ballfield and 
backstop.$$$$


Ball Diamonds (1)
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WATER DISTRICT PARK -  Exist ing Park Character


WATER DISTRICT PARK -  Exist ing Bal l f ield
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WATER DISTRICT PARK -  Exist ing Bal l f ield


WATER DISTRICT PARK -  Exist ing Park Character
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A 0.50 ACRE NEIGHBORHOOD PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 4


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


W A T E R  T O W E R  P A R K
F L I N T  S T R E E T  A N D  W E S T  7 0 T H  S T R E E T


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


7


7 6


6


6


7 No sidewalk connections without 
pedestrian use of street.


Direct pedestrian connection to 
street.


Good amenities for youth, lack 
of features for older children.


Above average. Visible wear on 
signs and play surface.


Limited to neighborhood due 
to lack of parking.


Lack of stormwater control of 
detention on site.
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PR
IO


RI
TY
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EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Add Trees and Plant 
Material


RECOMMENDATION B.  Add Motion Play 
Element


PR
IO


RI
TY


 3


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Add trees throughout park. Landscape plantings at key 
pedestrian arrivals and monument sign.


Add swing or other motion play element for older youth.


$$$$


$$$$


RECOMMENDATION C.  Replace Playstructure


Replace playstructure with an amenity that provides 
more variety of play opportunities.


$$$$


Shelters (1) Playstructures


Museums/Memorials
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WATER TOWER PARK -  Exist ing Playstructure


WATER TOWER PARK -  Exist ing Park Character
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WATER TOWER PARK -  Exist ing Shade Structure


WATER TOWER PARK -  Exist ing Seating and Playsurface
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A 9.41 ACRE COMMUNITY PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 2


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


W E S T  F L A N D E R S  P A R K
N I E M A N  R O A D  A N D  W E S T  5 5 T H  S T R E E T


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


7


7 8


7


6


7 Lack of parking opportunities on 
north side of park.


Good sight lines across park with 
adequate parking.


Mix of passive and active 
features. Additional play 


elements needed.


Above average condition of 
park. Existing memorial garden 


needs an upgrade.


Good park usage.


Large areas of mown lawn. Lack 
of stormwater detention and 
treatment at parking.
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PR
IO
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TY
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EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


PR
IO


RI
TY


 2
PR


IO
RI


TY
 3


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


      


$$$$ Identify existing trees and coordinate new tree plantings to 
create an arboretum within the park.


RECOMMENDATION B.  Establish Tree 
Arboretum


      


$$$$ Replace playstructure with an amenity that provides more 
variety of play opportunities.


RECOMMENDATION C.  Replace Playstructure


      


$$$$ Add play structure elements to provide alternate play 
features in park.


RECOMMENDATION D.  Provide Additional 
Play Elements


$$$$ Renovation of memorial gardens to include new 
planting beds, concrete walkways, maintenance shed, 
and irrigation to be maintained by the Shawnee Garden 
Club.


RECOMMENDATION A.  Renovation of 
Memorial GardensPublic Restrooms


Swings


Shelters (2)


Cable


Walking Trails Gardens


Museums/MemorialsPlaystructures
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WEST FLANDERS PARK -  Exist ing Playstructure


WEST FLANDERS PARK -  Exist ing Shelter
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WEST FLANDERS PARK -  Exist ing Park Character


WEST FLANDERS PARK -  Exist ing Restroom







160 City of Shawnee Parks and Recreation Master Plan 


A 80.18 ACRE COMMUNITY GREENWAY


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 3


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


B L A C K F I S H  R E C R E A T I O N  T R A I L


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


8


7 7


9


7


9 Trail accessibility is appropriate 
in relation to use.


Limited view corridors in some 
locations. No call boxes.


Limited amenities along the 
trail system.


Overall good condition.


High use by surrounding 
neighborhoods and 


community.


Environmental is only concern. 
Flooding and storm damage can 
impact trail and limit use.
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PR
IO


RI
TY


 1


EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  MARC Regional 
Wayfinding System


RECOMMENDATION C.  Establish Native Grass 
And Wildflowers Throughout Greenway


RECOMMENDATION E.  Create an Arboretum 
Walk


PR
IO


RI
TY


 2
PR


IO
RI


TY
 3


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Plant pockets of wildflowers to create a cadence of color 
and texture along corridor.


Incorporate recommendations from the Regional 
Wayfinding Master Plan.


Utilize existing tree varieties and add specific tree 
species to create an arboretum walk at specific areas 
along recreation trail.


RECOMMENDATION D.  Establish Bicycle 
Zones


Establish areas along trail for bicycles riders to 
dismount with seating and in strategic locations. Install 
bike service stations.


RECOMMENDATION B.  Add Trees and  
Landscape Plantings to Islands


Add trees and drought tolerant landscape plantings to 
islands.$$$$


$$$$


$$$$


$$$$


$$$$


Walking Trails (2.35 mi)


Native LandscapesBike Trail 
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BLACKFISH RECREATION TRAIL -  Typical  Character


BLACKFISH RECREATION TRAIL -  Typical  Character
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BLACKFISH RECREATION TRAIL -  Typical  Character


BLACKFISH RECREATION TRAIL -  Typical  Character







164 City of Shawnee Parks and Recreation Master Plan 


A 7.82 ACRE COMMUNITY FACILITY


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 1


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


C I V I C  C E N T R E
J O H N S O N  D R I V E  A N D  P F L U M M  R O A D


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


6


4 7


7


4


8 No direct accessible connection 
from lower parking. Limited 
paths to adjacent uses.


Lack of pedestrian dedicated 
spaces and zones of connection.


Lack of outdoor activity and 
engagement spaces.


Landscape beds and islands 
need restoration.


Facility is well used by 
community.


Lack of planting in islands creates 
heat island issues. Unplanted 
areas are prone to erosion.
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PR
IO


RI
TY


 1


EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Improve landscape 
plantings


RECOMMENDATION B.  Create a Vision and 
Site Master Plan


RECOMMENDATION C.  Facility Expansion
PR


IO
RI


TY
 2


PR
IO


RI
TY


 3


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


A visioning and master plan effort should be completed 
to program and design the physical components of the 
park and position the park within the Shawnee park 
system.


Add trees and improve landscape plantings around site.


Plan for addition to existing facility to allow for 
additional programming space.


RECOMMENDATION D.  Pedestrian 
Connections


Improve safe pedestrians connections from adjacent 
streets and uses that surround the Civic Centre.


$$$$


$$$$


$$$$


$$$$


Pickleball Courts (4) Volleyball (3)


Baseketball Courts (2)







166 City of Shawnee Parks and Recreation Master Plan 


CIVIC CENTRE -  Typical  Character


CIVIC CENTRE -  Typical  Character
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CIVIC CENTRE -  Typical  Character


CIVIC CENTRE -  Typical  Character
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A 27.26 ACRE COMMUNITY GREENWAY


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 3


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


C L E A R  C R E E K  R E C R E A T I O N  T R A I L


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


7


8 8


9


7


6 Good accessibility to trail.


Overall good. Potential for 
limited site lines with vegetation 
growth.


Establishment of native plants 
will enhance user experience.


Existing invasive plants and 
condition of large areas could 


be improved.


Usage could be improved 
by providing unique native 


features along the trail.


Invasives and mowing of large 
areas reduces the resilient quality 
of the trail.
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PR
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EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  MARC Regional 
Wayfinding System


RECOMMENDATION B.  Establish Native 
Grass and Wildflowers Throughout Greenway


RECOMMENDATION D.  Create an Arboretum 
Walk


PR
IO


RI
TY


 2
PR


IO
RI


TY
 3


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Plant pockets of wildflowers and native grasses to  
create a cadence of color and texture along corridor.


Incorporate recommendations from the Regional  
Wayfinding Master Plan.


Utilize existing tree varieties and add specific tree  
species to create an arboretum walk at specific areas 
along recreation trail.


RECOMMENDATION C.  Establish Bicycle 
Zones


Establish areas along trail for bicycles riders to  
dismount with seating and in strategic locations. Install 
bike service stations.


$$$$


$$$$


$$$$


$$$$


Walking Trails (1.30 mi)


Native LandscapesBike Trail 


Picnic Tables (2)
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CLEAR CREEK RECREATION TRAIL -  Typical  Character


CLEAR CREEK RECREATION TRAIL -  Typical  Character
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CLEAR CREEK RECREATION TRAIL -  Typical  Character


CLEAR CREEK RECREATION TRAIL -  Typical  Character







172 City of Shawnee Parks and Recreation Master Plan 


A 7.92 ACRE REGIONAL PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 1


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


S H A W N E E  T O W N  1 9 2 9
W E S T  5 7 T H  S T R E E T  A N D  C O D Y  S T R E E T


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


9


5 9


7


8


9


No sidewalk adjacent to parking 
on north side of farm.


Good overall condition. Stormwater wash out between 
farm and town center.


Non accessible surface from 
central green to farm.


High utilization of park, 
especially during festivals.


Additional restrooms needed. Lack 
of seating opportunities.
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PR
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EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Complete Doc 
Sullivan’s House


RECOMMENDATION B.  Construct (4) Town 
Buildings


RECOMMENDATION C.  Visitor Center


PR
IO


RI
TY


 2
PR


IO
RI


TY
 3


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Construct (4) town buildings with the Shawnee 
Town Core


Complete the construction / renovation of Doc Sullivan’s 
House


Construct a new visitor center to better facilitate visitor 
engagement and community outreach.


RECOMMENDATION D.  Update Strategic Plan


Update and revise Strategic Plan to relate to the current 
vision for Shawnee Town 1929.


$$$$


$$$$


$$$$


$$$$
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SHAWNEE TOWN 1929


SHAWNEE TOWN 1929
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SHAWNEE TOWN 1929


SHAWNEE TOWN 1929
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A 4.44 ACRE REGIONAL FACILITY


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 1


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


S O E T A E R T  A Q U A T I C  C E N T E R
J O H N S O N  D R I V E  A N D  P F L U M M  R O A D


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


5


8 6


7


6


9


Treated pool water, heat from 
concrete and activity make the 
landscape beds difficult to maintain.


Lack of pedestrian connections 
from parking, streets, and 
surrounding areas to aquatic 
center arrival.


Parking layout requires many 
visitors to access arrival through 
parking.


Good mix of amenities. 


Heavy use during season.


Landscape beds are sparse 
and lack irrigation. Lawn area 


struggles during heavy use.
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PR
IO


RI
TY


 1


EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Update Plant Material


RECOMMENDATION C.  Add a Playstructure


RECOMMENDATION E.  Add Permanent Water 
Polo and Volleyball


$$$$


PR
IO


RI
TY


 2
PR


IO
RI


TY
 3


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Add a playstructure as additional amenity that provides 
more variety of play opportunities.


Restore plant beds and add new landscape plantings 
for all beds associated with aquatic center.


Install permanent equipmen to facilitate water polo and 
volleyball activities.


RECOMMENDATION B.  Replace Lawn with 
Turf in Fenced Area


Install synthetic turf in all lawn areas within fenced 
area.


RECOMMENDATION D.  Redesign Concession 
Area


Concession area to be redesigned to better facilitate the 
needs and operation of the facility.


$$$$


$$$$


$$$$


$$$$


Gardens Aquatic/Water 
Features


Public Restrooms
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SOETAERT AQUATIC CENTER -  Typical  Character


SOETAERT AQUATIC CENTER -  Typical  Character
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SOETAERT AQUATIC CENTER -  Typical  Character


SOETAERT AQUATIC CENTER -  Typical  Character
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A 1.25 ACRE REGIONAL PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 1


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


S P L A S H  C O V E
J O H N S O N  D R I V E  A N D  K I N G  S T R E E T


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


6


8 6


8


6


8
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PR
IO


RI
TY


 1


EXISTING PARK INVENTORY


RECOMMENDATION A.  Update Plant Material


RECOMMENDATION D.  Expand Facility to 
Accommodate Older Demographics


PR
IO


RI
TY


 3


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


Restore plant beds and new landscape plantings for all 
beds associated with aquatic center.


Explore the possible additions to the facility that would 
allow an older demographic to utilize the facility.


RECOMMENDATION B.  Replace Lawn with 
Turf in Fenced Area


Install synthetic turf in all lawn areas within fenced 
area.


RECOMMENDATION C. Add a Floating Feature 
to Instructional Pool


Add a floating feature to expand the amenities offered at 
the facility. 


$$$$


$$$$


$$$$


$$$$
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SPLASH COVE


SPLASH COVE
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SPLASH COVE


SPLASH COVE
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A 134.42 ACRE REGIONAL PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 6


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


4 3 R D  A N D  P O W E L L
W E S T  4 3 R D  S T R E E T ,  E A S T  O F  P O W E L L  D R I V E


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


8


8 9


4


7


8


SAND & GRAVEL PARK IS CURRENTLY AN UNDEVELOPED PARK.


THE EXISTING PARK EVALUATION IS NOT COMPLETED FOR 


UNDEVELOPED PARK LAND IN THIS DOCUMENT.
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PR
IO


RI
TY


 1


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


$$$$
A visioning and master plan effort should be completed 
to program and design the physical components of the 
park and position the park within the Shawnee park 
system.


RECOMMENDATION A.  Create Vision and 
Master Plan for Park
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A 0.28 ACRE NEIGHBORHOOD PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 6


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


4 7 T H  A N D  P R A I R I E
4 7 T H  S T R E E T  A N D  P R A I R I E  A V E N U E


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


47TH AND PRAIRIE IS CURRENTLY AN UNDEVELOPED PARK.


THE EXISTING PARK EVALUATION IS NOT COMPLETED FOR 


UNDEVELOPED PARK LAND IN THIS DOCUMENT.
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A 27.65 ACRE REGIONAL PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 6


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


5 5 T H  A N D  J O H N S O N
5 5 T H  S T R E E T  A N D  J O H N S O N  D R I V E


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


55TH AND JOHNSON IS CURRENTLY AN UNDEVELOPED PARK.


THE EXISTING PARK EVALUATION IS NOT COMPLETED FOR 


UNDEVELOPED PARK LAND IN THIS DOCUMENT.
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PR
IO


RI
TY


 2


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


  


$$$$ A visioning and master plan effort should be completed to 
program and design the physical components of the park 
and position the park within the Shawnee park system.


RECOMMENDATION A. Create Vision and 
Master Plan for Park
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A 28.13 ACRE REGIONAL PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 6


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


6 1 S T  A N D  W O O D L A N D
6 1 S T  S T R E E T  A N D  W O O D L A N D  D R I V E


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


61ST and WOODLAND IS CURRENTLY AN UNDEVELOPED PARK.


THE EXISTING PARK EVALUATION IS NOT COMPLETED FOR 


UNDEVELOPED PARK LAND IN THIS DOCUMENT.
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PR
IO


RI
TY


 2


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


  


$$$$ A visioning and master plan effort should be completed 
to program and design the physical components of the 
park and position the park within the Shawnee park 
system.


RECOMMENDATION A. Create Vision and 
Master Plan for Park
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A 432.15 ACRE REGIONAL PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 6


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


F R I S B I E  A N D  W I L D E R
F R I S B I E  R O A D  a n d  W I L D E R  R O A D


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


RIVERFRONT PARK IS CURRENTLY AN UNDEVELOPED PARK.


THE EXISTING PARK EVALUATION IS NOT COMPLETED FOR 


UNDEVELOPED PARK LAND IN THIS DOCUMENT.
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PR
IO


RI
TY


 3


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


  


$$$$ A visioning and master plan effort should be 
completed to program and design the physical 
components of the park and position the park within 
the Shawnee park system.


RECOMMENDATION A. Create Vision and 
Master Plan for Park
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A 4.45 ACRE REGIONAL PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 1


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


N I E M A N  N O W  M I D D L E
N I E M A N  R O A D  A N D  R O G E R S  R O A D


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


NIEMAN NOW MIDDLE IS CURRENTLY AN UNDEVELOPED PARK.


THE EXISTING PARK EVALUATION IS NOT COMPLETED FOR 


UNDEVELOPED PARK LAND IN THIS DOCUMENT.
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PR
IO


RI
TY


 1


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


$$$$ Complete installation of park.


RECOMMENDATION A.  Buildout of Established 
Master Plan
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A 0.65 ACRE REGIONAL PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 1


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


N I E M A N  N O W  S O U T H
S H A W N E E  M I S S I O N  P A R K W A Y  A N D  N I E M A N  R O A D


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


NIEMAN NOW SOUTH IS CURRENTLY AN UNDEVELOPED PARK.


THE EXISTING PARK EVALUATION IS NOT COMPLETED FOR 


UNDEVELOPED PARK LAND IN THIS DOCUMENT.
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PR
IO


RI
TY


 1


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


$$$$ Complete installation of park.


RECOMMENDATION A.  Buildout of Established 
Master Plan
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A 41.88 ACRE COMMUNITY PARK


LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE MODE 3


SAFETYAMENITIES


RESILIENCYCONDITION 


ACCESSIBILITYPARK USAGE


W I L D E R  B L U F F  P A R K
B E L M O N T  R O A D  A N D  W E S T  5 5 T H  S T R E E T


EXISTING PARK EVALUATION


WILDER BLUFF PARK IS CURRENTLY AN UNDEVELOPED 


PARK THAT IS SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION IN 2020 - 


2021.


THE EXISTING PARK EVALUATION IS NOT COMPLETED FOR 


UNDEVELOPED PARK LAND IN THIS DOCUMENT.
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PR
IO


RI
TY


 1


LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS


$$$$ Complete construction of proposed Master Plan.


RECOMMENDATION A.  Buildout of Established 
Master Plan
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RECREATION ASSESSMENT 


Introduction


The City of Shawnee 
(City) Parks and 
Recreation Department’s 
(Department’s) program 
and service offerings were 
assessed through a series of 
individual analyses. 


The results of the individual analyses were 
subsequently reviewed from a comprehensive 
perspective. This recreation assessment report 
offers detailed insight into the Department’s 
recreation offerings and helps to identify the 
strengths, weaknesses, and opportunities for 
future program direction. It also assists with 
identifying program categories, programming 
gaps, and future program considerations. 


The reports and data that informed the 
recreation assessment process included the 
Department’s four seasonal program guides 
from 2018, participation data, program 
revenue and expenses, and program metric 
worksheets completed by Department staff. 
Internal meetings and interviews with staff and 
the Parks and Recreation Advisory Board also 
provided insight. 


Data from the Environmental Systems 
Research Institute, Inc. (ESRI) informed the 
demographics and trends review. Results from 
the community engagement efforts—including 
focus groups, an open house, and a community 
needs survey—provided insight into the 
community’s perspective.


RECREATION ASSESSMENT
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Figure 8: ETC Survey – Needs Met 50% or Less


The Needs Assessment Survey results greatly 
informed the development of this Recreation 
Assessment. 


The following information details a segment of 
the survey relating to recreation programs and 
services. 


Thirty percent of respondents indicated that 
someone in their household participated in 
recreation and/or cultural programs offered by 
the City during the past year, and 89% of those 
indicated that programs were either “excellent” 
or “good.” 


Respondents were asked to identify if their 
household had a need for a list of 27 programs 
and to rate how well their needs for each 
program are currently being met. 


Needs Assessment Survey


The four activities with the highest percentage 
of households that have an unmet need are: 


• Adult fitness and wellness programs 
(7,600 households)


• Adult enrichment/educational 
programs (5,197 households)


• Citywide special events (4,920 
households)


• Nature programs (4,463 households)


Source:  ETC Institute (2019)


Q12‐3. Estimated Number of Households Whose Needs 
for Programs Are Being Met 50% or Less


by number of households based on an estimated 25,296 households in the City of Shawnee


7,600
5,197


4,920
4,463


3,643
3,523


3,263
2,871
2,827
2,787


2,518
1,958
1,958
1,846
1,815
1,807
1,735
1,634
1,633
1,609


1,386
1,367


1,153
851
832


Adult fitness and wellness programs
Adult enrichment/educational programs


City‐wide special events
Nature programs


Water fitness programs
Senior adult programs


Cooking
Adult sports programs


History programs
Pickleball programs


Adult art, dance, performing arts
Youth Learn‐to‐Swim programs


Computer training
Tennis lessons and leagues


Youth enrichment/educational programs
Youth sports programs


Youth fitness and wellness programs
Gymnastics and tumbling programs
Youth art, dance, performing arts
Youth summer camp programs


Preschool programs
Martial arts/self‐defense programs


Youth after school programs
Youth before school programs


E‐sports


0 2,000 4,000 6,000 8,000


0% met 25% met 50% met
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Overall, the two most important programs to households 
were adult fitness and wellness programs and citywide special 
events.


1%


29%
29%


19%
14%


12%
11%
10%


9%
8%
8%
8%


7%
7%
7%


5%
5%
5%
5%
4%
4%
4%


3%
2%


1%


1%
2%


Adult fitness & wellness programs
City‐wide special events


Adult enrichment/educational programs
Senior adult programs


Nature programs
Water fitness programs
Youth sports programs


Cooking
History programs


Adult sports programs
Youth Learn‐to‐Swim programs


Pickleball programs
Adult art, dance, performing arts
Youth summer camp programs


Youth enrichment/educational programs
Computer training


Youth fitness & wellness programs
Gymnastics & tumbling programs


Tennis lessons & leagues
Youth art, dance, performing arts


Martial arts/self‐defense programs
Youth after school programs


Preschool programs
E‐sports


Special needs programs
Youth before school programs


Other


0% 10% 20% 30% 40%


1st Choice 2nd Choice 3rd Choice 4th Choice


Q13. Programs That Are Most Important to Households
by percentage of respondents who selected the program as one of their top four choices


Source:  ETC Institute (2019)


Page 22Figure 9: ETC Survey – Most Important Programs


The Priority Investment Tool (PIR) was 
developed by ETC Institute to provide 
organizations with an objective means for 
evaluating the priority that should be placed 
on future investments in parks, recreation, and 
forestry. The PIR equally weighs the importance 
that residents place on programs and facilities, 
and how many residents have unmet needs for 
types of programs and/or facilities. 


The top four programs slated as a high priority 
for investment are:


• Adult fitness and wellness programs 
(PIR=200)


• Citywide special events (PIR=164)
• Adult enrichment/educational 


programs (PIR=132)
• Nature programs (PIR=101)


The activity that residents participated in most 
often was citywide special events at 27%. In 
addition, 72% of households would consider 
attending a community-wide special event 
held at Shawnee Town 1929. Survey highlights 
as they relate to specific core programs are 
described in Section 10 of this report.
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Age Segment Analysis
The age segment analysis reviews the 
distribution of the program offerings according 
to the age segments serviced. For the purposes 
of this assessment, age categories were broken 
down according to the following age structure:


• Early Childhood, ages 0 – 5 years
• Youth, ages 6 – 12 years
• Teen, ages 13 – 18 years
• Adult, ages 18 – 49 years
• Active Adult, ages 50+ years


The Active Adult age category assignment 
was based upon the current program menu’s 
offering of “Adult” programs specifically 
advertised as activity options open to people 
50 years of age and older. The remaining 
categories were established based upon 
standard practice; however, in most other 
communities, the adult age categories are 
broken down even further into Adults ages 
18 to 54 years, Active Adults 55 to 74 years, 
and Seniors 75 years and older. Because the 
City’s current programming is generally not 
specifically broken out for the Senior age 
group, the larger age range for Active Adult 
was utilized. 


Table 3 displays the City’s 2018 program menu’s 
quantity and percentage of programs offered 
per season and in total, according to each age 
segment. This information was developed 
by reviewing the Winter 2018, Spring 2018, 
Summer 2018, and Fall 2018 program guides. 
The number of program opportunities geared 
toward particular age groups was tallied for 
the four seasons. If a program section spanned 
clearly across two age categories (e.g., ages 8 – 
14), that section was counted once in the Youth 
category and once in the Teen category. 


The age distribution within program offerings is 
as follows:


Age Segmentation of Programs Offered, by Season
Winter 2018


 
      #                   %


Spring 2018
 
      #                   %


Summer 2018
 
      #                   %


Fall 2018
 
      #                  %


Age Segment Total
 
      #                  %


0 - 5 years 21 11.5% 59 16.7% 76 17.9% 41 14.1% 197 15.7%


6 - 12 years 27 14.8% 77 21.8% 114 26.8% 62 21.4% 280 22.4%


13 - 17 years 40 21.9% 99 28.0% 101 23.8% 57 19.7% 297 23.7%


18 - 49 years 46 25.1% 52 14.7% 61 14.4% 51 17.6% 210 16.8%


50+ years 49 26.8% 66 18.7% 73 17.2% 79 27.2% 267 21.3%


Season Total 183 100% 353 100% 425 100% 290 100% 1,251 100%


Table 3: Age Segmentation of Programs Offered, by Season
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Figure 10 provides visualization of the balance 
between all segments. Upon first glance, 
the fact that each segment is within four 
percentage points of the mean (20) seemingly 
indicates a well-balanced program menu. Teen 
programming data, however, is deceving in that 
it is more of a “spillover” recreation category 
than one that is specifically programmed. For 
example, most of the adult fitness classes 
were open to participants ages 16 years and 
older; those courses were therefore recorded 
as offered to both teens and adults. To provide 
additional context, 35 of the 40 (87.5%) of the 
teen courses were listed as “16+” in the Winter 
2018 season program guide. 


The age group that had the highest total 
quantity of programs specifically planned for it 
was youth ages 6 – 12, with 280 (22.4%) of all 
programs offered. Programs for active adults 
was the next highest total offering, with 267 
(21.3%). Seasonally, the quantity of programs 
offered in the summer 2018 season was the 
highest at 425. Contrary to that, winter had the 
smallest quantity of programs offered, 183. 


Figure 10 represents the full year’s 
programmatic opportunities by specific 
age segment:


Figure 10: Age Segmentation of Programs Offered


Age Segmentation of Programs Offered
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A typical goal of a public recreation provider is 
to offer programs for all ages in a manner that 
balances resident demand with an equitable 
supply. Figure 10 depicts the programming 
age segmentation that currently exists. The 
segmentation review can be used to assess the 
extent to which each age group is being served. 
The segmentation does not necessarily need 
to mirror the community’s age demographic 
segmentation in an exact manner; however, 
an ongoing goal can be to balance the menu 
toward a reflection of the community makeup. 


The side-by-side comparison of the City’s actual 
population and program offerings in Figure 11 
demonstrates the current scenario:


Figure 11: Population vs. Program Menu


As the Department considers opportunities 
for program expansion, the figure above can 
help identify target areas for enhancements, 
additions, and/or innovations. Extending the 
programmatic reach to those age segments 
that have the highest spread between offerings 
and population is more likely to result in a 
higher potential of market capture (e.g., Adults, 
with a current 29 percentage-point difference).


When compared to the age demographic 
data of the community depicted earlier in 
this report, attention should be given to the 
growing population of adults over the age of 55 
years. Currently, the percentage of programs 
designated for the Active Adults (21%) is a solid 
percentage. The anticipated aging shift of the 
population should be a catalyst to intentionally 
develop a more robust program menu geared 
toward those over 55 years.


Population Age Category Programs Offered


28% Youth 62%


46% Adult 17%


26% Active Adult 21%
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Program Categories
The following is a listing of major program 
categories that parks and recreation agencies 
throughout the country commonly provide. 
This list helps to identify if there are any 
common program areas not offered by an 
agency. Most agencies offer a majority of 
programs. In matching the City’s inventory of 
programs against this master list, most program 
areas, 65.1%, are represented. (Red text 
represents programs that were not offered.)


ACTIVE ADULTS GOLF SENIORS 


AQUATICS  GYMNASTICS/TUMBLING SPECIAL/COMMUNITY 
EVENTS


ARTS HISTORICAL PROGRAMS SPECIALTY CAMPS


BEFORE/AFTER SCHOOL HOMESCHOOL SPORTS


BIKING HORSEBACK RIDING STEM/STEAM


BIRTHDAY PARTY SERVCIES ICE SKATING/HOCKEY SUMMER CAMP (DAY-
LONG)


CHILDCARE LANGUAGE ARTS SUSTAINABILITY/GREEN


COOKING LIFELONG LEARNING TEEN


DANCE MARTIAL ARTS TENNIS


DAY/SCHOOL BREAK 
CAMPS MUSIC THEATRE/ACTING


EARLY CHILDHOOD OPEN GYM THERAPEUTIC RECREATION


ENVIRONMENTAL/NATURE OUTDOOR ADVENTURE TRIPS


EXTREME SPORTS PETS WELLNESS


FITNESS PRESCHOOL


GENERAL INTEREST RUNNING/WALKING
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The categories in Table 4 below have 
been defined as the core program areas 
by Department staff. The quantity of total 
programs offered in each of the core program 
areas are displayed according to season, along 
with the corresponding percentage of the 
whole, by both program area and season.


Program Types by Season
Winter 2018


 
      #                   %


Spring 2018
 
      #                   %


Summer 2018
 
      #                   %


Fall 2018
 
      #                  %


Total
 
      #                  %


Aquatics 0 0.0% 72 35.0% 76 30.8% 0 0.0% 148 21.1%


Arts & Crafts 9 10.0% 10 4.9% 28 11.3% 16 10.1% 63 9.0%


Dance 9 10.0% 6 2.9% 13 5.3% 10 6.3% 38 5.4%


Fitness 33 36.7% 22 10.7% 39 15.8% 41 25.8% 135 19.2%


Personal Enrichment 18 20.0% 60 29.1% 52 21.1% 64 40.3% 194 27.6%


Special Events 5 5.6% 0 0.0% 5 2.0% 3 1.9% 13 1.9%


Sports 13 14.4% 31 15.0% 24 9.7% 20 12.6% 88 12.5%


Trips 3 3.3% 5 2.4% 10 4.0% 5 3.1% 23 3.3%


Total 90 100% 206 100% 247 100% 159 100% 702 100%


Table 4: Program Types by Season
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Total programming across the seasons varied; 
the summer season offered the highest 
total quantity of programs (247) while the 
winter season offered the lowest total (90). 
Enrichment programming had the highest 
total quantity (194), which accounted for 
about one fourth of the total program menu. 
Conversely, the areas with the lowest quantity 
of programming were special events and trips, 
with 13 (1.9%) and 23 (3.3%) respectively. 


Figure 12 captures the quantity of total 
programming offered by the Department 
during the year examined and how the 
programming was distributed across core 
program areas.


Figure 12: Program Distribution


To further assess the balance across market 
segments, the programs within each of the core 
program areas were assigned a designation of 
primary or secondary market by Department 
staff. Intentionality of the programs’ reach can 
be helpful for marketing purposes, as well as to 
help ensure the program plan is being executed 
in an equitable manner. Figure 13 illustrates the 
age segment(s) to which the specific programs 
cater, as a percentage of all programs (both 
primary and secondary). The markets utilized 
for this portion of the assessment are aged-
based, broken down even further than the 
earlier age segmentation analysis.


Primary and Secondary Markets


Figure 13: Markets by Age Group


Of the entire program menu, middle-aged 
adults were the primary market for the most 
programs—13.8% of the primary market’s 
programming. Senior adults were the primary 
market for 12.4% of programs, and youth ages 
6 – 10 were the primary market for 10.3%. 
Young adults and high school students were 
the primary target for the least amount of 
programs, three and four respectively. Middle 
school students were the secondary market for 
the highest percentage of programs, at 7.6%. 


The data suggests that staff’s programming 
intends to reach middle-age adults, senior 
adults, and elementary school youth most 
frequently. 


Program Distribution Markets by Age Group as a Percentage of the Whole
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Life Cycle Analysis
The program assessment included a life cycle 
analysis of programs selected for review. 
This type of assessment helps to determine 
if Department staff need to develop new and 
more innovative programs, reposition programs 
that are in Decline, or continue with the current 
balance of life cycle stages. This assessment 
was based on staff members’ opinions of how 
their core programs were categorized according 
to four life cycle stages: Introduction, Growth, 
Mature, and Decline. The description of those 
life cycle stages and the City’s percentage of 
programs within each stage are outlined in 
Table 5. 


Life Cycle Stage Description City Percentage


Introduction Getting a program off the ground, 
heavy marketing


11%


Growth Moderate and interested customer 
base, high demand, not as intense 
marketing


13%


Mature Steady and reliable performer, but 
increased competition 


67%


Decline Decreased Registration 9%


Table 5: Life Cycle Stages
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Figure 14’s pie chart depicts the percentage 
of programs in each life cycle stage. A healthy 
balance between the stages is optimal, with 
a bulk of programs in Growth and Mature 
stages. The City’s program menu has 80.0% 
of programs in Growth and Mature. The 
difference in the City is the fact that 67% of 
programs land in the Mature stage, which tips 
the scale slightly out of a “typical” balance. As a 
normal  part of the planning cycle, there should 
always be programs in the Introduction stage 
as a means to introduce new and innovative 
programming. There will typically also be 
programs in the Decline stage, which should 
be given some specific attention to either 
reposition or decommission them. 


 The following chart provides a visual 
representation of all major program categories 
and their respective spread of life cycle stages.


Figure 15: Life Cycle Distribution


Individual program areas should strive to have 
programming that falls into all four life cycle 
stages, with the majority in Growth and Mature 
(green and blue in Figure 15). The program 
area that displays the most balance is Special 
Events. 


Special Events and Personal Enrichment 
are the only core program areas that have 
programming that falls into all four life 
cycle stages. Arts and fitness program areas 
demonstrate no programming in Introduction 
or Growth stages, which indicates the 
most potential for either repositioning or 
decommissioning. 


Figure 14: Life Cycle of Programs 


Life Cycle of Programs by Stage


Life Cycle Distribution of Programs
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Outcomes Analysis
Assessment as to how the organizational 
unit is performing can be accomplished using 
private-sector drivers, such as revenue. At the 
same time, a balanced evaluation with both 
a private-sector and public-sector enterprise 
mindset should be completed, due to the fact 
that parks and recreation departments also 
play a role as social service providers. The 
outcomes analysis uses a quantitative scale to 
measure qualitative results. Department staff 
members were asked to rate their program 
areas according to five outcome categories, 
outlined below:


Impact
The extent to which a program is impactful 
can be measured by key categories, such as 
repeat customers, participant feedback, and 
supervisor observations. It could be inferred 
that a program with participants who choose 
to re-enroll session after session has a positive 
impact on the customers. Participant feedback 
gathered through evaluations and dialogue 
can help provide measurement to the level of 
impact. Supervisors can also conduct their own 
observations by taking note of the participants’ 
attentiveness, smiles, and engaging behaviors.


Execution
A service-based agency can gauge its 
performance by how well it carries out the 
service. Execution can be measured through 
participant feedback data, supervisor 
observation, and instructor performance. 
A service can be considered well executed 
if the service provided fulfills participant 
expectations, is a well-organized and 
comprehensive experience, and if the 
instructor is engaging, inclusive, and effectively 
imparts knowledge. 


Community
Four core questions can assess the extent to 
which the program area positively impacts the 
community. Is the community better, safer, 
or healthier because of the program? Does 
the program foster community collaboration 
or partnerships? Does the program serve 
underserved groups? Would there be a 
significant community impact if the program 
went away?


Leverage
Sometimes a program adds value to the 
agency’s comprehensive offerings due to a 
leveraging effect. The program could positively 
enhance public relations or it could serve as a 
feeder into other programs. 


Competition
The effect that competition has on service 
outcomes can be measured by the quantity 
of providers within a 20-minute drive. If 
supply is high, it can be seen as positive due 
to the community’s increased quantity of 
choices in service providers; conversely, excess 
competition can mean that the agency either 
needs to find its niche or perhaps remove itself 
from that service provision. Competition can 
also be used to influence pricing outcomes for 
the agency. Price comparisons against the local 
competition can ensure the price points remain 
affordable for the community. They can also 
help ensure the program “stays in the market,” 
as prices that are too low could infer low value.
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The five outcome categories were 
reviewed by Department staff to 
assess their core program areas. Each 
outcome measure was reviewed using 
a four-point scale, with one being the 
least effective and four being the most 
effective. The table below shows ratings 
summarized into the five outcome 
categories; Figure 41 in Appendix 
B provides the detailed outcomes 
information by outcome indicators and 
program areas.


Outcomes


Impact Execution Community Leverage Competition Average
Aquatics 3.4 3.7 2.8 2.9 3.2 3.2


Arts 3.3 3.1 2.2 2.7 2.6 2.8
Dance 2.7 3.5 2.3 2.4 2.7 2.7


Enrichment 2.7 3.0 2.7 2.7 3.0 2.8
Fitness 3.6 3.7 2.5 2.2 2.6 2.9


Special Events 3.4 3.4 2.9 3.2 3.0 3.2
Sports 3.0 3.3 2.2 2.3 2.6 2.7


Trips 4.0 4.0 2.8 3.5 3.0 3.5
Average 3.3 3.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 3.0
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Overall, staff ranked execution as the most 
effective outcome areas with a score of 3.5. 
The lowest scoring area was community (2.6). 
Trips, aquatics, and fitness were deemed 
the most successful at execution. The most 
impactful program areas were trips and fitness, 
and the best community outcomes were 
observed in special events, aquatics, and trips. 
Trips and special events scored high in leverage, 
and competitive advantage was observed in 
aquatics. The highest scoring program area 
was trips (3.5), followed by aquatics (3.2) and 
special events (3.2). 


The individual indicators within each outcome 
category (Appendix B) all scored a 2.1 or higher. 
Both participant feedback and supervisor 
observations in the impact category scored 
a 3.5, as did participant feedback/evaluation 
data and instructor performance in the 
execution category. Of the four indicators in 
the community outcome, the community is a 
better place because of this program scored 
the highest with a 3.3. The enhancement of 
public relations scored the highest (3.3) in the 
leverage outcome, and program pricing was the 
highest scoring indicator in competition, also 
3.3. 


The two individual indicators that scored the 
lowest were the program is a community 
collaboration/partnership (2.1) and the 
program serves as a feeder into other programs 
(2.2).  


Based on these results, the City should 
consider a focus on more impactful community 
outcomes as well as intentional leveraging of 
programs. Specifically, focus on partnerships 
and collaborations, and tactics by which to 
cross-promote programs and opportunities for 
progression within skill-based programs. Also, 
examine the areas that scored the highest: 
Those that scored 3.5 or higher are doing well 
in their corresponding outcome categories and 
individual indicators, and can be modeled for 
success in other areas. For example, what is 
it that the trips program area is doing so well 
(3.4) that sports (2.6) can learn from, emulate, 
or adopt?
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Program  
Performance
The extent to which programs perform can 
be measured by reviewing enrollment and 
participation, cancellation rates, and finances. 


These indicators are examined in relation to 
changes over time, changes in quantity, and at 
times in relation to each other. 


Enrollment
Total enrollment into registration-based 
programs was 7,900 in 2018. This was higher 
than the 2017 total of 7,450 but lower than 
2016’s 8,047 total. Figures 16 and 17 provide 
enrollment data by program area and age 
group. Note that these special events figures 
only include registration-based events. 
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Figure 16: Enrollments by Program Area
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Aquatics, sports, and special events experienced the most enrollments in 
2018. Youth accounted for half (50.1%) of all 2018 enrollments, followed 
by adults (37.4%) and seniors (12.5%). Aquatic enrollees were almost 
exclusively youth, and trips and tours enrollees were exclusively seniors. 
Sports, personal enrichment, and fitness were the only areas to experience 
enrollments across the three age segments. 


 Figure 17: Enrollments by Age Group


Figure 18: Enrollments by Age Group and Program 
Area


Participation
Due to new software capabilities in 2018, staff 
were also able to track participation figures, 
which totaled 54,245. The participations 
metric accounts for the total number of times 
a participant attended a class. For example, 
one participant’s enrollment into a course 
that meets one time per week for two months 
equates to eight participations.


Aquatics 40
Fitness 26
Sports 15
Special Events 13
Personal Enrichment 3
Dance 1
Trips 1
Arts 1


Figure 19: Participation by Program Area


Participation by Program Area


2018 Enrollment by Age Group and Program Area


2018 Enrollment by Age Group


1% 1% 1%
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Cancellation Rates
Cancellation rates for this analysis were 
gleaned from the Department staff’s 
participation report, per program area as 
provided. The difference between the number 
of courses offered and the number of courses 
held results in the cancellation rate. The chart 
below depicts each program area’s cancellation 
rate for the past two years. 
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Figure 20: Cancellation Rates


The average cancellation rate for the two years 
examined was 22.8%, which is considered 
moderately high. A higher rate will generally 
indicate one of two things: either a) the 
programming team has been charged with 
trying new, innovative programs that just have 
not taken off yet, or b) the programs being 
offered simply are not meeting the needs of 
the community. 


The first scenario requires patience and 
perseverance to allow time for exploration and 
to push communication efforts. The second 
scenario requires research to understand 
what factors contributed to the program 
cancellations (e.g., instructor performance, 
child aged-out, or other barriers such as time, 
day, transportation). 


Typically, the target range of a “desirable” 
cancellation rate is between 10% – 20%, with 
12% – 15% being most ideal. Any higher than 
20% indicates the staff are doing a lot of work 
preparing for and marketing courses that do 
not run. A goal of the Department could be 
to shift the dance, arts & crafts, and personal 
enrichment cancellation rates into the 20% 
range. 
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Financial Review
The financial review conducted in this 
recreation assessment is selective in nature; 
each core program’s direct revenue and 
expenses for fiscal years 2016 – 2018 were 
assessed. User fees generate revenue for 
each core program area; costs for instructors, 
supplies, and/or vendor fees (e.g., tickets) 
account for the expenses. Indirect expenses—
such as administrative salaries, utilities, and 
capital expenses—are not included in this 
assessment. 


The net revenue metric provides insight into 
how fiscally effective the program is managed. 
It also simultaneously allows analysis of fiscal 
success across program areas on an equal basis. 
Figure 21 displays each core program area’s net 
revenue totals for three years. 


Figure 21: Net Revenue


Aquatics, dance, and day trips all experienced an increase in net revenue across 
three years, while sports and special events experienced a decrease. The other 
programs experienced fluctuation between the years. 


All program areas experienced at least 100% recovery of direct costs, which 
signifies they recouped 100% or more of the direct expenses to run the program. 
Full cost recovery analysis includes indirect costs into the equation; for basic 
comparative purposes, the 2018 direct cost recovery percentages are provided in 
Table 7: 


To analyze the fiscal success of the Department as a whole, a comprehensive cost 
recovery analysis could be conducted as a future initiative. The results would 
provide insight into the extent to which the Department is subsidizing any/all of the 
program areas.


Aquatics Sports Fitness Dance Arts & Crafts Personal 
Enrichment


Day Trips Special  
Events
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When reviewing an entire recreation 
department’s program plan, the 
comprehensive performance can be measured 
by two key indicators: enrollment and revenue. 
A visual way in which to conduct this review is 
in a matrix format, where both enrollment and 
revenue are considered on a “high-low” scale. 
The following graphic is a visual depiction of 
where the Department’s main program areas 
fall in relation to each other.


Figure 22: 2018 Program Performance 
Matrix


The axes represent the mid-line of the actual 
revenue and participant range. Programs in 
quadrant one are the star performers in both 
net revenue and enrollment. Programs in 
quadrant two are high financial performers 
despite the fact that registration numbers may 
be lower. Programs in quadrant three are low 
in both enrollment and revenue. Programs in 
quadrant four may break even or even lose 
money, but have a high enrollment rate. 


The size of each dot represents the cost 
recovery percentage per program area, based 
on direct costs only. For example, the red day 
trips dot represents the fact that day trips 
had a 115% cost recovery rate. The light blue 
aquatics dot represents a cost recovery rate 
of 256%; therefore, the light blue dot is larger 
than the red dot. The program areas had 
different enrollment numbers (354 and 2,112 
respectively) and net revenue ($4,061 and 
$89,767); therefore, the dots land in opposite 
quadrants, three and one. Comparatively, day 
trips had low enrollment and low revenue, and 
aquatics had high enrollment and high revenue.


Performance Matrix


12


43
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Review of the Department’s program plan in 
this way offers the opportunity to consider:


• Alignment with the Department’s 
mission


• Actual versus desired quadrant 
location


• Growth opportunities
• Where to invest, discontinue, or 


develop


Location on the program performance matrix 
is not inherently “bad” or “good”; whether or 
not the location on the map aligns with the 
Department’s mission is the pivotal question. 
For example, the personal enrichment, 
fitness, and special events program categories 
have relatively low net revenue; however, 
participation is higher than three other 
program categories with low net revenue. 


Generally speaking, for a community-based 
recreation department, there should be 
program categories that sit in quadrant four, 
such as special events.


The programs that land in quadrant three 
should receive the most attention and further 
introspection. 


The following questions should guide a more 
in-depth analysis of quadrant three programs:


• Are expenses managed efficiently?
• Are price points appropriate?
• How much time, effort, and 


money are invested to make these 
programs run?


• Are the programs filling an 
otherwise unmet community need?


• What would the impact be without 
the program?
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Core Programs
The following section provides specific detail 
about the core program areas and services 
offered by the Department. Core program 
areas have been defined by Department staff 
as aquatics, arts, dance, fitness, personal 
enrichment, Shawnee Town 1929 community 
based programs, Shawnee Town 1929 mission 
based programs, special events, sports, and 
trips.


Aquatics
Aquatics programs include youth and adult 
swim lessons, diving lessons, swim team, 
special events, aqua fitness, and lifeguard 
training. Aquatic events attract thousands 
of participants in a season; for example, Fun 
Fridays can average 1,800 participants, and 
Dive in Movie Night can average about 1,000. 
Progressive swim lessons reach over 1,100 
participants, and preschool swim lessons reach 
over 500 participants. 


All of the aquatics programs fall within the 
Growth and Mature life cycle stages, which 
indicates an opportunity to introduce a few 
new aquatics programs, as well as to monitor 
the Mature programs for signs of decline. 
The aquatics programming menu spans all of 
the target market segments with a balanced 
distribution across the age segments that is 
slightly weighted toward elementary-aged and 
middle school-aged participants. Price was a 
competitive advantage identified by staff, as 
was the low supply of similar providers of dive 
lessons, the Wild River Walk, and the Junior 
Lifeguard Camp.


Enrollment in aquatic programs was the highest 
of any program area, with 2,112 in 2018. 
Enrollment numbers have remained steady 
over the past three years, with fluctuation 
of less than 200 between the years. The vast 
majority, 97.7%, of enrollments into aquatic 
programs were for youth participants. The 
participation count was by far the highest out 
of any program area, with 21,965 participations 
in 2018. 


At $89,767 in 2018, aquatics net revenue 
surpassed all other program areas by nearly 
the triple amount of funds earned by any other 
area. This is especially significant considering 
aquatics is a seasonal operation, for less than 
four months of the year. Net revenue increased 
by 4.7% between 2016 and 2018. 


Figure 23: Aquatics Enrollment


Figure 24: Aquatics Net Revenue
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According to the community survey, one 
third of the community visited the Soetaert 
Aquatic Center in the past year, with nearly 
a quarter visiting Splash Cove. The outdoor 
aquatic facilities are meeting the needs of the 
public, with 77% indicating that their outdoor 
swimming needs are being met. Youth swim 
lessons are desired by 14% of the community, 
with 71% responding that this need is being 
met 50% or more. 


On the contrary, over 30% indicated that they 
have a need for indoor swimming, with 60% 
responding that their needs are not currently 
being met. Water fitness programming is a 
need of 18% of respondents, and 63% indicated 
that these needs are being met less than 50%. 
About two of every five (41.9%) community 
open house participants indicated they would 
be interested in participating in aquatics 
programming, the fourth-highest program 
category out of 23 categories. 


Staff indicated that they work hard to make 
the aquatic facilities fun places to work, 
and in turn, fun places to recreate. The also 
shared that the City’s pools are the busiest in 
Johnson County. With such strong success in 
visits, participation, revenue, and evidence 
of meeting the outdoor aquatic needs of the 
public, the recommendation is to continue 
striving for high participation and a great visitor 
experience. 
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Arts & Crafts
The Arts & Crafts program area includes 
courses that teach painting, knitting, and a 
variety of craft endeavors. Painting comprised 
a majority of the 2018 arts & crafts menu, with 
courses such as After School Painting clubs, 
Paint Camps, Mother Daughter Painting, and 
an adult’s Paint & Sip. The primary market is 
primarily elementary-aged youth.


All of the programs are at the Mature and 
Decline stages, which signals an opportunity 
for reinvention of the program area and/
or decommissioning some or all of the 
programs. The opportunity for change could 
allow for additional community collaboration 
or partnerships, considering the community 
outcome indicator scored a 1.3. 


Enrollment in arts & crafts courses has declined 
by nearly half between 2017 and 2018. The 
course cancellation rate moved from 23.1% 
to 56.3% in that same timeframe. Of the 164 
enrollments that did occur, about one third (59) 
were youth and two thirds (105) were adult. 
Given the high enrollment rate of adults into 
arts classes and the growing demographic of 
adults and seniors, art’s new target market 
could be adults.


Despite a drop in net revenue between 2017 
and 2018, the net change between 2016 and 
2018 was an increase of 37.0%. The program 
area does not lose money, but it is the lowest 
net revenue generator of the group.


According to the community needs survey, 
adult art, dance, and performing arts 
programming is needed by 14% of respondents 
(or 3,592 households), with 70% indicating 
that these needs are only being 50% met or 
less. Youth art, dance, and performing arts 
programming is important to 7% of households, 
or approximately 1,770 households. Further 
developing the program area to hone in on 
forms of arts & crafts not currently offered 
elsewhere in the community could create a 
niche market for the Department.


Figure 25: Arts & Crafts Net Revenue


Figure 26: Arts & Crafts Net Revenue
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Dance
The dance programs offered by the City 
comprise a variety of offerings, spread between 
a few classes each season. Examples include 
a smattering of traditional skill-based classes 
such as Tap/Jazz/Ballet Combo and themed 
camps such as Glam Camp. The area expanded 
to offer theatre courses as well: one for 
preschoolers and one for elementary-aged 
youth. Adults were recently offered the chance 
to join in, with classes such as Dancing Down 
the Aisle and Ballet for Beginners. 


The cancellation rate of dance programs 
dropped from 44.4% in 2017 to 35.5% in 2018, 
and yet that rate remains higher than desired. 
All of the dance and theatre programs for 
youth are in the Mature life cycle stage; the 
two Introduction stage courses are for adults. 
The dance program menu will need reassessing 
in the near future. 


Conversely, the theatre program Acting Up 
displays a solid average of participants per 
season (14), likely due to the competitive 
advantages of strong pricing as compared to 
other providers, and a limited supply of other 
providers within a 20-minute drive. Though 
currently not a feeder into other programs, it 
could be considered as one in the future. 


Enrollment in dance has remained steady 
over the three years examined, around 100 
per season. The overwhelming majority of 
enrollees in 2018 (100 out of 108) were youth. 
Of all the program areas, dance has the lowest 
quantity of enrollment. 


The dance program area has observed a steady 
increase in net revenue from 2016 to 2018, up 
34.0% in that timeframe. Dance also boasts the 
second-highest recovery of direct costs out of 
all programs, 255.3%. 


As mentioned in the Arts & Crafts section 
above, the community needs survey 
demonstrated that adult art, dance, and 
performing arts programming is needed by 
14% of respondents (or 3,592 households), 
with 70% indicating that these needs are only 
being 50% met or less. Youth art, dance, and 
performing arts programming is important 
to 7% of households, or approximately 1,770 
households. Staff indicated that dance was 
one of the original core programs when 
the Department was first created. As staff 
determine what the City’s program menu of the 
future should look like, the decision whether 
to reinvest in dance or direct programmatic 
efforts elsewhere should be considered.


Figure 27: Dance Enrollment 


Figure 28: Dance Net Revenue
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Personal Enrichment
Courses in the personal enrichment program 
area cover the gamut of opportunities for 
continuous learning. Youth courses such as 
Youth Tech, Inc. and CSI Crime Lab focus on 
science and technology, and other youth 
courses focus on chess, finance, and manners. 
Adults can earn their CPR certification, explore 
estate planning, learn how to play bridge, and 
gain computer skills. A non-profit group that 
provides opportunities for seniors to learn 
computer-based skills hosts most of the adult 
courses. 


The youth enrichment classes are balanced 
across the life cycle stages: four Introduction, 
four Growth, seven Mature, and one Decline 
represent model positioning. Two of the 
adult enrichment classes are in the Growth 
life cycle stage; the remaining 19 are in 
Mature. The adult classes do not experience 
many repeat customers because they are 
beginner level skill-based and not designed for 
progression. Participant feedback regarding 
personal enrichment courses is strong (3.7), 
and the courses ranked second in the leverage 
outcome’s indicator of serving as a feeder into 
other programs.


Enrollment into personal enrichment courses 
experienced a slight decline (-15.4%) between 
2016 and 2018 and yet continued to maintain 
over 1,000 enrollments each year. A mix of all 
ages enrolled in personal enrichment courses; 
adults accounted for 62.9% of enrollments. 
Cancellation rates of personal enrichment 
courses averaged 44.1% in 2017 – 2018, which 
is 24 percentage points higher than the desired 
maximum.


Net revenue increased 11.4% between 2016 
and 2018. The program area recoups its costs, 
with a 174.8% recovery of direct expenses.


According to the community needs survey, 31% 
of respondents (or 7,791 households) have a 
need for adult enrichment and educational 
programs, with 67% indicating that their needs 
are being met 50% or less. When nature, 
history, cooking, and computer programs are 
added into the equation, needs are being met 
even less. The need for youth enrichment and 
educational programming is present for 13% 
of respondents (or 3,213 households). Youth 
enrichment and educational programming 
needs are being met more than 50% for 43% of 
City households. 


The data indicates that there is more of 
a need for additional adult enrichment 
and educational programming than for 
additional youth enrichment and educational 
programming.


Figure 29: Personal Enrichment Enrollment 


Figure 30: Personal Enrichment Net Revenue 
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Fitness
The fitness program menu includes group 
exercise courses that focus on aerobic and 
holistic strength. Circuit Blast, Power Pump, 
and Zumba are examples of aerobic group 
exercise classes; Tai Chi and Yoga are examples 
of holistic classes. While the course offering 
mainly focuses on adult participation, two 
yoga-based youth courses are offered as well. 


Eighty percent of the fitness classes are in 
the Mature life cycle stage, and 20% are in 
the Decline life cycle stage. The repositioning 
of current and/or introduction of new 
fitness courses is encouraged. High-impact 
and execution outcome scores support the 
continued development of this program area’s 
strengths. 


Though fitness has one of the higher 
enrollment levels of the program areas, a 
decline in enrollment (-10.3%) was observed 
between 2016 and 2018. With the decline of 
ten percent, it is not surprising that the average 
cancellation rate was 19.9%. There were 1,246 
enrollments and 13,895 participations in 2018.


Fitness was the third-highest net revenue 
generating program area in 2018; the $19,300 
total net revenue was 23.2% higher than in 
2016. Fitness programs also recovered 153.8% 
of direct costs.


 Adult fitness and wellness was the second-
highest expressed need in the community 
needs survey, with 43% of respondents (or 
10,827 households) indicating an interest in 
this type of programming, and with 70% of 
respondents indicating that this need is being 
met 50% or less. Adult fitness and wellness was 
also the program area that was most important 
to households, with 29% indicating this as their 
first, second, third, or fourth choice.


Nearly two of every five (38.7%) community 
open house participants indicated they 
would be interested in participating in fitness 
activities. The survey and feedback data 
indicate there is interest in, and a need for, 
increased fitness and wellness opportunities 
in the City. Staff also identified an opportunity 
for fitness services by adding fitness equipment 
into the Civic Center. 


 Figure 31: Fitness Enrollment


Figure 32: Fitness Net Revenue
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Shawnee Town 1929 
Shawnee Town 1929 is a living history museum 
that encourages visitors to experience a typical 
day in and around the 1920’s. Based on the 
farm community the City once was, visitors 
experience authentic collections, exhibits, 
programs, and events. Two core types of 
programming exist for Shawnee Town 1929: 
community-based and mission-based. Events 
such as Old Shawnee Days, a car show, craft 
fair, Historical Hauntings, and Bloody Mary 
Party are held at the site. Partnerships with the 
Friends of Shawnee Town and the Shawnee 
Chamber of Commerce help facilitate several 
events every year, which help cultivate the 
community-based initiatives. 


The active and committed Friends of Shawnee 
Town group provides financial sponsorship that 
supports approximately 40% of programs and 
events. Examples of mission-based programs 
include school field trips, tours, and special 
exhibits.


Participation at Shawnee Town 1929 has 
increased steadily over the past four years, 
topping approximately 119,423 total visitors 
and participants in 2019. These figures do 
include event attendance; additionally, over 
165 vendors, 293 vehicle owners, and 25 candy 
sponsors for the Historical Hauntings event 
work with the staff to make the Shawnee Town 
2019 events a success. Also hosted on the 
facility grounds is Old Shawnee Days, attracting 
approximately 100,000 participants annually. 


Figures 34, 35, and 36 depict the number of 
tour and field trip visitors for the past four 
years. While tour participation has experienced 
a recent decline, field trip participation has 
experienced a climb from 1,136 in 2016 to 
2,287 in 2019.


Figure 33: Total Shawnee Town 1929 
Attendance 


 Figure 34: Adult Tours Figure 35: Children Tours Figure 36: Field Trips
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The primary and secondary target markets for 
Shawnee Town 1929 are largely families and 
adults, as depicted in Figure 37:


Figure 37: Shawnee Town 1929 Markets


None of the current program offerings identify 
early childhood participants as the primary 
market. High School students are also targeted 
with minimal programming. These two age 
groups could potentially provide a new source 
of participation.


Shawnee Town 1929 by Age Group as a  
percentage of the whole
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From a life cycle perspective, overall Shawnee Town 1929 
programming is heavily in the growth stage, which is due to an 
active reinvestment in the physical assets and interpretive and 
educational programs since 2010. The reinvestment effort’s catalyst 
was a site-specific strategic plan. The buildings constructed during 
this time include the ice house (2010), truck farm (2010-2012), 
typewriter shop (2013), barbershop (2013), undertaker shop 
(2015), grocery store (2015), Chevy dealership (2018-2019), and 
service station (2019). There are also six buildings to be completed 
by 2026. The refocused efforts of Shawnee Town 1929 have shifted 
the site from a stagnant asset to a dynamic community treasure. 


Figure 38: Shawnee Town 1929 Life Cycle


Typically, the life cycle distribution goal is 
to have programming in all of the life cycle 
stages for each of the program areas, with a 
bulk in growth and mature. The growth status 
substantiates the continued investment into 
the Shawnee Town 1929 facility and program 
expansion; ensure a focus on establishing a 
mature programming base also continues. 


Outcomes - Shawnee Town 1929


Impact Execution Community Leverage Competition Average
Shawnee Town Community Based Programs 3.8 4.0 3.8 4.0 3.6 3.8


Shawnee Town Mission Based Programs 3.9 4.0 3.8 4.0 3.6 3.8
Average 3.8 4.0 3.8 4.0 3.6 3.8


Figure 39: Shawnee Town 1929 Outcomes


A foundation of support from Shawnee Town 
1929’s friends group and volunteers have 
been key to the museum’s success. A growing 
concern is the attrition rate of volunteers, 
and the maintenance of a solid base of 
volunteers from which to draw. Staff described 
intentional efforts to keep programming geared 
toward a mission-based focus, which can be 
difficult when the lure of using the space for 
additional non-mission-based programming 
exists. Shawnee Town 1929 does have its own 
strategic plan in place, which dictates the 
programmatic and facility plan. 


From an outcomes perspective, staff feel the 
programming is very well executed and has 
high leveragability. Shawnee Town 1929 has 
a unique position in the marketplace that 
it is the only museum in the area unique to 
the 1920’s time period. Continue to highlight 
this differentiator as the benefit to visiting 
the location as opposed to the other local 
providers. (see Section 8.0)
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Special Events
Community-wide events—such as PARKED, 
Shawnee Great Grillers, and the Holiday 
Treasures Craft Festival—and small scale 
events—such as the Princess Tea and 
Spookfest—comprise the special events core 
program area. The Department hosts 26 
events annually, with average participation 
rates anywhere from 11 to 5,500 participants. 
PARKED and Shawnee Great Grillers are 
by far the highest-attended events, with 
approximately 5,500 and 5,100 participants 
respectively.


The special events are balanced across the life 
cycle stages, more so than the other program 
categories. Youth and adults both have events 
targeted to their interests; the age group 
that could use its own targeted event would 
be teens. Events scored higher than average 
in nearly all of the outcome categories; the 
community outcome score of 2.9 was the 
highest of all other program areas. 


Enrollment in special events is difficult to 
capture because it depends on the individual 
event structure and subsequent feasibility of 
recording participation. Estimated attendance 
at large community events is one of the 
only realistic means to record participation. 


Registration-based events can capture 
enrollment numbers more effectively than 
non-registration based events. For those 
events that recorded enrollment data, event 
participation is the third highest of the other 
program areas (1,345 in 2018). Coupled with 
the estimated attendance at large events, this 
program area is arguably the one with the 
highest participation rate. 


Figure 40: Special Events Enrollment


Figure 41: Special Events Net Revenue
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From a philosophical perspective, community 
based events hosted by public parks and 
recreation departments are not generally 
designed to be revenue generators. That 
said, the City’s event planning has been such 
that the events have, in fact, generated a 
positive net revenue over the course of three 
years (2016 – 2018). One known factor in the 
reduced net revenue depicted in Figure 41 is 
the shift away from large donors to more in-
kind support for event sponsorship. Research 
as to what factors contributed to the -45.1% 
loss in net revenue in that timeframe should 
be further analyzed to help ensure future 
events’ fiscal success. A recovery of 136.5% of 
direct costs was reported in the Department’s 
budget. It should be noted that this figure does 
not calculate the indirect personnel expenses 
involved in event execution. 


According to the community needs survey, 
special events is the program type most 
desired by respondents, with 44% (or 11,181 
households) indicating an interest. The City 
is doing a good job with special events; 56% 
of respondents indicate that their needs are 
met 75% or more. Feedback gleaned from 
the community open house resulted in 23 
participants indicating they would be interested 
in participating in community events, which 
was the top response by seven votes. This data, 
combined with the fact that 4,920 households 
indicated that their needs are being met 50% 
or less, indicates there is room for growth in 
special events; however, it is important to 
note that the addition of more special events 
would require the allocation of more personnel 
resources.


Table 11 (Appendix C) provides a listing of all 
special events that the Department staff either 
run themselves or assist other entities with 
running. Department staff are involved with 
58 events throughout the year, which averages 
to more than one per week. The estimated 
reach of the events is approximately 158,972 
attendees. The staff coordinate efforts with 
approximately 799 vendors. 


Table 11 also provides staff’s assessment of 
their typical level of involvement with each 
event on a low/medium/high scale. Low 
indicates they assist with equipment set-up 
and take-down and/or provide rental support, 
medium indicates the event requires staff pre-
planning and day-of support for the event to 
function, and high indicates a significant level 
of staff involvement in the planning as well as 
day-of (or multiple days) during the event. To 
assist with the assessment of staff involvement, 
BerryDunn assigned numeric values to each of 
these levels; the values were multiplied by the 
number of low/medium/high ratings and then 
by the number events per event host category. 
Figure 42 demonstrates the involvement 
rating as compared to the number of events 
supported for each host. The hexagon indicates 
the involvement score weighted by the number 
of events; the blue circle indicates the number 
of events per year.
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When Parks & Recreation Department 
and Community Organizations events are 
combined, the 41 events (68.3%) have a 
medium-high need for staff involvement 
rating and a combined weighted score of 98. 
Combined with the other 11 events that need 
medium support and six that also need staff 
assistance, the volume of special event support 
needed for the community is extensive. This 
data confirms the opinion that the addition 
of more special events would require the 
allocation of more personnel resources.


Figure 42: Special Events Involvement
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Sports
The sports programming area offers skill-
based courses for youth, with classes, clinics, 
and camps for traditional sports—such as 
basketball, soccer, tennis, and baseball—
as well as non-traditional sports, such as 
skateboarding. All ages have the option 
to participate in tae kwon do, and adults 
can participate in pickleball lessons and 
tournaments and/or golf lessons. 


Most (72.2%) of the sports offerings are in the 
Mature life cycle stage, and 22.7% are in the 
Introduction life cycle stage. Golf lessons are 
in the Decline stage. Of all the Department’s 
program areas, sports scored the lowest 
average outcome rating (2.6). Community was 
its lowest-scoring outcome category (2.2), 
due to low scores in the following indicators: 
lack of partnerships, not serving underserved 
groups, and not much impact would be felt if 
the program went away. 


Despite the low outcomes scores, enrollment 
in sports programs was the second 
highest of all enrollment in program areas 
(1,492 in 2018). Enrollment increased by 
18.4% between 2016 and 2018, and total 
participation was the third highest at 8,239 
in 2018. Additionally, participants chose to 
participate in drop-in volleyball and pickleball 
10,446 times in 2018. Youth were the highest 
quantity of enrollees (62.5%), followed by 
adults (33.6%), and seniors (3.9%). The 
cancellation rate of sports programs was right 
on target, at 16% in 2018. 


Sports programs produced steady net revenue 
over the span of 2016 to 2018, with a slight 
drop of -4.1% in that timeframe. Staff attributes 
some of the shift to less sports class enrollment 
and more drop-in participation. Generating 
$33,974 in 2018, sports was the second-highest 
net revenue producer for the Department. The 
program area recovered 155.5% of direct costs 
in 2018.


Sports play an important role in the City, as 
evidenced by the following community needs 
survey responses: 16% of households express 
a need for adult sports; 15% have a need 
for youth sports; 14% show an interest in 
pickleball; and 9% indicate an interest in youth 
gymnastics and tumbling, martial arts, and 
tennis lessons/leagues. Youth sports needs are 
being met 75% or more by 53% of respondents, 
while the need for adult sports are met 75% or 
more by 30% of respondents.


There are no sports leagues, for youth or 
adult markets, supported by the Department 
due to partnerships with external providers. 
Department staff could consider exploring the 
opportunity for skill-based, developmental/
recreational-level, youth and teen sports camps 
and clinics. Also consider the Department’s role 
in facilitating lifelong adult sport participation 
through drop-in and league play.


Figure 43: Sports Enrollment


 Figure 44: Sports Net Revenue
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Trips
The trips program area encompasses activities 
that can be generalized as excursions to 
locations within the City or local region. Day 
trips, shows, overnight trips, and casino trips 
are the four types of trips the Department 
offers. The varying nature of this program area 
makes it unique, in that each day trip, show, 
and/or overnight trip is a generally a new 
endeavor that is not repeated. 


Adults ages 45 years and older are the target 
market for trips. Considering the fact that all of 
the trips are in the Introduction and Growth life 
cycle stages, there is opportunity for continued 
growth and development of this offering into a 
Mature service line. The trips outcomes rating 
was the highest of all program areas, frequently 
scoring perfect fours in the outcomes indicator 
sections. 


Figure 45: Trips Enrollment


Figure 46: Trips Net Revenue
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The staff recently collaborated with 
surrounding communities to offer the trips as a 
means to attract enough participants to ensure 
the trips would run. The resulting change in 
cancellation rates from 31.6% in 2017 to 11.1% 
in 2018 is evidence the change was a successful 
one. Additional evidence includes the steady 
increase in enrollment between 2016 and 
2018—a 200.0% increase. The success is small 
in enrollment numbers (e.g., 354 in 2018), 
yet a model for continued strengthening and 
development of a program area. 


Due to the tri-city partnership’s success, 
each community will start to offer their own 
individual trips in 2021. If the Department 
desires to maintain the same trip quantity 
offered to the community, additional staff 
support would be necessary. Communities 
that offer a monthly array of day trips typically 
employ a part-time hourly Trip Supervisor to 
accompany participants on each trip. 


Net revenue successes also serve as evidence 
to the program area’s growth. From $549 in 
2016 to $4,061 in 2018, the 86.5% increase 
in net revenue deserves commendation. The 
program area recovered 114.9% of its direct 
expenses in 2018, which was the lowest 
percentage of all areas, but intentionally 
designed to keep program costs down despite 
high admission and/or transportation costs. 


Although not identified specifically as trips, 
21% of community needs survey respondents 
(or 5,363 households) indicated a need for 
senior programs, and 66% indicate that their 
senior programming needs are being met 50% 
or less. More than two-thirds (69.6%) of the 
community open house participants indicated 
they would be interested in participating in 
trips and tours, the second-highest program 
category out of 23 categories. 


The recent change and subsequent 
growth in trips programming has 
been positive. The Department could 
continue to support the growth of this 
area by offering trip destinations that 
align with activities rated highest in 
the sports and leisure market potential 
assessment, identified in Section 11.0 of 
this report. 
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Sports and Leisure 
Market Potential 
The Sports and Leisure Market Potential 
Report, created by ESRI, was utilized to 
measure the likelihood of the City population 
to participate in recreational activities. The 
report interprets the data collected by Growth 
for Knowledge Mediamark Research and 
Intelligence, LLC (GfK MRI) in a nationally 
representative survey of U.S. households. 


The data measures the national propensity to 
use various products and services, and then 
applies it to the specific geographic location 
of the City. A Market Potential Index (MPI), 
assigned to each item, measures the relative 
likelihood of the adults in the specified area to 
exhibit certain consumer behavior compared to 
adults elsewhere in the United States. An MPI 
of 100 represents the U.S. average. 


The top active recreational activities 
City residents will likely participate in 
(based on an MPI over 100) include:


ACTIVE Recreational Activity Adults / 
Households MPI


Participated in golf in last 12 months 5,670 11.4% 131


Participated in jogging/running in last 12 months 8,223 16.5% 127


Participated in weight lifting in last 12 months 6,600 13.2% 126


Participated in yoga in last 12 months 5,059 10.1% 124


Participated in ping pong in last 12 months 2,348 4.7% 124


Participated in Frisbee in last 12 months 2,489 5.0% 120


Participated in walking for exercise in last 12 months 14,399 28.8% 119


Participated in hiking in last 12 months 7,173 14.4% 119


Participated in bowling in last 12 months 5,675 11.4% 118


Participated in bicycling (mountain) in last 12 months 2,402 4.8% 118


Participated in Pilates in last 12 months 1,633 3.3% 117


Went to beach in last 12 months 16,346 32.7% 116


Participated in rock climbing in last 12 months 993 2.0% 116


Participated in swimming in last 12 months 9,308 18.6% 115


Participated in bicycling (road) in last 12 months 5,806 11.6% 115


Participated in aerobics in last 12 months 4,528 9.1% 115


Participated in skiing (downhill) in last 12 months 1,722 3.4% 115


Visited a theme park in last 12 months 10,807 21.6% 114


Participated in boating (power) in last 12 months 2,921 5.9% 114


Participated in tennis in last 12 months 1,975 4.0% 113
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Danced/went dancing in last 12 months 4,272 8.6% 112


Participated in baseball in last 12 months 2,326 4.7% 112


Went on overnight camping trip in last 12 months 6,691 13.4% 110


Participated in target shooting in last 12 months 2,399 4.8% 110


Participated in ice skating in last 12 months 1,643 3.3% 110


Participated in canoeing/kayaking in last 12 months 3,566 7.1% 109


Participated in fishing (salt water) in last 12 months 2,070 4.1% 109


Participated in football in last 12 months 2,362 4.7% 108


Visited an indoor water park in last 12 months 1,758 3.5% 108


Participated in backpacking in last 12 months 1,905 3.8% 106


Participated in softball in last 12 months 1,450 2.9% 105


Participated in basketball in last 12 months 4,293 8.6% 104


Participated in fishing (fresh water) in last 12 months 5,747 11.5% 100


Participated in Zumba in last 12 months 1,851 3.7% 100


Participated in soccer in last 12 months 2,043 4.1% 99


Participated in archery in last 12 months 1,310 2.6% 98


Participated in volleyball in last 12 months 1,511 3.0% 92


Participated in hunting with rifle in last 12 months 1,760 3.5% 83


Participated in hunting with shotgun in last 12 months 1,382 2.8% 82


Participated in horseback riding in last 12 months 910 1.8% 81


ACTIVE Recreational Activity Adults / 
Households MPI


Participated in golf in last 12 months 5,670 11.4% 131


Participated in jogging/running in last 12 months 8,223 16.5% 127


Participated in weight lifting in last 12 months 6,600 13.2% 126


Participated in yoga in last 12 months 5,059 10.1% 124


Participated in ping pong in last 12 months 2,348 4.7% 124


Participated in Frisbee in last 12 months 2,489 5.0% 120


Participated in walking for exercise in last 12 months 14,399 28.8% 119


Participated in hiking in last 12 months 7,173 14.4% 119


Participated in bowling in last 12 months 5,675 11.4% 118


Participated in bicycling (mountain) in last 12 months 2,402 4.8% 118


Participated in Pilates in last 12 months 1,633 3.3% 117


Went to beach in last 12 months 16,346 32.7% 116


Participated in rock climbing in last 12 months 993 2.0% 116


Participated in swimming in last 12 months 9,308 18.6% 115


Participated in bicycling (road) in last 12 months 5,806 11.6% 115


Participated in aerobics in last 12 months 4,528 9.1% 115


Participated in skiing (downhill) in last 12 months 1,722 3.4% 115


Visited a theme park in last 12 months 10,807 21.6% 114


Participated in boating (power) in last 12 months 2,921 5.9% 114


Participated in tennis in last 12 months 1,975 4.0% 113
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There are 34 “active” activities that score over 
100 MPI; most communities have scores over 
100 for 31 activities, on average. This indicates 
a solid opportunity for future program growth. 
Ten activities to highlight are: beach visits, 
walking for exercise, jogging/running, golf, 
weight lifting, yoga, swimming, hiking, bowling, 
and road bicycling. These 10 activities ranked 
highest in both percentage of expected adults 
and MPI top 20 individual rating analyses, and 
are therefore the top potential active activities 
for future growth. The following chart depicts 
the activities with the highest combined rating 
of percentage of expected adults and MPI.


Figure 47: Top Active Recreational Activities


Four of the top 10 active activities (e.g., 
jogging/running, walking for exercise, hiking, 
and road bicycling) can be conducted outdoors 
as group activities; therefore, supporting clubs 
for people interested in adding a social element 
to these endeavors could be an appropriate 
expansion of services. It is important to note 
that simply appearing on the top 10 list does 
not inherently indicate that the activities 
should be launched as new opportunities. 
The City will likely not run out and build a golf 
course and bowling alley. That said, decisions 
regarding future indoor facility space needs 
might want to consider the high potential for 
walking, jogging/running, weight lifting, and 
yoga. When staff considers the next overnight 
trip, perhaps part of the destination includes a 
beach visit. 
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In addition to monitoring the top active 
recreation trends, attention should also be 
given to passive recreation trends. The market 
potential for passive activities is interesting in 
that 40 activities scored over 100, four more 
than a national benchmark average (36) for 
passive activities. The active and passive results 
allude to the fact that City residents are slightly 
more interested in recreational endeavors than 
are residents in other U.S. communities.


PASSIVE Recreational Activity Adults / 
Households MPI


Participated in tailgating in last 12 months 3,016 6.0% 130


Attend sports events 10,513 21.1% 125


Went to live theater in last 12 months 7,246 14.5% 125


Played board game in last 12 months 9,108 18.2% 124


Attended rock music performance in last 12 months 5,819 11.7% 124


Listened to/purchased audiobook in last 6 months 3,285 6.6% 122


Did photo album/scrapbooking in last 12 months 2,674 5.4% 120


Attended dance performance in last 12 months 2,512 5.0% 119


Attended classical music/opera performance/12 months 2,234 4.5% 119


Went to zoo in last 12 months 7,504 15.0% 118


Participated in fantasy sports league last 12 months 2,837 5.7% 117


Read book in last 12 months 19,470 39.0% 115


Did baking in last 12 months 13,387 26.8% 115


Cooked for fun in last 12 months 12,527 25.1% 115


Went to museum in last 12 months 7,452 14.9% 115


Did photography in last 12 months 5,959 11.9% 115


Attended adult education course in last 12 months 4,441 8.9% 114


Participated in book club in last 12 months 1,677 3.4% 114


Played cards in last 12 months 9,061 18.1% 113


Played video/electronic game (portable) last 12 months 2,917 5.8% 113


Participated in trivia games in last 12 months 3,733 7.5% 112


Attended a movie in last 6 months 33,089 66.3% 111


Attended country music performance in last 12 months 3,634 7.3% 111


Did Sudoku puzzle in last 12 months 4,288 8.6% 109


Attended auto show in last 12 months 3,205 6.4% 109
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Gambled at casino in last 12 months 6,984 14.0% 108


Went to art gallery in last 12 months 4,279 8.6% 108


Played computer game (offline w/software)/12 months 3,577 7.2% 108


Played computer game (online w/o software)/12 months 6,479 13.0% 107


Played video/electronic game (console) last 12 months 4,877 9.8% 107


Did painting/drawing in last 12 months 4,076 8.2% 107


Did crossword puzzle in last 12 months 5,210 10.4% 106


Played billiards/pool in last 12 months 3,513 7.0% 106


Attended horse races in last 12 months 1,226 2.5% 106


Participated in word games in last 12 months 5,394 10.8% 105


Played chess in last 12 months 1,845 3.7% 105


Did woodworking in last 12 months 2,351 4.7% 104


Played musical instrument in last 12 months 3,849 7.7% 103


Did furniture refinishing in last 12 months 1,888 3.8% 102


Participate in indoor gardening/plant care 4,650 9.3% 101


Did birdwatching in last 12 months 2,191 4.4% 98


Played bingo in last 12 months 1,984 4.0% 98


Participated in karaoke in last 12 months 1,872 3.7% 95


PASSIVE Recreational Activity Adults / 
Households MPI


Participated in tailgating in last 12 months 3,016 6.0% 130


Attend sports events 10,513 21.1% 125


Went to live theater in last 12 months 7,246 14.5% 125


Played board game in last 12 months 9,108 18.2% 124


Attended rock music performance in last 12 months 5,819 11.7% 124


Listened to/purchased audiobook in last 6 months 3,285 6.6% 122


Did photo album/scrapbooking in last 12 months 2,674 5.4% 120


Attended dance performance in last 12 months 2,512 5.0% 119


Attended classical music/opera performance/12 months 2,234 4.5% 119


Went to zoo in last 12 months 7,504 15.0% 118


Participated in fantasy sports league last 12 months 2,837 5.7% 117


Read book in last 12 months 19,470 39.0% 115


Did baking in last 12 months 13,387 26.8% 115


Cooked for fun in last 12 months 12,527 25.1% 115


Went to museum in last 12 months 7,452 14.9% 115


Did photography in last 12 months 5,959 11.9% 115


Attended adult education course in last 12 months 4,441 8.9% 114


Participated in book club in last 12 months 1,677 3.4% 114


Played cards in last 12 months 9,061 18.1% 113


Played video/electronic game (portable) last 12 months 2,917 5.8% 113


Participated in trivia games in last 12 months 3,733 7.5% 112


Attended a movie in last 6 months 33,089 66.3% 111


Attended country music performance in last 12 months 3,634 7.3% 111


Did Sudoku puzzle in last 12 months 4,288 8.6% 109


Attended auto show in last 12 months 3,205 6.4% 109
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The top 10 passive recreation themes in the 
City are: read a book, attend sports events, 
board games, baking, cooking for fun, attend 
live theater, attend rock music concert, zoo 
visits, museum visits, and photography. These 
10 activities ranked highest in both percentage 
of expected adults and MPI top 20 individual 
rating analyses, and are therefore the top 
potential passive activities for future growth. 


Figure 48: Top Passive Recreational Activities


Individualistic and small group activities show 
great potential. Cooking and baking classes 
would be a specific type of adult education 
course to consider further developing and/or 
expanding. Trips to sports competitions, live 
theater, or rock music performances would 
likely be successful. Organized board game 
groups, book clubs, or photography clubs could 
offer passive recreators an opportunity to 
socialize.


The data presented in the Sports and Leisure 
Market Potential Report helps paint the picture 
of how City residents recreate. A combined 
total of 74 active and passive activities that 
scored an MPI over 100 alludes to the fact 
that City residents have a potential to be 
participants in recreational endeavors. The 
national benchmark is 68. When planning for 
the City’s future, it is important to identify 
which activities listed, with either a high MPI 
or on the top-ranked list, are not currently 
available through the City—but should or could 
be developed.


Top-Rated Future Potential Amenities (Passive)
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Marketing Review 
According to the community 
needs assessment survey, 
54% of respondents learn 
about parks and recreation 
programs and activities 
through direct mailings. 


Other sources included the CityLine newsletter 
(47%), the Parks & Recreation brochure 
(33%), Friends & neighbors (30%), the Parks 
& Recreation website (25%), and social media 
(23%). When reviewing these response 
figures, it is important to note that the 
CityLine newsletter and the Parks & Recreation 
brochure are actually combined into one 
stapled document. The document contains 
text that faces one direction for the City’s 
information and then when the document is 
flipped over, the other half of the document 
contains text facing the opposite direction, 
combining two documents into one.  The single 
unit may not always be interpreted as one 
in the same, and could be confused with the 
“direct mailings” option provided in the survey. 


Across the nation, the consulting team 
continues to observe that printed parks and 
recreation program guides are vitally important 
in promoting programs. Comparatively, the 
national rating of how survey respondents 
learn about recreation programs and activities 
is 42%, which is higher than the City’s result of 
33%. That said, 26% of national respondents 
selected direct mailings, while 54% of City 
residents selected direct mailings. 


Because the CityLine newsletter and the parks 
and recreation guide are combined into a 
single document, it is possible to infer that 87% 
learn about programs through the combined 
document. In either case, the community 
learns about programs and services through 
printed City communication pieces; therefore, 
the resulting recommendation is to continue 
printing and mailing the parks and recreation 
program information. 


Marketing staffing levels currently include two 
full-time equivalent (FTE) positions: the City’s 
full-time communications manager, a graphic 
designer who holds part-time designation (but 
often works full-time hours), and a full-time 
position that has responsibilities split between 
recreation and marketing. It is estimated that 
the full-time split position’s ratio of recreation-
to-marketing time is approximately 25% 
recreation work and 75% marketing work. 
Similarly sized city departments across the 
nation average at least one full time staff 
member directly responsible for parks and 
recreation marketing, in addition to the city’s 
marketing staff. Due to societal demand for 
robust marketing efforts, any expansion of 
marketing and/or programming services would 
require additional staffing. 
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The marketing staff often runs out of time for 
long-range planning and lack implementation 
of new ideas. When time allows, marketing 
plans are created for some events; ideally, staff 
would like to create them for all events and 
for major core programs. Despite not having a 
formal structure for measuring performance of 
the marketing team’s efforts, staff track website 
page counts, analytics, email subscribers and 
click-throughs, and how many tasks get crossed 
off their to-do lists. 


Developing a more proactive approach to 
marketing requires the development of a 
marketing plan for the Department. This should 
include an overall Strengths, Weaknesses, 
Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) analysis; 
a review of how programs and facilities are 
performing from a financial and registration 
perspective; and an analysis of customers 
(i.e., who are they, where are they coming 
from, customer retention, who are the target 
markets). Each core program area should 
subsequently develop a short two-page 
business plan that includes needed support 
from marketing. This process results in 
agreement between recreation and marketing 
staff in how much marketing can accomplish 
and helps to establish priorities. 


Another good practice is to conduct an annual 
review of programs and facility operations. 
Providing this information to marketing staff 
is helpful in determining the level of support 
marketing can provide. Elements can include:


• Analysis of trends for financial 
performance and registration 
numbers by core program 


• Pricing summary
• Review of customer information 
• Overall marketing approaches and 


needed marketing support
• Review of potential new markets, if 


applicable
• Future positioning of programs/


facilities
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Program Guide 
Program guides are tools by which parks and 
recreation departments communicate program 
and service offerings to the community in 
printed catalogue format. Four Department 
program guides were reviewed: Winter 2018, 
Spring 2018, Summer 2018, and Fall 2018. 


The four guides all had bright, full-color covers 
that were attractive and welcoming. The 
large, full-cover photo of smiling City program 
participants drew the reader’s attention to the 
document. The all-white Department logo held 
subtle prominence in a corner of each cover. 
The season and year were communicated 
clearly.


The program days, dates, times, codes, and 
fees are all clearly organized. The similar 
design, layout structure, and organization of 
information between the seasons all create 
a synergistic user experience. The font is 
clear to read, yet could be changed to a more 
contemporary option. Photos were used to add 
color and interest; marketing staff indicated 
they would prefer to have a larger, more 
current photo selection to work with.


From a catalogue perspective, core program 
and event information was provided. 
Components that were not present, and 
that could be added to provide a more 
comprehensive experience, include a table 
of contents, facility location and hour 
information, and staff contact information. 
Park locations and amenities were listed in a 
grid format; a map (or reference thereof) could 
be a useful feature. Directions as to how and 
where to register, as well as the inclusion of 
registration dates and/or policies, could also 
enhance the user experience. If space does 
not allow the addition of these components, 
a small reference box can be added to direct 
the customer to the appropriate website 
address. Finally, consider adding facility rental 
information (e.g., Civic Center, picnic shelters).


As time and staffing resources permit, a 
comprehensive assessment of the program 
guide from a customer-centric experience is 
recommended. The guide should serve as a 
resource for all parks and recreation service-
related information. 
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Best Practices 
This section addresses key areas of best 
practices for recreation program and facility 
performance, including the following 
attributes:


• Quality standards
• Customer requirements
• Key performance indicators
• Cost recovery goals 
• Accreditation


A key to developing consistent services is the 
use of service and program standards. The 
use of standards provides a more consistent 
service experience. As program growth 
continues, and as staff time permits, standards 
can be deployed throughout the entire 
recreation program system, such as customer 
requirements, instructor standards, safety, 
continuous staff trainings, and program quality.  


In addition to standards, efforts should be 
made to develop a listing of key customer 
requirements for core program areas. Key 
customer requirements are defined as those 
areas of the program purchasing process that 
are most important to registrants. For example, 
an adult softball player’s key requirements 
may include: cost of the league, quality of 
athletic field maintenance, cleanliness of 
restrooms, quality of the umpires, game times, 
and location of the facility. Identifying key 
requirements is vitally important for staff to 
successfully deliver the items most important 
to the customer. This also reinforces key 
elements of service that staff should become 
familiar with. 
Key requirements should be identified by 
customers and can be included as part of 
an importance/performance matrix. This 
determines how important a requirement is 
to the customer and how the Department is 
performing. Surveys and program evaluations 
should include questions that assess customer 
satisfaction in these areas.  


Another area that could use strengthening 
includes the development of key performance 
indicators. Organizations that measure 
performance also often have a documented 
process in place to help ensure follow through on 
results. A robust measurement system generally 
includes a more comprehensive set of measures, 
including:


• Number of programs per age 
segment.


• Customer satisfaction. (There should 
be a system-wide approach to 
measuring customer satisfaction. 
In addition, a process needs to 
be developed to help ensure 
follow through on evaluations and 
surveys.)


• Facility utilization rate
• Cost recovery rates by core program 


area.
• Number of new programs offered 


annually (to drive innovation).
• Household percentage of program 


participation.
• Percent of programs in Introduction 


and Growth life cycle stages.
• Market penetration by age group.
• Customer retention, repurchase 


intent, and referral.
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Best practice agencies have identified cost 
recovery goals for core program areas. The goal 
can be calculated from actual performance 
in the three most recent years’ financial 
results by core program area. This should be 
accompanied by a cost of service study to 
determine indirect charges and identification 
of true costs of service. The development of 
a cost of service study will also be helpful in 
creating a standardized approach to pricing 
services. Currently, a consistent methodology is 
not in place.


A means by which to ensure the achievement 
of best practices is to attain accreditation from 
the Commission for Accreditation of Parks and 
Recreation Agencies (CAPRA). Department 
staff have indicated that the achievement of 
accreditation is an established goal. To achieve 
that goal, CAPRA has created a National 
Accreditation Standards (Sixth Edition, 2019) 
document to help agencies demonstrate 
competence. Section 6.0 – Programs and 
Services Management provides a description 
and outline of the prescribed recreation 
programming standards. The items described 
in Section 6.0 must exist, and evidence of 
compliance must be gathered, to achieve 
accredited status. 


The Department must develop and ensure 
implementation of the following standards: 


• Create and implement a recreation 
programming plan (6.1)


• Identify and utilize program and 
service determinants (6.1.1)


• Ensure cooperative programming 
with public, commercial, and 
nonprofit entities (6.1.6)


• Establish program objectives (6.2)
• Develop a scope of opportunities 


program matrix (6.3)
• Establish a clear plan for outreach 


to diverse underserved populations 
(6.3.1)


• Create and implement a plan to 
educate the community on leisure 
benefits (6.4)


• Ensure policies, programs, and 
procedures exist for community 
health and wellness education and 
promotion (6.4.1)


• Create, publicize, and enforce the 
participant and spectator code of 
conduct (6.5)


• Establish and publicize a concussion 
protocol (6.5.1)


See the National Accreditation Standards 
document for full details and further guidance. 
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LEVEL OF SERVICE 


An important element of 
the Parks and Recreation 
Master Plan includes a Level 
of Service (LOS) Analysis. 
This analysis determines how well the City 
Parks and Recreation department meets 
the needs of the community in a variety of 
amenities. The amenities in this analysis 
include four categories: 


• Budget
• Parks/Trails
• Indoor Facilities
• Outdoor Facilities and Amenities


The LOS guidelines assist an agency in 
determining the appropriate level of parkland, 
facilities, and amenities. The definition of 
“appropriate” parkland and facilities varies 
from community to community. Much depends 
on the local use and demand for specific 
services. For example, more playgrounds may 
be needed than what the guidelines suggest if 
the community has many young families with 
children.  


LOS guidelines measure the minimum amount 
of assets which should be provided to meet 
the community’s needs and expectations. LOS 
guidelines are typically expressed as a ratio of 
a facility capacity to the number of users.  For 
example, a standard for how many park acres 
are needed per 1,000 population is an example 
of a level of service guideline. 


For the purposes of this report, the word 
“guideline” is used, rather than the word 
“standard.” In the 1980’s, the National 
Recreation and Association (NRPA) developed 
a list of national standards as described 
by the appropriate acreage of parkland or 
population served by a specific amenity such as 
playgrounds and tennis courts. Standards were 
applied universally for all agencies, regardless 
of size, geographical location, or seasonal 
variation of climate.  
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However, since that time, the industry has 
moved away from established standards 
to more nuanced ways of determining an 
adequate number of assets. NRPA maintains a 
database, Park Metrics, which includes asset 
inventories from parks and recreation agencies 
located all around the United States. The 
information can be filtered to create a sample 
size of like population, geographical area of 
the country, and types of organizations such as 
towns, cities, counties, and special districts.


The City Parks and Recreation LOS guidelines 
include the use of the NRPA Park Metrics 
database. The database includes information 
from approximately 1,075 agencies from all 
regions of the country. The City’s LOS included 
a sample of 76 cities with a population range 
of between 50,000 and 100,000.


The following chart shows the various assets 
and amenities, and how the City’s Parks and 
Recreation compares to the median of the 
reporting agencies.  
The columns on the chart represent:


• The number of agencies reporting 
for that specific metric


• The median result of the reporting 
agencies


• The City’s actual asset number, 
based on population


• The City’s actual number, such as 
number of parks


• Surplus or deficit


The budget numbers show that the City’s Parks and Recreation is lower than the 
median of reporting agencies in all four of the financial metrics.


Budget # of Agencies
Reporting


Median Shawnee/Actual  
Population


Surplus/Deficit


Operating expenditures 
per capita 67 $102 $80.62 ($21.32)


Revenue per capita 59 $26 $20.79 ($5.21)
Agency’s total annual  


operating expenditures 67 $6,788,102 $5,392,385 ($1,395,717)


Agency’s total annual  
non-tax revenus 59 $1,919,192 $1,389,444 ($529,748)
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*The Kansas City Parks and Recreation Director’s Group has established a standard of 
12 acres per thousand population. 


The total number of parks is right at the median, with the number 32. Total park 
acreage exceeds the median by 265 acres. Shawnee’s park acreage exceeds the 
median of the reporting agency by 5.7 acres per thousand. However, as noted, the 
Kansas City Director’s Group has established a standard of 12 acres per thousand 
population. Therefore, the City of Shawnee Parks and Recreation has slightly more 
acres of parkland and a slight deficit of trails than most other agencies. 


Parks/Trails # of Agencies Median Shawnee/Actual 
per  


Population


# of Amenities Surplus or Defecit 


Total number of parks 55 32 n/a 32 0


Total park acres 54 634.8 n/a 899.6 265


Acres of parks per 1,000 
residents


54 12 13.3* n/a 1.3


Number of residents per 
park


55 2,399.80 2,113.30 n/a 287


Miles of trails 48 17.80 n/a 17.72 (0.08)
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As for the number of buildings and total square 
footage, the median number of operated 
indoor buildings used for recreation space 
is seven. This metric includes only facilities 
that have space for recreation use, such as 
rental space, programming space, and sports 
activities. Offices and maintenance facilities 
are excluded. The City only has three facilities 
geared toward recreation use, which results in 
a deficit of four facilities. 


As for the number of square feet of indoor 
recreation space, Shawnee Parks and 
Recreation has a deficit of almost 72,000 
square feet. The benchmark average of indoor 
space per capita for using a 75,000 population 
figure is 1.39 square feet per person. For 
Shawnee, the number of square footage per 
capita is only .47 square feet/person.  
While Shawnee has much less indoor space 
than the median number of comparative cities, 
the City offers many more programs. The 
median number of programs offered annually 
for comparative cities is 500; Shawnee offers 
774. 


Number of Buildings and 
Total Square Footage        


# of Agencies Median Shawnee/Actual 
per  


Population


# of Amenities Surplus or Defecit 


Number of operated 
buildings


51 7 3 3 (4.00)


Square footage of  
operated buildings


45 103,996 32,000 n/a (71,996)
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All of the indoor facility categories show a 
deficit. Whereas the previous chart indicated 
the number of facilities cities have, this chart 
shows the per capita population served by 
each center. The number of programs and 
services Shawnee offers is impacted due to 
the indoor space deficit.  Shawnee’s deficit 
for centers is two when combining recreation 
centers and community centers (1.71 plus .30). 
Each of the rest of the indoor facilities show 
deficits as well.


Shawnee Actual to Population


Indoor Faciltiies # of Agencies Median Actual to 
Population


# of Amenities Surplus or Defecit 


Recreation centers 41 39,576 0 0 (1.71)


Community centers 37 52,000 66,839 1 (0.30)


Senior centers 28 64.685.5 0 0 (1.05)


Teen centers 11 62,105 0 0 (1.09)


Fitness centers 13 61,556 0 0 (1.10)


Gyms 19 32,500 66,839 1 (1.08)


Ice rink 15 60,147 0 0 (1.12)


Performance ampitheatre 25 64,200 0 0 (1.05)


Nature centers 16 73,681.5 0 0 (0.92)


Indoor competitive  
swimming pools:  


25 meters


17 61,556 0 0 (1.10)
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The City offers a variety of Outdoor Facilities and Amenities for the community.  The number of 
playgrounds per capita is lower than the median of reporting agencies and shows a deficit of seven 
playgrounds, while the number of totlots is close to the median range. Court spaces also show deficits, 
including seven basketball courts, two multiuse court spaces, and eleven tennis courts.  Various 
amenities such as dog parks and community gardens are quite popular among the reporting agencies. 
The City's skate park is right at the median with a single location.  The number of baseball and softball 
fields exceeds the median by 43% more fields.  Soccer fields exceed the median by 38% more fields.  
The City has a greater number of Aquatic Centers than other reporting agencies per capita.  


Shawnee’s number of amenities and surplus/defecit


Outdoor Faciltiies and 
Amenities


# of Agencies Median Actual to 
Population


# of Amenities Surplus or Defecit 


Playgrounds 51 3,499.3 5,683 11.9 (7.43)


Totlots 31 10,833.3 11,271 6 (0.24)


Community gardens 27 49,915 0 0 (1.35)


Basketball courts 49 7,647.2 33,813 2 (6.84)


Multiuse courts -  
basketball, volleyball


27 16,250 33,813 2 (2.16)


Tennis courts 
(outdoor only)


49 4,374.2 16,907 4 (11.46)


Diamond fields: baseball 
and softball


47 8,444.3 4,830 14 5.99


Skate park 32 66,591 66,839 1 (0.02)


Dog park 41 60,000 0 0 (1.13)


Rectangular fields: soccer 
game fields


22 9,160 5,570 12 4.62


Rectangular fields: 
multi-purpose


38 8,232.2 11,271 6 (2.21)


Aquatics centers 17 60,147 33,813 2 0.88
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PARK SYSTEM CLASSIFICATION
The following spreadsheets show 
a detailed listing of Shawnee Parks 
and Recreation parks and amenities 
that includes the total inventory of 
assets.  The information includes 
park acreage and a detailed list of 
amenities categorized according 
to Shawnee owned and managed 
parks and trails, undeveloped parks, 
maintained non-park sites, and 
parks not managed by Shawnee. 
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P1 Caenen Park X 0.45 X


6.50 P2 Charles J Stump Park X 60.41 X 7 6


5.50 P3 Douglas Highlands Park X 0.58 X


7.00 P4 Erfurt Park X 20.10 X 2


6.00 P5 Gamblin Park X 15.79 X


6.50 P6 Garrett Park X 33.87 X 3 1 1


7.00 P7 Gum Springs Park X 18.80 X 1 4


6.50 P8 Herman Laird Park X 5.90 X 1 2 2


NA P9 Indian Cemetery X 0.52 X


6.50 P10 Jaycee Park X 1.22 X


8.00 P11 John F Lynch Park X 3.16 X
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8.00 P14 Monticello Springs Park X 9.82 X


7.00 P15 Pflumm-Bichelmeyer Park X 6.02 X 2


7.00 P16 Pioneer Crossing Park X 1.97 X


8.00 P17 Quivira Glenn Park X 9.73 X 1


8.50 P18 Sister Cities Park X 0.44 X 1


8.50 P19 Swarner Park X 32.43 X 4 1


6.50 P20 Thomas A Soetaert Park X 1.07 X


6.00 P21 VanLerberg Memorial X 2.27 X


7.50 P22 Veterans Tribute Park X 2.73 X


5.00 P23 Water District Park X 1.56 X 1


6.50 P24 Water Tower Park X 0.50 X


7.50 P25 West Flanders Park X 9.41 X
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Trails
8.50 T1 Blackfish Recreational Trail (Wedgewood) X 80.18 X


7.50 T2 Clear Creek Recreational Trail X 72.64 X


Facilities t


6.50 F1 Civic Centre X 7.82 X 2 3 4


8.00 F2 Shawnee Town 7.92 X


6.50 F3 Soetaert Aquatic Center X 4.44 X


7.50 F4 Splash Cove 1.25 X


Undeveloped Parks
NA U1 61st and Woodland X 28.13 X


NA U2 Riverfront Park X 432.15 X


NA U3 Sand and Gravel Park X 134.42 X


NA U4 Shawnee Downtown 4.45


NA U5 Trail Scout Park 0.65


NA U6 55th Street Parkland X 0.28 X


NA U7 Wilder Bluff Park X 41.88 X


Maintained Non-Park Sites
NA M1 Pleasant View Cemetery X 6.42 X


NA M2 Shawnee Cemetery X 1.74 X


NA M3 Other  (Police, Fire, City Hall, Public Works) X 20.84 X


NA M4 Maintained ROW X 44.89 X


Parks Not Managed by Shawnee


JO
CO


  P
AR


KS


JC1 Mid-America Sports Complex X 12


JC2 Mid-America West Sports Complex X 12


JC3 Shawnee Mission Park X 1 1


JC4 JoCo Trails X
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32


SD1 Belmont Elementary X 1


SD2 Clear Creek Elementary X 2


SD3 Horizon Elementary X 1 1


SD4 Mill Valley High School X 2 1 8


SD5 Mize Elementary X 1 1


SD6 Monticello Trails Middle School X 3


SD7 Prairie Ridge Elementary X 1


SD8 Riverview Elementary X 1


SC
HO
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 5
12


SD9 Blue-Jacket Flint Elementary X 1 2


SD10 Broken Arrow Elementary X 1 2


SD11 Hocker Grove Middle School X 1 2 2


SD12 Nieman Elementary X
SD13 Raymond Marsh Elementary X
SD14 Rhein Benninghoven Elementary X
SD15 Shawanoe Elementary X 1 1


SD16 Shawnee Mission Northwest High X 6
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Trails
8.50 T1 Blackfish Recreational Trail (Wedgewood)


7.50 T2 Clear Creek Recreational Trail


Facilities
6.50 F1 Civic Centre
8.00 F2 Shawnee Town
6.50 F3 Soetaert Aquatic Center
7.50 F4 Splash Cove


Undeveloped Parks
NA U1 61st and Woodland
NA U2 Riverfront Park
NA U3 Sand and Gravel Park
NA U4 Shawnee Downtown
NA U5 Trail Scout Park
NA U6 55th Street Parkland
NA U7 Wilder Bluff Park


Maintained Non-Park Sites
NA M1 Pleasant View Cemetery
NA M2 Shawnee Cemetery
NA M3 Other  (Police, Fire, City Hall, Public Works)


NA M4 Maintained ROW


Parks Not Managed by Shawnee
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JC1 Mid-America Sports Complex
JC2 Mid-America West Sports Complex
JC3 Shawnee Mission Park
JC4 JoCo Trails
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SD1 Belmont Elementary 
SD2 Clear Creek Elementary 
SD3 Horizon Elementary 
SD4 Mill Valley High School 
SD5 Mize Elementary 
SD6 Monticello Trails Middle School 
SD7 Prairie Ridge Elementary 
SD8 Riverview Elementary 
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SD9 Blue-Jacket Flint Elementary
SD10 Broken Arrow Elementary 
SD11 Hocker Grove Middle School 
SD12 Nieman Elementary 
SD13 Raymond Marsh Elementary 
SD14 Rhein Benninghoven Elementary 
SD15 Shawanoe Elementary 
SD16 Shawnee Mission Northwest High 


1.56 X X 7 7 9 9 8 9 8.50
2 4.35 X X 8 8 6 9 7 5 7.50


4 7 8 7 6 4 6.50
7 9 9 6 9 6 8.00


X X X 8 6 9 7 5 6 6.50
8 6 9 8 7 6 7.50


currently not developed


currently not developed


currently not developed


1.59


currently not developed


currently under development


currently not developed


currently not developed


currently not developed


1.49 currently not developed


X 4 multiple


X 4 multiple


X 4 X X X 12 multiple X X X X X X X X


X X X


X X


X X


X X
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X X
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VISIONING AND RECOMMENDATIONS


The following section 
includes a set of 
recommendations.  
Building on the 
Department’s mission 
of explore, engage, and 
connect...


the recommendations are grouped according 
to these three theme areas of explore, engage, 
and connect. However, the park related 
recommendations are listed separately and 
categorized by park in the previous section of 
the report.  


Explore Engage Connect


Each recommendation is categorized according 
to time priority, either a short term or mid-
term timeframe. Short term recommendations 
will begin in years one to three and mid-term 
will occur in years four through six.  A few 
examples exist of recommendations that need 
to occur continuously throughout the next six 
years. 


While the park related recommendations also 
include long term recommendations of seven 
or more years, this does not hold true for the 
following recommendations, as they do not 
require capital funding to initiate.  


Furthermore, Department services will change 
from now until seven years from now.


In 2025, an update should be completed to 
revise recommendations as a result of changing 
demographics, changes in recreation and 
park service delivery, and changes in business 
sophistication such as the use of robotics and 
artificial intelligence.
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ORGANIZATIONAL AND RECREATION


#


EX
PL
O
RE


EX1


EX2


EX3


EX4


EX5


EX6


EX7


EX8


EX9


EX10


EX11


EX12


EX13


EX14


EX15


Shawnee Parks and Recreation Master Plan Initiatives
Ensure funding for Pipes and Parks. Consider the possibility of having the Master Plan Steering Committee involved as an ongoing committee to help connect the Master Plan with 
City residents as well as working on positioning the Department for an extension of Pipes and Parks. (Mid)


Develop an indoor recreation facilities plan to research the possibility of adding additional indoor space to the Civic Center.  This includes working with an architect and developing a 
feasibility study to determine operating expenses. Change the focus of the Civic Center from a rental facility to an actively programmed community center that includes rental space 
and program space. (Short)


Decisions regarding future indoor facility space needs should consider the high market potential for walking, jogging/running, weight lifting, and mind/body activities such as yoga. 
Consideration could also be given to the survey and community engagement feedback that indicated a strong desire for an indoor pool. (Short)


Develop a trends process to ensure the Department continuously adapts programs to changing consumer preferences.  This can be accomplished from a team of employees 
continuously researching new trend ideas.  This will support the Department’s efforts in becoming more creative and innovative in programming.  (Short)


The anticipated aging shift of the population should be a catalyst to intentionally developing a more robust program menu geared towards those over 55 years.  Possible expansion 
areas include fitness and wellness, mind/body offerings, health related programs such as cooking and nutrition, or Encore programs that appeal to the 55 and over age group.  
Consider partnering with AARP and Encore programs (www.encore.org).  Develop a volunteer program for older adults.  (Short)


Extend the programmatic reach to the age segments that have the highest spread between offerings and population. The adult age group of ages 18-49 represents 46% of the 
population and only 17% of programs are geared toward this group. Program examples include outdoor recreation such as kayaking and canoeing and adventure sports such as dirt 
biking and mountain biking. (Short)


Review the program categories to determine which program areas should be added to the Shawnee program menu. The Needs Assessment Survey Priority Investment Rating for 
youth and adults should be used to assist in determining priorities. This includes the high priority programs of: Adult fitnes and wellness, Citywide special events, Adult 
enrichment/educational programs, and Nature programs. (Short)


Break down the adult age categories Adults ages 18 to 54 years, Active Adults 55 to 74 years, and Seniors 75 years and older to provide and track programs according to generational 
interests.  (Short)


Fill any gaps in service for special needs populations that are not currently provided by Johnson County. (Mid)


Review the lifecycle stage breakdown for each program category and identify opportunities to create a more balanced menu. Repeat this exercise annually. For example, arts and 
fitness program areas demonstrate no programming in introductory or growth stages, which indicates the most potential for either repositioning or decommissioning. (Short)


Monitor cancellation rates to maximize program planning efforts, efficiently market programs, and meet the needs of more participants. Establish a goal to shift the dance, arts & 
crafts, and personal enrichment cancellation rates into the 20% range.  (Short)


Implement the best practice areas: program standards, customer requirements, performance measures, annual reporting process, and the establishment of cost recovery goals.  
Develop currently un-met CAPRA standards to work toward accreditation.  (Short)


Achieve CAPRA accreditation. (Mid)


Develop a Parks and Recreation Department marketing plan and individual core program area business plans.  (Mid)


Develop a Departmental succession plan for key leadership positions of the Department.  (Short)


KEY | Impletementation Timeframe: Short = 1-3 years; Mid = 4-6 years ; Long = 7+years
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PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS


#


EN
GA


GE


EN1


EN2


EN3


EN4


Shawnee Parks and Recreation Master Plan Initiatives
Assign a champion or a team of staff champions to oversee the Master Plan’s progress.  Share progress updates with the community as well as staff.  (Short)


Operationalize the mission, vision, external guiding principles, and internal values throughout the Department during orientation and training, reinforcing a leadership system that 
espouses collaboration, communication and innovation, and aligning recognition systems with all of the precepts included in the mission, vision, guiding principles, and values. (Short)


Consider more intentional teen programming, with activities specifically targeted to teen interests. Possible examples include outdoor fitness programs/equipment/courses, ninja 
warrior play structures, bike park, motocross park, parkour, environmental activities, to name a few.  Coordinate and engage a teen advisory group to drive new programming efforts. 
(Short)


Review community engagement feedback and the results of this report to drive future programmatic decision-making. An example of a new program area to consider is outdoor 
adventure and/or nature and environmental programs; the program areas were suggested 13 and 12 times, respectively, in the open house feedback and nature programs ranked 
fifth in level of importance to survey respondents (12%).  This could be accomplished in partnership with Johnson County. (Short)


#


CO
N
N
EC


T


C1


C2


C3


C4


C5


C6


C7


Shawnee Parks and Recreation Master Plan Initiatives
Assign responsibility to a staff person or staff team to follow up on survey results and ensure work is done to ensure that future service offerings are aligned with community need.  
(Short)


Continue to strengthen the Department’s brand and image through the adoption of branding best practices, which can include the development of a community engagement and 
communication plan, community speaker bureau, pop up promotional booths at community events, cause related marketing, and development of communication guidelines and 
standards. (Mid)


Ensure the intentional outreach and inclusion of cultural groups in future program development, planning, and implementation to keep services relevant.   Consider adding a special 
event and/or program series focused on celebrating cultural diversity.  (Short)


Provide services and price points that consider the community’s varying income levels.  Some Departments do this by creating a “value menu” and/or a listing of free programs and 
events each season. 


Seek balance in the Department’s recreation program outcomes, specifically focusing on more impactful community outcomes as well as intentional leveraging of programs. 
Specifically, focus on partnerships and collaborations, and tactics to cross-promote programs and opportunities for progression within skill-based programs. (Mid)


Review the program performance results, to determine whether the core program areas are “landing” in the desired quadrant. If not, design program and marketing plan(s) to initiate 
change.  (Short)


Conduct a comprehensive assessment of the program guide from a customer-centric experience perspective.  (Short)
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Shawnee Parks and Recreation Master Plan Initiatives
Aquatics (outdoor): Look for ways to engage the adult populations through programs, events, and specials. Continue striving for high participation and a great visitor experience. 
(Short)


Arts & Crafts: Further-develop the program area to hone in on forms of arts and crafts not currently offered elsewhere in the community to create a niche market for the Department. 
Given the high enrollment rate of adults into arts classes and the growing demographic of adults and seniors, art’s new target market could be adults. (Short)


Dance: Reassess the dance program menu; determine whether to reinvest in dance or to direct programmatic efforts elsewhere. (Short)


Personal Enrichment: If program area expansion is considered, Using the Community Needs Assessment survey results and Section 11.0 of the recreation assessment report, evaluate 
opportunities and add additional adult enrichment and educational programming to meet community needs. (Short)


Fitness: Determine the desired course of action for future fitness programming, considering the engagement data indicates there is interest in, and a need for, increase fitness and 
wellness opportunities in Shawnee. The repositioning of current and/or introduction of new fitness courses is encouraged. (Short)


Shawnee Town 1929: Seek to stabilize some of the programming into the mature life cycle stage. Consider early childhood aged children and high school aged youth as potential new 
target markets. Continue to highlight the focused 1920’s experience as a differentiator over the other local providers. (Short)


Special Events: Explore the community’s desire for more special events and the subsequent personnel resources required for successful implementation. Develop improvements to 
the Farmers Market. (Short)


Sports: Consider exploring the opportunity for skill-based, developmental/recreational-level, youth and teen sports camps and clinics. Also, consider the Department’s role in 
facilitating lifelong adult sport participation through drop-in and special programs. (Short)


Staff-Identified Program Opportunities: Consider staff-identified new program and/or service opportunities, including summer camp and adding fitness equipment at Civic Center. 
(Short)


Trips: Continue to support the growth of the trips program area by offering trip destinations that align with activities rated highest in the sports and leisure market potential 
assessment, in section 11.0 of this report. (Short)


Offer programs that fulfill unmet needs including special needs, nature programs, et cetera. (Short)


Build the mind, body, and heart program approaches as part of program offerings. Explore the Mindful Cities Initiative, a project of the Foundation for a Mindful Society. (Short)
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IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES


The following is a listing of 
suggestions for successful 
implementation of the Parks 
and Recreation Master Plan. 


These elements represent the commitment 
and discipline required to integrate the process 
into daily operations, now and in the future. 


• The Plan becomes the guidepost for 
the Department. When decisions 
or responses to the community 
are needed, the Plan becomes the 
reference point for decision-making 
and whether or not new issues or 
responses to the community are of 
higher importance than what’s been 
established as existing direction.


• Master Plan information should 
be included as part of the new 
employee orientation program and 
the Parks and Recreation Advisory 
Board.


• Post a summary or shortened 
version of the Plan on the Website 
and track results on the site as 
well. This will assist in providing the 
community with information about 
the Department’s strategic direction 
and its commitment to results. It 
may also be helpful to print a four 
color brochure summary of the Plan 
to distribute to interested partners 
and community members in order 
to provide a quick snapshot of the 
Plan.


• A staff person or team should 
have responsibility of being the 
project manager or “champion” 
of the Plan’s implementation to 
ensure success. This staff person 
is responsible for monitoring the 
Plan’s progress and works with other 
staff, city management, and other 
departments to effectively integrate 
the Plan with operations.
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• A staff member or team of 
staff members will be assigned 
accountability for each 
recommendation.  The project lead 
will have responsibility for tracking 
progress of the Plan.


• Regular reporting of the Plan’s 
progress should occur. Break the 
Plan into separate fiscal years 
and report one year at a time, 
as an ongoing annual work plan. 
Each initiative for the year should 
include a list of tactics that support 
its completion. The tactics are 
developed prior to each year for 
the upcoming list of initiatives 
and are developed by the staff 
members involved in completing the 
initiative. It is the project leader’s 
responsibility to report on his/her 
initiative, in a quarterly report. 
  
A suggestion is to input each year’s 
data on a spreadsheet or strategic 
planning software that lists the 
Themes, Objectives, and Initiatives 
start date and completion date, 
and the name of the staff person 
responsible for the Initiative’s 
completion. 


• At the end of the year, perform 
an annual review of the Master 
Plan and document any changes 
to initiatives to reflect any changes 
in priorities. This process can 
be included at an annual review 
meeting in which successive years’ 
initiatives are discussed as part 
of the annual budget process. 
Initiatives will tie into both the 
operating and capital budget 
process.


• Update major stakeholders on the 
Plan’s implementation and results 
on an annual basis.


• Conduct staff meetings on a 
quarterly or semi-annual basis to 
review the Plan’s progress and 
results.


• The staff and Director evaluation 
process should reflect the 
completion of the Master Plan 
recommendations as an evaluation 
criterion. Also, performance 
criteria should be aligned with 
mission, vision, and values of the 
Department.


• Post a chart of each year’s 
recommendations on office walls in 
administrative areas with a check-
off column designating completion 
as part of a visual management 
program. 


• If there are ideas for new strategies 
that arise throughout the year, 
include them on a written “parking 
lot” and review them as part of 
the annual just-in-time review to 
determine if they supplant any 
existing initiatives. 
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• At the five year mark of the plan, 
complete a shortened update, 
including repeating the statistically 
valid survey and demographic 
projections.  Adjust existing 
recommendations as necessary. 


• Develop methods to operationalize 
mission, vision, guiding principles, 
and values.  As a suggestion have 
a team of employees brainstorm 
and develop creative ideas for 
implementation.  
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APPENDIX B: OUTCOMES MATRIX
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Aquatics 2.8 3.7 3.6 3.7 3.8 3.6 3.8 1.2 3.5 2.8 3.4 2.4 2.2 3.8 3.5 3.2
Arts 3.2 3.6 3.1 2.7 3.1 3.6 3.0 1.3 2.2 2.5 3.0 2.5 2.1 3.0 2.8 2.8


Dance 2.0 3.0 3.1 4.0 3.4 3.2 3.0 1.9 2.2 2.1 3.0 1.8 1.9 3.4 2.8 2.7
Enrichment 1.2 3.7 3.2 3.1 3.3 2.5 3.2 2.8 2.9 2.1 2.8 2.6 3.2 3.1 2.7 2.8


Fitness 3.4 3.7 3.8 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.9 1.9 2.0 2.3 3.0 1.3 1.9 3.6 2.3 2.9
Special Events 3.1 3.4 3.8 3.3 3.6 3.2 3.5 2.5 2.8 2.8 4.0 2.4 2.9 3.0 3.2 3.2


Sports 2.0 3.2 3.6 3.3 3.5 3.1 3.0 1.4 2.1 2.1 3.0 1.6 2.0 3.4 2.4 2.6
Trips 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.4


Average Rating 2.7 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.3 2.1 2.4 2.3 3.3 2.2 2.4 3.3 2.8


Figure 49: Detailed Outcomes Matrix







APPENDIX C: SPECIAL EVENT LISTING
Event 
Host Event Name Target Audience Event Attendance


Vendor 
Participation


P&R Staff 
Involvement 


Ci
ty


Christkindlemrkt All Ages 500 10 High
E-Waste Event All Ages 350 Low
Healthy Yards Expo All Ages 750 Low
Shawnee Open House All Ages 400 Low
Police Night Out Youth 300 Low
Employee Rolle Bolle Night Adult 60 Low


P&
R 


De
pt


April Showers Craft Festival Adult 1,300 70 Medium
Concert in the Park All Ages 500 High
Holiday Treasures Craft Festival Adult 2,100 80 Medium
Kids Night Out Youth 11 Medium
PARKED All Ages 5,500 25 High
Princess Tea Youth 500 High
Reach into Wellness Active Adult 100 30 Medium
Shawnee Great Grillers Adult 5,100 114 High
Spookfest Youth 275 10 Medium
TAKE Self Defense All Ages 100 Low


MLB Pitch, Hit & Run Youth 50 Medium


Spring Walk & Read Weekend Youth 100 Low


June Fun Friday All Ages 1,800 Medium


P&R Month - Dive In Movie All Ages 1,000 Medium


P&R Month - Touch a Truck Youth 500 High


P&R Month - Yoga in the Park Adult 50 Low


P&R Month - Free Water Aerobics Adult 50 Low


P&R Month - Game On All Ages 50 Medium


July Fun Friday All Ages 1,800 Medium


August Fun Friday All Ages 1,800 Medium


K-9's at the Cove All Ages 200 Low


Fall Walk & Read Weekend Youth 100 Low


Veterans' Day Ceremony All Ages 200 Medium


Pickleball Tournament Active Adult 40 Medium


Pickleball Tournament Adult 50 Medium


Tour de Shawnee All Ages 350 High







Event 
Host Event Name Target Audience Event Attendance


Vendor 
Participation


P&R Staff 
Involvement 
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Bloody Mary Party Adult 150 High


Tomato Roll All Ages 300 High


Car Show All Ages 4,000 275 High


Craft Fair All Ages 4,500 160 High


Historical Hauntings Youth 3,600 25 High


Speakeasy Dance Adult 74 Medium


Jammin' on the Green June All Ages 160 Medium


Jammin' on the Green July All Ages 260 Medium


Jammin' on the Green August All Ages 202 Medium


Jammin' on the Green September All Ages 120 Medium


Chicken Dinner All Ages 70 Medium


Co
m
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rg
an
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at


io
ns


Old Shawnee Days All Ages 100,000 High


Old Shawnee Days Parade All Ages 4,000 High


Taste of Shawnee All Ages 1,200 Low


Duck Race All Ages 1,500 Medium


St. Patrick's Parade All Ages 2,000 Medium


Hero's Pull All Ages 300 Low


Hotel Apprication Adult 100 Low


Spring Challenger Cup Soccer Tournaments Youth 1,500 Low


Corporate Challenge Soccer Adult 500 Low


Corporate Challenge Football Adult 500 Low


Aces Fastpitch Softball Tournament Youth 1,500 Medium


Shawnee Rotary Bike Rodeo Youth 350 Medium


Oktober Fest All Ages 600 Medium


Hindu Fireworks Celebration All Ages 4,000 Low


Fall Challenger Cup Soccer Tournaments Youth 1,500 Low
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